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Introduction

This special issue includes articles based on papers presented
at an international conference on "The Flight of Egyptiot Greeks"
that took place in Athens on June 6, 2008 thanks to the generous
support of the J. E Costopoulos Foundation. The Foundation is a
non-profit charitable institution, established in Athens in 1979 in
memory of its founder John F Costopoulos, which supports pub-
lic benefit activities in the fields of culture and art, education and
research, in Greece and abroad. The conference was organized by
the Society for the Study of Hellenic Diaspora, whose director is
Professor Matoula Tomara-Sideris of Panteion University. The
focus of the conference, the exodus of the Greeks from Egypt in the
1950s and early 1960s inaugurated a new chapter in the study of
the Greek diaspora and it also gave many Greeks from Egypt—
known as Egyptiot-Greeks or more commonly as Egyptiotes—who
are now settled in Athens an opportunity to learn and reflect on
the final phase of the more than century-long significant and
demographically extensive Greek presence in Egypt. It was also an
occasion that enabled all participants to recall what is generally
considered a long-standing amicable relationship between Egypt
and Greece and one which withstood the strains of the Greek
exodus.

Greetings

The importance of the conference beyond its academic goals
meant that the opening session included several greetings by sev-
eral individuals closely involved in Greco-Egyptian relations,
Egyptiot-Greek organizations and the Kostopoulos Foundation.
His Excellency Ioannis-Alexios Zepos, Ambassador of Greece to
Egypt sent a message in which he congratulated the Society for the
Study of Greek Diaspora for its initiative to organize the confer-
ence on the flight of the Egyptiotes from their second homeland,
Egypt and added: "It is true that in our days the number of Egyp-
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tiot Greeks living in Egypt has dramatically decreased. Greeks
prospering at urban centers, such as Cairo and Alexandria, as well
as other major cities of the Greek past, for instance Port Said,
Damietta, Ismailia and Mansoura, no longer exist. Unfortunately,
very few Greek inhabit these cities nowadays, although they once
shone by their presence. The younger generations of returned
Egyptiotes have since long integrated with great success in the social
fabric of Greece. The remaining Greeks in Egypt, I can assure you,
have successfully followed in the tracks of their ancestors and they
proudly assert their heritage. At the same time, they play a crucial
role in socio-economic developments rapidly taking place in
Egypt. And this, as you know, is a significant factor in the endeavor
of Egyptiotes to perpetuate our cultural traditions and values."

Dr. Tarek Radwan, Cultural Attache of the Egyptian Embassy
in Greece offered greetings by mentioning the historically close
ties between Egypt and Greece throughout the ages and especially
in the modern era, and then referred to the continued Greek pres-
ence in Egypt: "Today, both countries work closely together on the
multilateral level, within the framework of international organi-
zations, as well as the bilateral level postgraduate scholarships for
Greeks and Egyptians, scientific visits of academics, collaborations
in educational and scientific areas, collaboration with the Library
of Alexandria, all are examples of cooperation. One of the most sig-
nificant institutions organized by Greece in Egypt is the biannual
cultural event Cavafia a major institution of Greek interest is the
Patriarchate of Alexandria and all Africa, active in the whole
African continent the Patriarchate's relations with the Egyptian
state are excellent and the Greek communities of Cairo and
Alexandria, despite the decrease of their populations, are still con-
tributing, socially, culturally and philanthropically."

Mr. Hector P. Verykios, the director of the J. E Costopoulos
Foundation, offered a few welcoming words to all present and men-
tioned that the conference clearly reflected the aims and the thirty-
year work of the Foundation that seeks to supports academic
research, educational and artistic projects that promote Greek cul-
ture both in Greece and abroad.

Mr. Vassilios Filippatos, Director of the Foundation of Hel-
lenic Culture in Alexandria also commended the organizers initia-
tive to examine the flight of the Greeks from Egypt in depth and
expressed the hope that the speakers would shed light on what he
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described as an emotionally charged moment in the history of the
Greek diaspora.

Mr. Panagiotis Kafatsakis, representing the Greek Commu-
nity organization in Alexandria reminded the audience that for the
Greeks still resident in Egypt, the issues the conference would
raise do not represent merely an interesting aspect of contempo-
rary history, but rather a part of our lives and experiences. We ask
for answers, not because of an academic interest, but as a means of
better understanding our recent history. He then went on to list
several questions focused around the causes of the flight of the
Greeks from Egypt and added The Greek Community of Alexan-
dria, aspiring to contribute to this dialogue, has placed its
archives, as well as the archives of other organizations entrusted to
it at the disposal of researchers.

Mr. Philippos Kossenas, President of the Association of Egyp-
tiot Greeks, the Athens-based organization of Greeks who left
Egypt and settled in Greece and numbers about 5,500 members
commended the organizers and the Costopoulos Foundation for
creating the opportunity for scholarly reflection on the causes of
the departure of the Greeks from what he described as a second,
beloved homeland.

The Conference and the Speakers

There was no formal expulsion of the Greek residents from
Egypt, as there was in the case of the British, French and Jewish
residents, an event that occurred in the wake of the Suez crisis in
1956. Nonetheless, the Greeks were adversely affected by a series
of measures taken by the Egyptian government that were designed
to curtail the privileges that the foreign communities enjoyed,
including immunity from taxation and from the local courts and
which gave them an unfair advantage over the Egyptians especially
in the economic sphere. Quotas began to be placed on the number
of non-Egyptian citizens who could be company board members
or employees. The measures, known somewhat euphemistically as
steps towards Egyptianization were all the more onerous for all
those affected in light of the fact that it was not easy for them to
acquire Egyptian nationality. The Egyptian revolution in 1952
accelerated the process of Egyptianization dramatically due to the
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nationalization of several key sectors of the economy and this, in
turn, increased the numbers of foreign residents who were already
leaving Egypt. The total number of residents with foreign citi-
zenship which was over 220,000 in the inter-war period began
falling precipitously. The Greeks, who were the largest group of
foreign residents the total number size, including those with
Egyptian citizenship peaked at about 120,000 in the inter-war
period, remained the only significant foreign community to
remain in Egypt in the aftermath of the Suez crisis. Its total num-
ber, which is difficult to estimate, was hovering around 40,000 in
the early 1960s when the country's leader Gamal Abdel Nasser ini-
tiated a new round of nationalizations and agrarian reform that
sent thousands of Greeks away. By 1967 the total number of
Greeks was estimated as being around 17,000 and since then it has
dwindled down to only a few thousands.

Since the Greeks were not explicitly targeted, their movement
out of Egypt is not usually referred to as an expulsion. Instead, the
terms used are eitherfygi (flight) or exodus. Indeed, part of the dis-
cussions that took place at the conference revolved around what
the most appropriate term is to describe this phenomenon. There
was no disagreement, however, over its significance, not only for
the history of the Greeks in Egypt, raising questions over why they
were unable to adapt to the new circumstances, but also for Greece
itself. Most Egyptiotes settled in Greece (Athens in particular) and
infused Greek society with a cosmopolitan air it lacked. This was
also a moment in which the Greek state proved incapable of pro-
tecting one of its largest diaspora communities, despite or because
of the close relations it had with Egypt which, at the time, sup-
ported Greece's policies towards Cyprus.

Both those elements make the effects along with the causes of
the exodus worthy of close academic scrutiny, one which this con-
ference initiated, bearing in mind the need to recognize the ways
these events affected ordinary people. Towards that purpose, Pro-
fessor Matoula Tomara-Sideris with the support of the Costopou-
los Foundation invited participants based in Greece and abroad,
who specialize in a wide range of disciplinary approaches not only
historical and political studies, but also demographic and literary
studies, psychology and the recording of memories through video.
The participants were the following: Abdelwahab Bakr, a historian
who teaches at Zagazig University in Egypt; Sophianos Chysosto-
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mides, an Athens-based journalist who began his career in Egypt;
Irini Chryssocheri, a social anthropologist; Anthony Gorman a his-
torian who teaches at the University of Edinburgh in Scotland;
Alexander Kazamias, a political scientist who teaches at Coventry
University in the U.K., Panagiotis Karmatzos an Athens-based
Egyptiot Greek who is a philologist and a writer; Alexander
Kitroeff who teaches at Haverford College and is an editor of the
JHD; Panagiotis Koromvokis a graduate student at Panteion Uni-
versity, Athens; Angelos Ntalachanis, a graduate student at the
European Institute in Florence; Achilleas Rakinas, a graduate stu-
dent at Panteion University, Athens; Nikos Sideris a psychologist;
Matoula Tomara-Sideri, a professor at the Panteion University in
Athens; Katerina Trimi-Kyrou an Athens-based historian and
researcher, Harry Tzalas an Alexandrian now based in Athens.

We should also note that loannis Zillis, a researcher, made a
contribution from the floor in the course of the conference, in
which he discussed the earliest concerns about the future of the
Greeks in Egypt, expressed by Georgios Mavris, a medical doctor
from the island of Kassos who settled in the town of Zagazig, in
the Nile Delta, in the nineteenth century. Mavris drew up a mem-
orandum he submitted to the Greek government in Athens in
1911, warning that the Greeks in Egypt faced a precarious future.
He was reacting to the effects of a financial crisis that affected
Egypt in 1907 from which the community soon recovered, but
nonetheless his is the first of what became an increasing number
of public expressions of concern which would eventually be proven
to be correct in the 1950s, in a series of developments addressed
by the participants of this conference.

Specific Contents of This Special Issue

This issue of the JHD is not a reproduction of the conferences
proceedings; rather, it includes articles based on the papers sub-
mitted to the conference. We are also pleased to

be able to include an essay by John Sakkas, a political scientist
that examines the Greek government's policies with regard to the
issue of the status of the Greeks in Egypt between 1956 and 1966
and thus falls neatly into the thematic focus of this issue.The arti-
cles vary in focus and in length and range from academic essays
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based authors' research, to shorter pieces conveying the results of
work in progress and finally, more "personal" essays that are mem-
oirs and reflections by certain individuals that lived through the
exodus of the Greeks from Egypt. The contents of this issue are
divided according to these three categories.

The JHD is pleased to be publishing this collection of essays
not only because of the importance of studying and understanding
the exodus of the Greeks from Egypt but also because this confer-
ence is the first such gathering to address this topic. We hope that
this special issue will engender further debate and exchange on
this and other aspects of the rich history of the Greeks in modern
Egypt.

—Dan Georgakas
Alex Kitroeff
Matoula Tomara-Sideri
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ESSAYS



The "Purge of the Greeks" from
Nasserite Egypt: Myths and Realities

by ALEXANDER KAZAMIAS

As it was still under way in the mid-1960s, the exodus of the
Greek community from Egypt began to be interpreted as the out-
come of president Nasser's nationalist turn after the Suez War of
1956 and his Egyptianisation Laws of January 1957. This view
became established with Manolis Yalourakis's historical work H
Alywczor Tow EA.A.4vom [The Greeks' Egypt) (1967: 215-16) and was
later reproduced in other accounts, like Timos Malanos's autobio-
graphical AvapvijaEtc ev6s AWayberavo6 [Memoirs of an Alexan-
drian} (1971: 367-68), Ilios Yannakakis's Alexandrie 1860-1960
(1992: 71) and Floresca Karanassou's chapter in the edited volume
The Greek Diaspora in the Twentieth Century (1999: 43). More
recently, the former editor-in-chief of the Greek daily Kathimerini,
Andonis Karkayannis described the Greek exodus from Egypt as a
case of "ethnic cleansing" (Kathimerini, 5.11.2006), while the
Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs, having mixed up its dates and
facts, states in its website that 'the sizeable Greek community in
Egypt f. . .3 began to decline in the early 1950s (as a result of Pres-
ident Nasser's nationalisation programme)' (Greek Ministry of
Foreign Affairs Website: 18.10.2008). 1

Alongside this view, a second, revisionist, approach has been
adopted by historians such as Nikos Psyroukis and Efthymios
Souloyannis, journalists like Dinos Koutsoumis and Sophianos

DR ALEXANDER KAZAMIAS is Senior Lecturer in Politics at Coventry Uni-
versity. He has written several articles and book chapters on Greek for-
eign policy, Greek nationalism and the history of Egypt's Greek
community. In 2005 he was Visiting Research Fellow at Princeton Uni-
versity, where he carried out much of the work relating to the present
article.
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Chrysostomidis and an excellent dissertation by Rosa Ippolito,
where a more complex and balanced explanation is advanced.
Although all agree that Nasser's nationalism and his Egyptianisa-
tion Laws of 1957 were the decisive cause of the Greek exodus from
Egypt, they also acknowledge that other factors, internal to the
Greek community itself, contributed significantly to its disinte-
gration. They note, for example, that since the 1930s and 1940s
the Greek community was facing an acute demographic problem
that would have led, sooner or later, to its eventual disappearance
from Egypt (Psyroukis, 1983: 220-21; Koutsoumis, 1992: 3;
Chrysostomidis, 2002: 117; Ippolito, 1998: 79). This approach
also stresses the poor adaptability of Egypt's Greeks to the coun-
try's new post-colonial conditions. As Souloyannis put it, "The
Greeks of Egypt did not adapt to the Egyptian reality which
sooner or later would have presented itself (1994: 312)." Similarly,
Dinos Koutsoumis, former editor-in-chief of the Alexandrian
Tachydromos, wrote that "errors were also committed by us:"
" 'There were Greek governments that showed lack of concern,
[. . .1 Ambassadors and Consuls who were incapable of grasping
reality, [. . .1 Community leaders who were weak" (1992: 16-17).
An even clearer analysis is offered by Sofianos Chrysostomidis, for-
mer editor-in-chief of the Cairene 0 Paroikos:

There was a way of preventing the community's disinte-
gration [. . .1. If the policy from the National centre [i.e.
Athens) towards the Egyptian-Greeks were different, if
the Community's education policy [. . .1 had not followed
so closely the curriculum of the Greek Ministry of Educa-
tion, if the "traditional" leadership of the Community had
not lived only for the present, but also for the future, if the
members of the community "had been able to speak good
Arabic", the landscape of Egypt's Hellenism today might
have been perhaps different (1997: 20).

Nevertheless, like the other three exponents of this revisionist
approach, Chrysostomidis also concludes that "Egypt's Hellenism
disappeared not because the community's members did not adapt
or did not learn to write the country's language, but because the
Egyptians themselves acquired a national conscience (1997: 20)."

Drawing on hitherto unknown sources, the present article
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aims to go beyond this revisionist approach and argue that the exo-
dus of the Greeks from Nasser's Egypt was caused primarily by fac-
tors internal to the community itself. Second, a set of international
"pull factors" will be accounted for, such as the new opportunities
offered to the Egyptian-Greeks from the late 1940s onwards by a
number of growing migrant societies like Australia and by the
rapid modernisation of Greece in the 1950s and 1960s. Third,
Nasser's Egyptianisation Laws of 1957 will be moreover identified
as a factor which contributed to the decline of the Greek commu-
nity only to a limited extent. Finally, the overlooked impact of the
Tripartite Aggression of 1956 and the Israeli invasion of 1967 on
the Greek communities of the Canal area will also be analysed as a
factor of limited, yet notable significance.

Before examining these parameters in more detail, it is neces-
sary to locate the exodus of the Nasserite period in its appropriate
historical context. According to the official censuses, the number
of Greek nationals living in Egypt started to decline after 1927,
falling from 87,862 in that year to 59,058 in the census of 1947,
a reduction of 28,804 members, or 33 percent, in twenty years.
Because the official censuses ceased to produce separate statistics
for Egypt's foreign communities after 1947, the next most reliable
figures are the estimates of the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs
which reported that 'between 1947 and 1956 about 1,500 Greeks
had left Egypt each year' (F0371/130018. RG10319/3, UK Del-
egation in Paris to Foreign Office, 28.8.1957), that is, a total of
7,500 for the period 1947-52. When we add this number to those
who left in the period 1927-47, we find that 36,304 Egyptian-
Greeks or approximately 40 percent of the community had left
Egypt between 1927 and 1952, the year of Nasser's rise to power.
Two years after the Egyptian president's death, in 1972, the Greek
National Centre of Social Research (EKKE) carried out the most
reliable study on the Greeks of Egypt for that period and estimated
their size at "15,000 members" (EKKE 1972: 83; Yalourakis
1967: 226; Souloyannis 1999: 55; Souloyannis 2000: 156), a fig-
ure which corresponds to 17 percent of the community's strength
in 1927. Consequently, if we add the 40 percent who left in the
pre-Nasserite era to the 17 percent who were still there in 1972,
it follows that the majority of the Greek community, i.e. 57 per-
cent, left Egypt either before or after the period of Nasser's preci-
dency. This means that when we examine the question of the
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departure of the Greeks from Egypt we are dealing primarily with
a phenomenon that relates to periods other than the Nasserite.

The Precise Timing of the Exodus

Returing to our specific subject, which is the big exodus of the
Nasserite years, the first conclusion which arises from all the reli-
able evidence is that this did not occur until the latter half of 1961.
Despite the eruption of a strong migration movement in the early
months of 1957, which according to the Greek Ambassador
George Melas ran at a rate of "500 amonth" (F03711130018.
RG10319/3, UK Delegation in Paris to Foreign Office,
28.8.1957), from April of that year the Greek Ministry of Foreign
Affairs reported that 'the number of Greeks leaving Egypt in con-
sequence of the "Egyptianisation" measures is now somewhat less'
(F0371/130018, RG10316/2A, Lambert in Athens to FO,
12.4.1957). Towards the end of the year, a number of Egyptian-
Greeks also began to return to Egypt, as it appears from a report
in Tachydromos which stated that in 1957 the League of Egyptian-
Greeks (SAE) in Athens 'aided many in their migration, but also
a few in their return to Egypt' (Lalaouni, 1958: 1). Consequently,
the Greeks who left Egypt in 1957 could not have been "500 a
month" until the end of the year, i.e. 6,000 in total. Their num-
ber must have stood between 4-5,000, a figure that is further con-
firmed by the small reduction in the number of registered pupils
in the Greek Community schools in Cairo and Alexandria between
1956-57 and 1957-58 (See Table I).

TABLE I
REGISTERED PUPILS IN THE GREEK COMMUNITY

SCHOOLS OF ALEXANDRIA AND CAIRO, 1956-61

'56-57 '57-58 '58-59 '59-60 '60-61 Change
Alexandria 2,807 2,647 2,618 2,656 2,708 - 3.5%
Cairo 1,415 1,440 1,212 1,202 1,158 -18.2%
TOTAL 4,222 4,117 3,830 3,858 3,866 -8.4%

Sources: Greek Community in Cairo Archive, Annual Report 2003 Appended
Statistics; Efthymios Souloyannis, Elliniki Koinotita Alexandrias, 1843-1993,

Athens: ELIA, 1994, p.375.
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What is moreover clear is that this trend was reversed in the
next three years. At the Annual General Meeting of the Greek
Community of Alexandria on 15 March 1959, Consul Theodore
Baizos announced "a significant reduction in the number of those
departing which, for 1958, was limited to less than half of those
who left in 1957 (Tachydromos 16.3.1959: 3, 4)," while on 3 April
1960 he told the same audience again that "In 1959 a significant
new reduction was recorded as those departing last year stood at
just half those departing in 1958 (Tachydromos 4.4.1960: 3)." This
means that the migration rate for 1958 and 1959 had returned to
figures lower than 2,500 and 1.250 respectively, that is, to roughly
the same levels of the period before 1956. For this reason, at the
next General Annual Meeting of the Community of Alexandria on
26 March 1961, the issue did not even arise in the Consul's speech.

If we now turn to the period after the Nationalisation Laws of
July 1961, the picture is radically different. From the autumn of
that year, the headlines of Athenean newspapers announced: "Mass
Exodus of the Greeks from Egypt (Ethnos, 25.11.1961: 3)," "Hun-
dreds of Fellow Nationals Arrive From Egypt (Eleftheria,
30.12.1961: 1)," "500 Fellow Nationals from Egypt Arrive Every
Week as Refugees to Piraeus (Embros, 30.12.1961: 16)." Such dra-
matic reports had not appeared after the Egyptianisation Laws of
January 1957. Moreover, in January 1962, the British consul at
Alexandria informed his Embassy in Cairo that the Greek com-
munity of that city alone "is expected to show a loss of 8,000 to
10,000 in the course of 1962 (F03711165428, Consul Dundas in
Alexandria to British Embassy in Cairo, 14.6.1962)," that is, twice
as many as those who left in 1957 from the whole of Egypt. In this
context, at the General Annual Meeting of the Greek Community
of Alexandria on 15 April 1962, the president Anastasios
Theodorakis spoke for the first time about 'a new order' in the
affairs of the community, opening his speech as follows:

The laws issued last July regarding the nationalisation,
restriction of ownership in shares, commercial and indus-
trial enterprises, etc., created a new order for our Colony.
The socialist laws affected our compatriots individually
and our Community and other Greek organisations in our
city. As a result, part of our Colony opted for repatriation
(Tachydromos 16.4.1962: 1, 3).
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An even more accurate picture of the size of the exodus emerges
from a comparison of the decline in the number of registered
pupils in the Greek Community schools of Alexandria and Cairo
before and after 1961. While in the five-year period 1956-61 their
number had fallen by 8.4 percent (Table I), in the four-year period
1961-65 this plumeted by 48 percent and until 1967-68, it fell
further to 79 percent (Table II). From these figures there can be lit-
tle doubt that the increased migration of 1957 was a temporary
crisis that was quickly contained, while the mass exodus of the
Nasserite period broke out in the second half of 1961 and contin-
ued uninterrupted until 1967-68.

TABLE II
REGISTERED PUPILS IN THE GREEK COMMUNITY SCHOOLS

OF ALEXANDRIA AND CAIRO FROM 1960-61 TO 1967-68

1961-68	 Base 61-62 62-63 63-64 64-65 Change 65-66 66-67 67-68 Change
'60-61	 '61-65	 '61-68

Alexandria 2,708 2,385 1,950 1,631 1,380 -49.0% 971 781 443 -83.7%

Cairo	 1,158 1,001 853 755 618 -46.6% 616 476 367 -68.4%

TOTAL	 3,866 3,386 2,803 2,386 1,998 -48.3% 1,587 1,257 800 -79.3%

Sources: As in Table I.

The Mass Impact of the Nationalisations

An obvious conclusion which arises from this evidence is that
the mass exodus was not linked to the nationalist turn which cul-
minated in the Egyptianisation Laws of January 1957, but to the
socialist Nationalisation Laws which were first announced on 22
July 1961. I use the words "linked to" rather than "caused
by," because the mass nationalisations of July 1961 and August
1963 affected in total 38 Greek firms, belonging to an approxi-
mately equal number of families (To Ethnos, 12.8.1961: 8; Elefthe-
ria, 11.8.1961: 6; Daratzikis, 2000: 149-50), while the mass
exodus which errupted after these measures were taken involved
between 30,000 and 40,000 Greeks, an impact that was nearly one
thousand times greater! Ever since, it has been thought so natural
that Nasser's nationalisations should have such a damaging effect
on the rest of the Greek community, that no one has ever seriously
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attempted to investigate why. Nevertheless, the central question
which every serious explanation of the Greek exodus from Egypt
has to address is why should the nationalisation of the assets of a
few individuals precipitate the mass migration of tens of thou-
sands of their compatriots when their jobs, incomes and commu-
nity institutions were left intact?

Any attempt to answer this question, must first recognise that
the tens of thousands of Greeks who left Egypt in the 1960s were
linked to each other by a closed system of economic, social, cul-
tural and power relationships that was highly dependent on the
plutocratic regime of the big industrialists and businessmen
whose firms were nationalised in the early 1960s. This conclusion
should not imply, of course, that the members of the Greek com-
munity did not mix with Egyptians and other foreigners or that
many of them did not enjoy complete autonomy from the haute
bourgeoisie which ruled over the official Communities and the var-
ious philanthropic associations. What it does suggest, however, is
that the Greeks of Egypt were far more closely integrated with
their own ethnic community than with any other section of Egypt-
ian society, and that within this community there was a critical
mass of members whose jobs and livelihoods depended on the ruling
industrial and business class and its clientelistic network.

Within this context, the decisive factor behind the exodus of
the community from Egypt was therefore the historic decision of
most of the Greek businessmen whose firms were nationalised to
flee the country, leaving behind thousands of Greek emloyees
without the leadership and protection on which they hitherto
depended. At first, this decision appears rather curious, as one
would have expected that the affected businessmen would rather
prefer to stay in Egypt to claim the largest possible compensations
for their nationalised assets. However, this did not happen, mainly
for two reasons.

First, two weeks after the announcement of the nationalisa-
tions, on 5 August 1961, the Greek foreign minister Evangelos
Averoff arrived in Egypt and on the next day he met with the local
Greek businessmen in two separate meetings, one at the Greek
Embassy in Cairo in the morning and another at Anastasios
Theodorakis's house in Alexandria in the evening. According to
the press reports of the local Greek daily Tachydromos and the
Reuters News agency, the affected businessmen told Averoff that
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"they wish to leave this country" and asked him to "facilitate" cer-
tain matters on their behalf (Tachydromos, 7.8.1961: 1; Elefthe-
rialReuters, 8.8.1961: 8). Of those, the most important was to ask
Averoff to propose to Nasser at their meeting three days later "to
conclude a bilateral agreement t. . .3 for the compensation of the
fellow nationals," an idea that was immediately accepted by the
Egyptian president (Ethnos, 12.8.1961: 8). Under this proposal,
the affected businessmen would receive their compensation from
the Greek government in Athens, while the Greek government
would be given its equivalent from the Egyptian state in the form
of free imports over a period of several years. 2

Second, after securing their compensations through Averoff's
mediation, one would still expect that most of the affected busi-
nessmen would have preferred to stay in Egypt where they had
their mansions, a privileged social status and the opportunity to
start new businesses in non-monopoly sectors. Indeed, some with
a prominent role in the affairs of the community, like the presi-
dents of the Communities of Alexandria and Cairo, Anastasios
Theodorakis and Nicolaos Pierrakos, did precisely that. Most of
the other businessmen, however, chose to leave the country for rea-
sons that were made explicit in a briefing by the Greek Consul at
Alexandria, Vyron Theodoropoulos, to his British counterpart,
Robert Dundas, on 3 November 1961. According to Dundas, the
Greek Consul told him:

Many of the really wealthy ones had now decided to aban-
don all in exchange for freedom, and go to Greece. They
were hopeful of getting their exit visas when the affairs of
their nationalised companies were put in order, i.e. in the
not too distant future. Mr. Theodoropoulos is convinced
that this will not be the end of their worries, and that exit
visas will be withheld until they have complied with the
law requiring them to repatriate their wealth overseas.
Incidentally I am assured on usually good authority that
the U.A.R. have agents in Greece checking on the wealth
of Greeks resident here. Dossiers are compiled including
photographs of their homes in Greece, their cars and so on
(F03711158866, from Consul Dundas in Alexandria to
the British Embassy in Cairo, 3 November 1961).
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From this report it emerges that the decision of most Greek indus-
trialists to leave Egypt immediately was determined by the fact
that in the previous years they had smuggled substantial parts of
their assets to Greece; and as they feared that the Egyptian author-
ities might deny them exit before they return the smuggled assets,
their departure acquired greater urgency. As it turned out, how-
ever, no law requiring the repatriation of these assets existed and
the Egyptian government chose not to take any action to recall
these assets or deny the suspected businessmen travel permits.
This decision was in fact announced by Nasser himself in his Port
Said speech on 23 December 1961, in a passage that was later mis-
quoted 3 and misinterpreted as an example of how Egypt's foreign-
ers became undesirable under the new socialist reforms
(Koutsoumis, 1992: 16). Nevertheless, the relevant extract from
Nasser's speech specifically stated the following:

The president of Switzerland stood up to say that they
nationalised Swiss interests. To be honest to Allah, this is
our social destiny, like it or not. Whoever does not like it,
may leave the country; the customs is open and the airport
is open. Whoever wishes to go, can leave with our best
wishes as of tomorrow. The Interior Minister is willing to
issue exit visas (Nasser, 23.12.1961).

Besides the defiant tone towards the Swiss government, the crucial
part of this statement was the announcement that exit visas will not
be withheld for anyone wishing to leave, a decision which consti-
tuted not an implicit expulsion order, but a consession to the
demands of the affected foreign businessmen who were the ones
desiring to go.

It is worth adding here, moreover, that there is clear evidence
to show that the affluent members of the Greek community did
smuggle significant assets out of Egypt shortly before and during
the mass exodus of the 1960s. In a recently published account,
George Christodoulou (2002: 170-71) has admitted for example
that before leaving Egypt in the 1960s he "had bought the house
in which we now live in Athens" with "little money [sic.) that we
sent out secretly," The same individual also describes how he pre-
pared to smuggle out "forty gold sovereigns" and "several [gold)
bars," although this time the plan was abandoned, because his wife
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felt that the risk was too high. More seriously, however, in Sep-
tember 1962 the Egyptian authorities ordered the arrest of 59
Greeks who under the charge of participation in three racketeer-
ing rings which were found to have smuggled substantial quanti-
ties of jewlery and hard currency since 1957. Of those charged, 22
were found guilty and received light prison sentences of two years
or less (FO 371/163448, CG103116/3, from Hawley in Cairo to
Foreign Office, 25 September 1962; Tachydromos, 14 February
1965, p.1, 6). The estimated value of the smuggled assets by these
three rings alone was set by the Egyptian authorities at LE 8 mil-
lion, that is, about 1/3 of the total compensation claimed by the
Greek government in 1963 for all the nationalised Greek firms. 4

Although the flight of the Greek industrialists and the aban-
donment of their workers was a decisive factor behind the eruption
of the exodus in 1961, of equal importance was the poor knowl-
edge of Arabic by the overwhelming majority of the departing
employees. In another briefing to his British counterpart in June
1962, the Greek Consul at Alexandria, Vyron Theodoropoulos,
explained that

the emigrants are those who can no longer find work.
Many employees in nationalised firms have had to leave on
account of the language problem. All manner of docu-
ments e.g. balance sheets, are now in Arabic, and the
employee is naturally not going to sign a document which
he does not understand (F0371/165428, from Consul
Dundas in Alexandria to Embassy in Cairo, 14 June 1962).

A major cause of this wide linguistic and, in reality, cultural gap,
was the "Helleno-centric" education which was introduced by the
benefectors and notables who funded and administered the com-
munity's schooling system. As late as 1946, the then vice-presi-
dent and later president of the Greek Community of Alexandria,
Nicolaos Vatimbellas, would announce in a printed pamphlet that
his policy aimed to further the hellenisation of the Greek schools'
curriculum in Egypt to "arm our race for the tough battles that lie
ahead (Zerbinis, 1946: 67)." The same document also concluded
that
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If the general direction of teaching the Greek children
aimed less towards their educational training and more
towards the elevation of their ethos, consciousness and
sense of duty, then the impact on the life of the [Greek)
nation would be exceptionally beneficient' (Zerbinis,
1946: 46).

The predictable outcome of this policy was to render the teaching
of Arabic in the Greek community schools extremely poor. For
example, according to a woman who graduated from the Commu-
nity of Alexandria secondary in 1950, girls in her year "did not
know Arabic. We drew the letters," she said (Yannakaki, Inter-
view: 2008), while a man who graduated in the late 1940s from
Abbet School in Cairo explained: "I never learnt Arabic. My Ara-
bic was not fit even for home. I don't know why. At school I even
had good grades! (Constantinides, Interview: 2008)." The same
assessment was made by Dimitris Zerbinis, future president of the
Greek Community of Alexandria, who wrote in 1946 that "the
teaching of the Arabic language in our schools, [. . .1 I can state
categorically, is not satisfactory (Zerbinis, 1946: 70)."

Besides the schooling system, a further cause of the linguistic
and cultural distance from the Egyptians was the highly parochial
social life which many Greeks led, avoiding closer relations out-
side the narrow circle of their churches, clubs and societies. Apart
from the League of Greek-Egyptian Friendship which was founded
as late as 1951, all the other social, cultural, religious, sporting and
philanthropic Greek associations usually had an exclusively Greek
membership and on the few occassions when Egyptians or other
nationals were allowed to enter them, these had to be admitted as
personal guests of their Greek members. Moreover, despite their
strong sympathies and genuine sense of solidarity towards the
Egyptians, the dominant Egyptian-Greek perception of the Arab
population was still largely filtered through a Eurocentric, "orien-
talist" perspective which saw it in stereotypical terms as less
civilised, potentially fanatical and usually unreliable. These dom-
inant cultural perceptions have been reflected in several Egyptian-
Greek literary works, while a number of realist writers, like
George Pieridis and Stratis Tsirkas, have strongly criticised them
in novels and short stories from the 1940s onwards (Kazamias,
2009: 185).
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The dominant "Helleno-centric" culture inside the Greek
community was an important barrier against adaptation in several
other key respects. Apart from the Greek industries which
employed large numbers of Greek workers and employees, the
entire economic edifice of the Greek community was held together
by a pronouncedly ethnic network of production relations and
services. Many shopkeepers, hoteliers, restauranters, waiters,
accountants, doctors, engineers, artisans and other Greek profes-
sionals, were highly dependent for their livelihoods on a stable core
of Greek clients. Other professions, moreover, were by their very
nature entirely dependent on the community, like the school
teachers, who should be estimated at approximately 600 across
Egypt' in the late 1950s (Markantonatos, 1957: 6; Soulouannis,
1994: 375). Consequently, the departure of a large number of
workers and employees from the nationalised industries had a seri-
ous knock-on effect on all those professions and small businesses
who could not replace their traditional Greek clientelle with new
Egyptian customers.

The "Pull Factor" on the New Migrant Societies and Greece

While most previous studies have been aware of Australia,
Canada, South Africa, Brazil, the United States and Greece as the
main destinations of the Egyptian-Greek who left Egypt after
1945, they seldom identify the better life chances offered by these
societies as a strong external factor encouraging this migration.
Nonetheless, there is good reason to believe that many Greeks who
left Egypt in the 1950s and the 1960s were led to this decision
more by the new opportunities which opened up for them abroad
than by any significant shift in their status at home. According to
James Jupp's encyclopedia, The Australian People (2001), "By 1970
there were about 16,500 Greeks [in Australia) who were born in
Egypt (Jupp, 2001: 393)," a figure which corresponds to nearly 30
percent of the size of the Greek community as recorded in the offi-
cial Egyptian census of 1947. While it is practically impossible to
identify how many of these Egyptian-Greeks were "pushed" to
migrate by factors occurring in Egypt and how many were
"pulled" by the new prospects available to them in Australia, it is
still possible to arrive at some indicative conclusions. For example,
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if we examine the periods in which wars and measures affecting the
Greeks did not take place, such as the years 1952-56, 1964-66 and
1968-70, we can still find that Egyptian-Greek migration to Aus-
tralia at a fairly high rate.

Especially with regard to the relatively stable period 1953-56,
recent research carried out by Angelos Dalachanis shows that only
under the joint programme supported by the Greek Chamber of
Commerce in Alexandria, the International Red Cross and the
World Churches Council, up to 1,389 Greeks are likely to have
emigrated from Egypt to Australia: 162 persons left under the pro-
gramme in 1953, 260 persons in 1954, 417 persons in 1955, and
550 persons were scheduled to go in 1956, well before the out-
break of the Suez War (Dalachanis, 2008: 7). While the intensifi-
cation of this trend from late 1956 onward was clearly connected
to such factors as the Suez War and the Egyptianisation Laws of
1957, migration to Australia was projected to grow before these
events were even in sight. As a result, it would be erroneous to
assume that all the Egyptian-Greeks who went to Australia
between 1957 and 1963 were "pushed" into this decision by fac-
tors occurring in Egypt, like the Egyptianisations and Nationali-
sations. This conclusion is moreover confirmed by the fact that
many Egyptian-Greeks continued to emigrate to Australia for sev-
eral years after the last nationalisations of 1963.

Despite the absence of quantifiable data, personal accounts
indicate that similar "pull factors" have also lead many young
Greeks, especially recent school leavers, to migrate from Egypt to
Greece, either to further their studies in Greek universities or to
fulfill the common vision of their "eventual return" to their coun-
try of origin. According to one account by an Egyptian-Greek
journalist who settled in Athens in 1961 "coming to Greece [. . .1
was all I was worried about (Constantinides, Interview: 2008)."
Moreover, after 1953, the rapid growth of the Greek economy ren-
dered the country more attractive than ever before as a future home
for many Egyptian-Greeks, especially for those who had a Greek
education and could therefore integrate relatively painlessly into
the country of their forefathers.
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The Limited Impact of the Egyptianisation Laws

Turning to the third set of factors identified at the beginning
of this article, it is clear that a certain proportion of the 4-5,000
Greeks who left Egypt in the course of 1957 did so because they
lost their jobs as a result of Nasser's Egyptianisation Laws. In view
of the considerable confusion surrounding the meaning and tim-
ing of these measures, however, it seems appropriate first to make
a number of clarifications.

"Egyptianisation" was not a Nasserite invention, but an older
policy which was first introduced by the Wafd governments of the
1920s, while the most sweeping Egyptianisation law was passed
by a Sa'adist government in 1947 (Karanassou, 1992: 78-89, 96,
100). As Al-Abram newspaper explained in January 1957, this
policy differed from nationalisation insofar as its aim was not "to
transfer capital to the state," but to set quotas for the number of
Egyptian workers, employees and directors in foreign firms with
the aim "passing them on to Egyptians instead of leaving them in
the hands of foreigners (Amer, 1993: 31)." In this respect, Egyp-
tianisation was a policy reflecting nationalist principles in the con-
text of a privately owned economy, while nationalisation, which
did not affect the ethnic composition of workers, employees and
directors, was motivated by the socialist principle of placing cap-
ital under the ownership of the state.

Although the three Egyptianisation Decrees issued on 15 Jan-
uary 1957 were officially intended to take effect after five years, i.e.
in January 1962, in practice this never happened. In the case of
first two decrees, which provided for the Egyptianisation of foreign
banks (no. 22) and foreign insurance companies (no.23), these were
already under implementation even before they were even
announced. This happened because most these firms, which
belonged to British and French interests, had been sequestrated
and passed on to Egyptians in December 1956, that is immedi-
ately after the Suez War, as a punitive measure against the nation-
als of the agressor states (Tignor, 1998: 136). Furthermore, as the
Political Director of the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs
explained,

The Egyptian measure which was causing the Greek Gov-
ernment most concern was that requiring businesses in
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Egypt handling the commercial representation of foreign
firms and dealing with the import of their products to be
owned and operated by Egyptian nationals within five
years (F0371/130018, RG10316/2, from Peake in Athens
to Selwyn Lloyd in London, 12.2.1957).

This was the third Egyptianisation decree (no. 24) which, accord-
ing to the same source, was expected to 'directly affect between one
third and one half of the Greek community in Egypt'
(F03711130018, RG10316/2, Peake in Athens to Selwyn Lloyd in
London, 12.2.1957). Contrary to what is often assumed in Greek
historiography, this decree, as the historian Robert Tignor
explains, "was rendered a dead letter within months of its issuance
(Tignor, 1998: 141)," because the Egyptian government itself later
realised that its effects on the Egyptian economy might be harm-
ful.

From the above it should be obvious that the Greek mass exo-
dus which broke out in 1961 was not linked, as some Greek his-
torians have argued since, to the approaching end of the five-year
transition period of the Egyptianisation Laws of 1957, because two
of the three laws had been already implemented in 1956-57 and
the third was completely withdrawn. . Consequently, the widely
held view which attributes the Greek exodus from Egypt mainly
to Nasser's nationalist turn after Suez, is totally unfounded.

The Impact of the Wars

Among the Greeks who left Egypt between the end of 1956
and the end of 1957, there were many who were driven to this
decision neither by the quest for a better life in Australia and else-
where, nor by the loss of their jobs in the recently Egyptianised
firms. During the Anglo-French invasion of Port Said on 5
November 1956, until the evacuation of the city in late January
1957, the city's estimated 8,500 Greek inhabitants suffered sig-
nificant damages in property and some loss of life. Contemporary
reports reveal, for example, that several Greek houses and ware-
houses were destroyed during the invasion (Eleftheria, 5.12.1956:
6) while, as the historian Sayed 'Eshmawi recounts, "a Greek group
which lead the resistance" lost at least one member, Panayotis
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Mavroudis, who "sacrificed his life to save his [Egyptian) fellow
fighters" (`Eshmawi, 1997: 165).

According to the Foreign Office archives, on 5 December
1956, "as many as four thousand" Greeks demanded their evacua-
tion from the city of Port Said, confirming that they were ready to
do so "immediately." In response to these calls, the British com-
manders in Port Said gave permission for the transportation of
"some hundreds" of Greeks for reasons described not as humani-
tarian, but as "political," namely, to remove "any Greek subjects
wishing to leave who would otherwise embarrass us"
(F0371/118916, E1094/318, Murray in Allied Forces HQ to For-
eign Office, 5.12.1956). On 11 December, the Athenian press
announced the arrival of the commercial Achilleus, carrying "160
Greeks from Egypt, intending to reside permanently in Greece"
(Eleftheria, 11.12.1956: 6 and 12.12.1956: 1). Two days later, the
Greek Red Cross was also planning to dispatch the Greek Navy
corvette `Machitis' to the Canal, but the outcome of the mission
could not be tracked down (F03711118920. JE1094/392, Peake
in Athens to Foreign Office, 13 December 1956).

Despite the lack of further evidence on the evacuation missions
from Port Said, it is still clear that a significant number of Greeks
left the Canal cities because of the Tripartite Invasion of Egypt in
late 1956 and early 1957. Other sources, like the number of reg-
istered pupils in the Greek Community schools at Port Said sug-
gest that as many as 2,000 Greek residents must have left the city
during and immediately after the Tripartite Invasion. This esti-
mate is based on the reduction in the number of pupils in the
Greek schools of the Port Said District from 1954-55 to 1960-61,
which stood at -32.6 percent, when the average decline in all the
other Greek Community schools across Egypt was -7.6 percent for
the same period (Markantonatos, 1957: 30; Yalourakis, 1967:
387). If we project the figure of 32.6 percent on the city's esti-
mated Greek population of 8,500, we find that between 1955 and
1960, that is, before the start of the mass exodus of the early 1960s,
2,800 Greeks had left Port Said. However, if we also take into
account that, apart from the war, the city's Greeks were also sub-
ject to the same pressures, which led the other Greek Community
schools to lose 7.6 percent of their pupils in the same period, we
are left with an adjusted figure of 2,150 Greeks who appear to have
left Port Said for reasons unique to the city's experience. Between
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1955 and 1960, the only event which could have produced migra-
tion at this scale was the Anglo-French invasion of 1956-57.

Ten years later, the Greeks of the Canal cities, together with
the entire Egyptian population of this area, suffered a further blow
when Israel occupied the Sinai penisula in the War of June 1967.
Out of the estimated 1,500 Greeks who still lived in the Canal
cities at the time, only a few would stay in Egypt in the months to
follow. On 13 January 1968, the Greek consul at Port Said, Con-
stantine Daratzikis, wrote in his official report that

the Greek Colonies [in Port Said and Ismaileyal are beset
by a sense of uncertainty and doubt regarding the present
and fear about the future. The general trend is that of
abandoning the country and dispatching their capital and
savings to Greece as quickly as possible (Daratzikis, 2000:
176-77).

Shortly after the dispatch of this report, the Greek communities of
the Canal area had practically disappeared.

Conclusion: The Myth of the "Nasserite Expulsion"

Like all myths, the belief that Nasser expelled the Greeks from
Egypt is a fictional tale founded on the exaggeration of certain real-
ities. One of these realities is the instrumentalist policy which the
Egyptian president followed towards the country's other foreign
communities, whom he treated as legitimate targets in his other-
wise justifiable struggle against their colonialist governments in
Europe and Israel. The forcible expulsion of most of Egypt's
British, French and Jewish residents in 1956 and the rehearsal of
the same practice with the country's Belgian community during
the Congo Crisis of 1960, showed that the Egyptian state was pur-
suing a systematic policy towards its foreign minorities which
could have well extended to the Greeks if the governments of
Athens had not supported Nasser's anti-imperialist positions. A
second reality on which the myth is based is the impact, albeit lim-
ited, of the Egyptianisation Laws of 1957 on several Egyptian-
Greeks who suddenly found themselves without work when their
jobs were given by law to Egyptians. The third and most impor-
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tant reality, however, was the generalised climate of fear—or
`panic', as Ambassador Lambros described it at the time (Chrysos-
tomidis, 2002: 124)—which beset the community when Nasser
deported the British, French and Jewish nationals and followed up
these measures with his Egyptianisation Laws of 1957. At that
point, quite understandably, many Greeks began to feel that their
place in Egypt had become precarious, and despite Nasser's pub-
lic assurances to the contrary, they never stopped seeing him as the
main source of their insecurity which, ultimately, drove many of
them out of the country in the early 1960s.

Despite these undeniable truths, the perception of the Greek
exodus as the product of an Egyptian "expulsion" or a "purge," is
nothing but a fictional invention. Its origins go back to the first
months of the exodus and specifically to two narratives which
sought to exploit the issue for their own political ends. The first
originates in the Greek opposition press which portrayed the exo-
dus as a major foreign policy failure of the Karamanlis government
and an example of its uncaring attitude towards the fellow-nation-
als from Egypt. To this end, the populist discource of Greek
national victimhood was deployed (Diamandouros 2000: 49;
Mouzelis 1994: 17-18) and parallels were drawn with the most
traumatic experience in the country's modern history, namely, the
`refugee question' caused by the violent expulsion of 1.3 million
Greeks from Asia Minor in 1922. Among the earliest analyses of
this kind was a series of articles by the Centre Union politician,
Virginia Tsouderou, which carried headlines such as "A New
Refugee Question with the Greeks of Egypt" and "The New Wave
of Refugees," both alluding to the "old" wave of refugees in the
1920s (Eleftheria, 14.12.1961: 5 and 20.12.1961: 5). Under these
emotive banners, the articles' aim was to project, as one of their
subordinate headlines declared, "the very heavy responsibility of
the Karamanlis government in handling the issue" (Eleftheria,
3.10.1961: 3). Insofar as Karamanlis had followed a friendly pol-
icy towards Egypt to protect the Greek community, the obvious
way of holding him responsible for the exodus was to criticise him
for failing to see that Nasser was not a friend. In other words, the
portrayal of the exodus as a Nasserite 'political and economic
purge' (Eleftheria, 14.12.1961: 5) was the sole basis on which the
Greek opposition could both compare the event to the purge of the
Asia Minor Greeks and also blame it on Karamanlis through his
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association with Nasser. On 21 January 1962, these arguments
were eloquently rehearsed in the Greek Assembly by the Centre
Union and Progressive Party opposition leaders, and on the next
day they filled the front pages of almost every Greek national
newspaper.

The second source of the myth is the negative propaganda sus-
tained against Nasser by the right-wing British press and espe-
cially by a series of reports in The Times which gained front page
coverage in several Greek newspapers. Two of these carried the
headlines "Greeks Flee U.A.R. Persecution" and 'Greeks Flee Egypt
Repression" (italics added, The Times, 29.12.1961: 6; 28.2.1962: 9),
while in early January 1962, the same newspaper published a spe-
cial report on Egypt, in two parts, which was replete with colo-
nialist stereotypes such as: "Having, as he likes to say, 'expelled'
the British from Egypt, he [Nasser] and his comrades have been
faced with the question what to do with Egypt" (The Times,
9.1.1962: 11). According to this report, the nationalisations were
not (for better or for worse) a socialist measure, but a "sinister
method [sic.]" and a "nationalistic purge" against the country's
few remaining foreigners who still, ostensibly, formed "the pillars
of Egypt's urban commercial middle class." Nowehere did the
author explain that the overwhelming majority of the 700 nation-
alised industries were owned by Egyptians, but true to his "orien-
talist" perspective, he claimed that the "Egyptians have always
been without either the interest or skill to build industry" (The
Times, 9.1.1962: 11; 10.1.1962: 11; Kathimerini, 14.1.1962: 7;
16.1.1962: 5).

The lack of substance in these claims has been a known fact to
many Egyptian-Greeks who experienced the exodus of the 1960s.
A large number of those who spoke about it in interviews and pri-
vate conversations have strongly dismissed the assertion that
Nasser 'expelled them' from Egypt, while a few have even blamed
the Egyptian authorities of the period for not letting them out of
the country unless they were heftily bribed (Christodoulou, 2002:
171-73). However, a more eloquent testimony against the myth of
the 'purge' was the decision of 15,000 Egyptian-Greeks to stay in
Egypt until the end of the Nasserite era and beyond. Nevertheless,
as the issue of the exodus remains a taboo subject in Greek public
discourse and as the myth of the "Nasserite purge" was recently
elevated from a popular narrative to the status of official state his-
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tory, very few individuals from positions of influence have been
able to speak openly against it. Still, there have been a few notable
exceptions, like Ambassador Constantine Daratzikis, a senior
diplomat in Egypt at the time, who stated publicly in 2003 that
`after the Egyptianisations and nationalisations, Nasser did not
"expel" the Greeks, for whom he held f. . .1 friendly sentiments'
(Efimerida ton A egyptioton, 14.1.2003: 4). Another exception was
the author Nikos Armadoros, whose hero Dimitris from the semi-
autobiographical novel, 0 Paroikos, says on the eve of his departure
from Cairo in 1962: 'No, I don't think that Egypt is expelling us,
but our own refusal is, our false predictions and our inability to
t. . .1 accept the change that happened' (Armadoros, 1992: 237).

As the present article has shown, a careful examination of the
historical evidence fully vindicates these dissenting voices and, in
doing so, it adds to them its own.
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Notes

1 Nasser's nationalisation programme began 1961, not in "the early 1950s"
and the Greek community in Egypt "began to decline" since the late 1920s, not
the early 1950s.

2The Bi-lateral Agreement was eventually concluded in 1966 and Greece
received LE 15.5 billion in the form of free exports over a period of several years.
The agreed compensation was set at 65 percent of the estimated value of the
nationalised Greek assets, to account for the export duty and other taxes which
would have been charged if the compensation capital were expatriated. This
means that the nationalised properties were valued at FE 23.75 million, a sum
that is slightly lower than the FE 24 and FE 25 million claimed by the Greek
government at the start of the negotiations in the autumn of 1963.

3The passage was misquoted as follows: "Those among the foreigners who
wish to live in Egypt, must come to terms with the fact that they will live with
the new socialist laws. Those who do not want to, must note that our ports and
airports are open for them (Koutsoumis, 1992: 16)."

'According to Yalourakis (1967:221), "the Greeks" estimated the value of
the nationalised firms at "more than L.E. 30 {million}" while the Egyptian press
underestimated it at L.E. 26 million. British archives, however, state that the
chief Greek negotiator, Georgios Mavros, informed the British Embassy in
Athens that he estimated the value at £E24 million and then £E25 milion dur-
ing the early stages of the talks in 1963, see F03711169083 from British
Embassy in Cairo to British Embassy in Athens, CE113116/1, 22 October
1963; F03711169083 from Sykes in Athens to Foreign Office, CE113116/1B,
28 November 1963. By May 1964, the same sources explain that the Greek side
began to claim £E.34 million "for negotiating purposes," see F03711174811
from Foreign Office to Ralph Murray in Athens, CE103116/2, 26 May 1964.

5 This estimate is based on the number of schoolchildren counted by
Markantonatos's latest census, which was 11,325 in 1955, divided by the
teacher/pupil ratio of 1/21 in the Community of Alexandria schools in 1959-
60. Because Alexandria had one of the lowest teacher/pupil ratios, the estimate
was upwardly adjusted from 539 to "approximately 600."
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The Emigration of Greeks from Egypt
during the Early Post-War Years

by ANGELOS NTALACHANIS

The historiography of the Greek exodus from Egypt refers to
the post-war emigration with a single term: "outflow."' Consid-
ered to presage the mass exodus that took place at the beginning
of the 1960s, the phenomenon has never been analyzed in detail.
By the 1930s an important number of Greeks had left Egypt for
Greece. One of the reasons for this early departure was unemploy-
ment, which resulted from economic and social changes in Egypt
that occurred after independence, in 1922, and the abolition of the
Capitulations, in 1937. 2 The situation in Greece in the interwar
period was favorable to "repatriation". In this period, however the
main concern of the Greek diplomatic authorities in Egypt was to
promote self-control in order to prevent the mass "repatriation" of
Greeks from Egypt.

The ensuing World War II blocked the "outflow" as Egypt
became the main front in the Middle East. As a result of the
Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of 1936,' the country was placed under the
British military and political control. The presence of significant
numbers of allied forces boosted Egyptian economic development,
from which not only the Egyptian population but also the foreign
citizens and the Greek community in particular profited. New
employment opportunities arose, especially in Alexandria, in the
area of military services, in the production of supplies for the
Allies, and in the bar and restaurants sector. The latter situation
was mainly exploited by Greeks and the majority of the employ-
ees in these services were of the same origin. 4

Not all the Greek-Egyptians profited from this economic
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development. The decision of the exiled Greek government to call
up the Greek citizens of Egypt resulted in the enlistment of 7,000
men, who were placed at the disposal of the Middle East military
forces. As a direct result of this mobilization, a large number of
Greek youths, who constituted the most dynamic part of the com-
munity, left their jobs. Guarantees were given to the majority of
them that they would be re-employed after the end of the war.
When this time came, however, intense unemployment prevented
many veterans from returning to their posts. This was due to two
main factors. Whilee they were in army service, many of their jobs
had had been filled by other foreigners or by Egyptian employees.
Just as significantly, many flourishing enterprises had closed with
the departure of the Allies after the war. 5 The new realities of the
labor market created serious tensions between the country's
Greeks, other foreigners and the Egyptians.

The issue of the demobilization of the Greek-Egyptian soldiers
in 1945 provides a good example of the tensions among foreign-
ers. The evidence shows that during that year and for several
months the British administration procrastinated unduly. Despite
their protestations, the Greek-Egyptian soldiers were kept in serv-
ice even though the Greek General Staff had ordered their demo-
bilization. 6 The British wanted to demobilize the Cypriots and
Maltese first. These two groups, as British citizens, were putting
pressure on the British authorities to delay the Greek demobbing
because this would put them in an unfavorable position concern-
ing their efforts to find work. Furthermore, the Italians of Egypt,
who had been released en masse from the concentration camps,
were returning to their homes and were taking up jobs previously
held by Greeks.'

Greek attempts to return to the workforce were frustrated in
other ways, most notably in the Egyptian government's introduc-
tion of laws which reinforced the position of Egyptian citizens in
the labor market. One of these laws was the Company Law, passed
in. July 1947. 8 Its main aim was to find employment for the ever-
increasing Egyptian labor force which could be absorbed neither
by the public nor by the agricultural sector. The law specified that
the proportion of Egyptian employees in any joint-stock company
had to amount to 75 per cent of its total employees within three
years (1950). For the workers, the percentage should reach 90 per
cent. According to the estimates of the Greek Chamber of Corn-
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merce of Alexandria, the full application of the law would lead
directly to the laying off of more than 1,200 Greek employees. 9

Due to this new distinction between Egyptians and foreigners
in the labor market, the issue of the acquisition of Egyptian citi-
zenship by Greek citizens re-emerged. This option, if not encour-
aged by the Greek state, was certainly toleratedJ° Nevertheless,
the situation in the country was not favorable for those who wished
to obtain Egyptian citizenship, since the assimilation of foreigners
was certainly not a matter of priority for the Egyptian state."

Consequently, the most appropriate solution to the problem of
unemployment as it emerged in the post-war years seemed to be
emigration. The poorer of Greek-Egyptians were the first to leave.
They moved either on their own initiative or in an organized man-
ner. The self-employed in the technical field, laborers, and the des-
titute were mostly involved in this movement. Many of them were
veterans of WWII, who opted to leave Egypt. Along with them,
some small capital owners and small tradesmen, who having fore-
seen the difficult economic conditions, decided to emigrate and
invest their savings in another country. In addition, more and more
employees affected by the 1947 Company Law would join those
leaving. These were the members of the so-called middle class,
which constituted the backbone of the Greek community.

There are no accurate numbers for the size and the pace of the
emigration movement during the late 1940s. The available reports
point out that a significant number of Greek-Egyptians was leav-
ing and that the predictions for the future were not optimistic."
Despite the encouraging public declarations issued by the com-
munity authorities, a deep sense of pessimism prevailed. In 1948,
the Greek Chamber of Commerce sent a confidential report to the
city's Greek General Consulate ascertaining that " ... no matter
how things develop, there is little hope for long-lasting and prof-
itable prospects for the foreigners in Egypt." 13

These pessimistic predictions were confirmed. The emigration
movement, swelled during the 1950s. While the transitory period
for the abolition of the Capitulations came to an end in 1949, the
Treaty of Establishment' 4 which would offer legal guarantee to the
position of the Greeks in Egypt remained unsigned, and the Greek
community could not accomplish the desirable "readjustment.""
In this period, the emigration destinations were chosen according
to several criteria. A precondition was that the jobs offered in the
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host country would match the labor competences of the Greek-
Egyptians.

"Repatriation" was not a viable choice for most prospective
migrants. This was due to the general situation prevailing in
Greece at the end of the 1940s. After the wartime Occupation, the
Civil War was now in progress. The Greek state was not interested
in receiving immigrants at a time when it was organizing an inter-
nal migration program for the Greek population. Additionally, the
1922 refugee experience also was still fresh in the public memory.
The Greek state recommended self-control, as it had before the
war, and sought two things: that Greeks remain in Egypt or that
they leave for other destinations.' 6

A basic criterion for the Greek-Egyptians in the choice of a
destination country was the existence of a planned immigration
program such as in the case of Australia, which started to receive
immigrants in 1947. Apart from Canada and the United States,
other popular post-war destinations were Latin America countries,
such as Argentina and Brazil and European ones such as France. In
addition, after the inclusion of Greek-Egyptians in the Greek post-
war migration program, the agreements of the Greek state with
several countries played a substantial role. Another significant fac-
tor was also the language spoken in the destination country and
also its proximity to Egypt. Following this route, some migrants
went to the French colonies of North Africa (Morocco, Tunisia), or
towards the English ones in the East. The colonial environment in
these countries, which protected European citizens, also influenced
this choice.

In most cases, the existence of a familial or social links that
could provide the necessary information before departure and the
necessary support after the arrival of the immigrants was of great
importance. Such a link could be a Greek enterprise, which was
looking for Greek-Egyptian employees. This happened, for
instance, in the case of the Belgian Congo, French Cameroon, and
South Africa. It is worth mentioning here that the Greek-Egyp-
tians sometimes moved to a particular destination only for a short
period in order to make a personal inspection of the destination
country and then moved back to Egypt. In some cases they moved
to a second or third destination in order to find the most favorable
living conditions and job opportunities. Usually, one member of
the family left first and if the conditions in the chosen country were
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encouraging, the rest of the family members followed.
Greek emigration from Egypt in the late 1940s and early

1950s was not only based on self-initiative; it was also sponsored.
The destinations of the latter were similar to those of the former.
The main communal organization dealing with the issue of the
emigration of the Greek-Egyptians during this period was the
Greek Chamber of Commerce of Alexandria. The central concern
of the Chamber was the promotion of the financial affairs of the
city's merchants and professionals. The emigration of the local
Greeks not only provided a way for finding work for the unem-
ployed members of the community, but it was also a vehicle for the
advancement of commercial interests.

The Chamber dignitaries saw the Greek diaspora as a "unified
commercial space" in which commercial activity would be pro-
pelled by the elements of the diaspora in the countries that hosted
Greek populations.'' Within this "unified commercial space"
there was a role for those who wished to emigrate. Even if their
activities did not always coincide with the commercial interests of
the Chamber, the fact that they had lived in Egypt and were famil-
iar with the Greek-Egyptian situation could function for the ben-
efit of commercial interests. The aim of the Chamber was to
maintain the communication with the immigrants once they had
reached their destination. In turn, they were somehow obliged to
send back information concerning professional activities and other
commercial opportunities. 18

At a different level, the Chamber's involvement in organizing
emigration in a period of intensive communist influence was dic-
tated by the desire to reduce the tensions arising from the growth
of unemployment and poverty in the community. It saw a solution
to these problems in organizing emigration to distant destina-
tions. This enjoyed the support of not only the Greek but also the
Egyptian state. From 1947, the role of the Chamber in emigration
was limited to the gathering of information on possible destina-
tion countries. People wishing to emigrate obtained from the
Chamber information on the host countries and the necessary
terms and formalities for the entry and settlement.

As the dynamics of the emigration movement increased, in
1951 a migration committee was established. The committee was
the result of the co-operation between the Greek Consulate and the
Greek Chamber of Alexandria. The committee continued to pro-
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vide information on formalities and career opportunities. In addi-
tion, it offered language lessons to people wishing to emigrate or
loans to those unable to pay for their own emigration costs. The
committee's work was provided by the Chamber and came from
contributions from prosperous Greek-Egyptians and Greek enter-
prises based in Egypt.

In 1952 another step followed. After the intervention of the
diplomatic representatives of the Greek state, the Chamber began
co-operating with the World Council of Churches (WCC) and the
Intergovernmental Committee for the European Migration
(ICEM). A representative of these two organizations went to Egypt
to co-ordinate activities. The co-operation of the Chamber with
these international organisations facilitated the emigration proce-
dure. Thus the presence of a well- constructed and already settled
network of employees in the host countries was ensured. So, in
addition to the settlement of the loans, the optimum adaptation
of the immigrants to the novel conditions was guaranteed.'

The involvement of the Chamber in the migratory process of
the Greek-Egyptians, in cooperation with the Greek Consulate of
Alexandria or with the support of international organizations,
lasted until the late 1960s. From the late 1940s to the late 1950s
people who saw no future in the labor sector were directed towards
the several destinations already noted. From 1954, the aim of the
Chamber, but also of all those who were involved in the emigra-
tion issue, was to include poor Greek-Egyptians in the post-war
program of Greek migration in order to finance their movement.
In early 1956, this became feasible after five per cent of the total
number of Greek emigrants was reserved for Greeks from Egypt.
This proportion numbered approximately 550 persons.

The exact number of emigrants in the period from 1947 to the
end of the 1950s is difficult to calculate. Nevertheless, estimates
exist for the number of those who emigrated under the auspices of
the Chamber of Commerce, the WCC, and the ICEM during the
1950s. From 1953, when this co-operation started in practice, to
1959, 3.000 persons migrated. 2° The rate of departure increased
constantly. More precisely, during the first three years of the co-
operation, for which exist accurate records, the number of people
emigrating almost doubled every year. 2 ' The increases continued
over the following years. As we have already pointed out, the five
per cent secured in 1956 for Greek Egyptians in the official Greek
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emigration program amounted to 5 5 0 persons. It was obvious
though that this number only covered half of the demand of the
Greek-Egyptians wishing to leave. 22 A year later, with Decision
45110.1.1957 of the Cabinet, the proportion was increased to ten
per cent.

In conclusion, the departure or the "outflow" of the Greeks
from Egypt in the early post-war years had the character of eco-
nomic emigration. Themselves immigrants to the Nile Valley, the
Greeks faced the problem of unemployment after World War II.
This parameter is not sufficient, however, to explain the reasons
behind such a movement, although its role was catalytic. The emi-
gration was mostly self-organized at first but gradually took a
more organized shape. Among the communal organizations in
Egypt, the Greek Chamber of Commerce in Alexandria was
engaged in facilitating emigration for reasons that were related to
the fact that they conceived the Greek diaspora as a "unified com-
mercial space". As the number of people wishing to migrate
increased, the Chamber with the involvement of the Greek state,
which did not wish the repatriation of the Greek-Egyptians to the
homeland, established co-operation with international organiza-
tions, leading to the project becoming more effective. The drastic
change in the political situation in Egypt with the advent of the
Free Officers led to more rapid rhythms in the migration process.
Nonetheless, the emigration of the Greek-Egyptians in the post-
war years was a reality, which had been shaped before the Nasserist
era.

Notes

'M. Galgialourakis, Egypt of the Greeks, Athens, Mitropoli, 1967, p.212. S.
Chryssostomidids, "The Greek Colony of Egypt: the exodus" Archiotaxio, 2002,
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Muhammad Ali to Nasser," in Richard Clogg (ed.) The Greek Diaspora in the 20th
Century, Ellinika Grammata, Athens, 2004, p. 100.

2The Capitulations were agreements that regulated the status of foreigners
in the Ottoman Empire. In Egypt they had remained active even after the dis-
solution of the Empire. Thanks to them, foreigners were able to travel and do
business without any restrictions, enjoying at the same time immunity from the
local penal system. France was the first country to sign these agreements (1536).
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Other European countries followed its paradigm the forthcoming years. Greece
was the last to acquire the capitulatory privileges (1855) because it was a new-
born state. Before 1855 and even after 1855 Greek merchants obtained other
European citizenships in order to acquire these privileges.

3According to the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of 1936, the British military
forces were to be withdrawn from Egypt, allowing only for a British military
presence around the Suez Canal for 20 years and the right of Britain to re-occupy
Egypt in an emergency.

4Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs/Historical Archives GMFAJ,
1946/36/3: No 2398, Cairo, 7/6/1946. Sofianos to Triantafyllidis.

5GMFA, 1946/36/3: No 2398. Cairo, 7/6/1946. Sofianos to Triantafyllidis:
"Many commercial and industrial jobs which were created during the war and
were preserved almost exclusively by the Allied military forces, are inclined to
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6GMFA, 1945/15/4, Alexandria, 24/4/1945 Salvagos to Voulgaris: "The
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7GMFA, 1945/15/4. No 5267, Cairo, 14/11/1944. Pappas to Dragoumis:
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°Greek Chamber of Commerce of Alexandria/Archives fAGCCAL 57.
General Royal Consulate of Greece in Alexandria. 1947-1955. Confidential
note on many issues concerning the General Consulate of Greece for the review
of the year 1948. {ri.d/n.s}

mGMFA, 1947/10/1. No 11767/E/2. Athens, 7/4/1947, Melas to Tri-
antafyllidis: "No objection will be raised by the Greek authorities as regards the
acquisition of the Egyptian nationality by Greek citizens who are in danger of
losing their enterprises or their jobs in Egypt."

"E Karanasou, "The Greeks in Egypt. From Mohammed Ali to Nasser,"
in Richard Clogg (ed.) The Greek Diaspora in the 20th century, Ellinika Gram-
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12GCCA, 57. General Royal Consulate of Alexandria 1947-1955. General
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commerce during the year. Alexandria, 29/11/1949: "It is said that the number
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13GCCA, 57. General Royal Consulate of Greece in Alexandria. 1947-
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"The convention of Montreux for the abolition of the Capitulations antic-
ipated that the future resident status of the foreigners in Egypt would be
arranged through bilateral agreements: the treaties of establishment between
Egypt and the ex-capitulatory powers. The negotiations between Greece and
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"GCCA, Migration fund, Miliarakis to GCCA, Alexandria, 18/9/1951: "I
promise to acquaint the Chamber, as soon as I arrive in Melbourne (Australia),
with my home and professional address for eventual correspondence on issues
concerning which I might be able to render assistance."

19GCCA, Rearrangement of situation related to the migration of Greeks
from Egypt under the auspices WCC/ICEM. Notes of a conversation between
Mr. A. Liatis, Greek Consul General of Alexandria, D. Cosmadopoulos, Vice-
Consul in Alexandria, Mr. N. Sakellarios, President of the Greek Chamber of
Commerce, Mr. E. Viscovitch of the Chamber of Commerce and Mr. M.G. King
representative of the WCC Service to Refugees. Saturday the 11th October
1952, at the Greek Consulate in Alexandria: " . . . the WCC representative is
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In 1954 we emigrated 260 persons. At the same rate of increase: In 1955 we
should emigrate 417 but we hope to increase this figure considerably."

22GCCA, Rearrangement of the situation relating to the migration of
Greeks from Egypt under the auspices of the WCC/ICEM Ioannidou to Melas,
Athens, 24/2/1956: 'Mr Agapitidis, . . . Vice President of the Migration Council . . .
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. and he believes that the percentage should be raised to at least 10%."
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The Failures of Readjustment
(Aveurpoaaptioyfi): The Post-war
Egyptian Greek Experience

by ANTHONY GORMAN

At the end of the Second World War, Egyptian nationalists
resumed their campaign for full national independence and the
complete withdrawal of British troops with renewed enthusiasm.
After the sacrifices of the wartime years, there were widespread
expectations that the unfinished business of 1922, which had
granted Egypt self-government but not independence, should be
revisited and that Egypt should finally receive its full sovereign
rights.

The prospect of the departure of British forces augured a
reconfiguration of the colonial order. Since the British occupation
of Egypt in 1882, the resident foreign communities had been seen
in many quarters as dependent on, and beneficiaries of, British pro-
tection—a view actively encouraged by the British government
itself. An independent Egypt would bring with it a renegotiation
of the political order. In fact, an unravelling of the legal regime
that underpinned this order had already begun in the interwar
period. The Anglo-Egyptian treaty of 1936 had included British
agreement to support the abolition of the Capitulations, the sys-
tem of legal privileges for foreign nationals. These were abolished
at the Montreux Conference the following year and a timetable put
in place to dissolve the Mixed Courts, the legal system which had
operated for more than sixty years to deal with cases involving for-
eigners and Egyptians.

ANTHONY GORMAN is the author of Historians, State and Politics in
Twentieth Century Egypt: Contesting the Nation. He currently a Lectuter
in Modern Middle History in Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies at the
University of Edinburgh.
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The Call to Readjustment

As the largest foreign resident community in Egypt, Greeks
had a vital interest in these developments. The Egyptian Greek
presence, almost 60,000 people according to the official 1947 cen-
sus but actually probably much more, had grown steadily from the
second half of the nineteenth century and represented a broad
socio-economic cross section that ranged from factory workers to
the haute bourgeoisie. In the years after 1945, various public and pri-
vate discussions were held across the community on how best to
plan for the future. Three principal solutions were proposed. The
first was migration to another country or countries, where a new
life might be started and a new prosperity secured. The second,
repatriation to Greece, while perhaps attractive to some in princi-
ple, was problematic at a time when the country was in the throes
of a civil war. The third, "readjustment" (ocvccaeoaccep.oyii), was the
most innovative, imaginative and ambiguous of the solutions. It
was formulated in different ways but shared the recognition of the
attachment of Greeks to Egypt and the belief held that a viable
future existed for Greeks in the country provided they acknowl-
edging that the relatively privileged social position in the country
they had enjoyed in the past now needed to accommodate the
emerging post-colonial Egyptian society.

Calls within the Egyptian Greek community to adapt to
changing conditions in Egypt were by no means new. These had
been voiced in various forums and at different times before the war.
Some initiatives were relatively limited in scope, such as the call
during the difficult times of the early 1930s to use Greek money
in foreign banks in Alexandria to assist local Greek commerce and
industry. Some suggestions looked beyond the Greek community
and projected a greater vision in seeking to adapt to a changing
environment, such as the proposal of a small business organisation,
the Greek Popular Progressive Organization of Egypt (ELPOA),
for Greeks to adopt Egyptian nationality.' Other proposals looked
to changes in social and cultural arenas or pedagogical reforms in
the community education system to promote closer connections
with the wider Egyptian society. Publications like Aiguptiotis
Ellin—al-Yunani al-Mutamassir, a bilingual (Greek and Arabic)
newspaper owned and edited by Angelos Kasigonis, stressed the
close ties between Egyptians and Greeks. 2 Panaigyptia, a weekly
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edited by Stephanos Pargas represented perhaps the most sus-
tained example of this approach as it aimed to foster closer eco-
nomic, intellectual and social ties between Egyptians and Greeks
through much of the 1930s. By the end of the decade, however,
the programmes of both were sidelined in the case of Panaigyptia
with the death of Pargas under threat of deportation in 1938, and
the change of name and mission of Aigiptiotis Ellin to become Ellin,
later an organ of the EAS (National Liberation League), formed fol-
lowing the German occupation of Greece. Nevertheless, their
activities were testimony to a desire in some quarters to engage
with a changing Egyptian environment.

With the end of hostilities in 1945, the Egyptian national
movement quickly pressed for a renegotiation of the political
arrangements between Britain and Egypt. In response to the
prospect of a new political and social order, the mantra of "read-
justment" was taken up in earnest in Egyptian Greek circles.
Indeed, as one writer noted, it became something of a slogan, "In
one and only one word is concentrated the defence system of all
[these) classes of our community: READJUSTMENT." (Etc Iiiocv
xca ptiivriv Agtv aupituzvokat TO a6arrip.oc T fll cq.J.6v1c aty-c6v TO)V
TOCSG)V TOO isocetaxtaxoti [lag xeyllou: ANATIPOEAPMOFH). 3

The flexibility, ambiguity and vagueness of the term made it
ideal for expressing the need for change even if there was no firm
consensus as to what the nature of the change should be. Applied
before different constituencies, from the newly founded progres-
sive associations of the post-war period to the established business
community, its conception and proposed implementation reflected
the values of the respective groups. For some, it applied to a range
of political, legal and cultural aspects of Egyptian Greek life; for
others, the reorganisation of the Community institutions (the
Kinotites), or a reordering of the economic relationship between the
local Greek business community and the developing Egyptian
economy.

Political and Cultural Engagement

In political terms, the clearest way for Egyptian Greeks to dis-
tance themselves from the values of the colonial regime was to
identify with the Egyptian nationalist cause. This approach was
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taken up even before the Second World War ended with Ellin
stressing the importance of Greek support for Egyptian independ-
ence as a basic prerequisite for securing a Greek future in Egypt. 4

Elsewhere Manolis Yalourakis also stressed the need for Egyptian
Greeks needed to realign themselves. More than simply asserting
the benefits that Greeks had brought to Egypt, a well-established
Egyptian Greek discourse, Yalourakis believed that it was the duty
of progressive Greeks to convince Egyptians "that Hellenism of
this country not only does not feel itself foreign to the place but is
eager to adapt quickly to the new conditions." (7-ccoc o earpta[LOc
T7ic xWeocg ccu-dic, Oxt 116vo Say ataecive-cat TOV sauTO TOD EVO GTOV

TO7co, cca'sivat 3-c eoeu lloc vcc 7ceonaell,OGT1l TO TaxOtseo (rig vsec
auveiixec). Only by pursuing this end could Greeks show their
desire to live in Egypt "not as foreigners [or) European" but as gen-
uine brothers of the Egyptians." (oxt aocv évot xat nay 'Euecurccdot',
mai acv ock710tvo cc8skyoi Twv Atyu7cTcov). 5

In the succeeding years, a number of Egyptian Greek associa-
tions embraced this approach by supporting demands for Egypt-
ian independence. The Syndesmos Ellinon Dimokratikon
Aigyptou (SEDA), established at the end of 1945 to support the
democratic cause in Greece, issued a statement in March the fol-
lowing year that called for a speedy realisation of the Egyptian
claims for independence.° Along with a number of Egyptian pro-
gressive organisations, however, it fell victim to the crackdown
launched by the Sidqi government against the left in July 1946.
Following a period of repression that included the defeat of Egypt-
ian forces in the Palestine War in 1948, the Egyptian national
movement recovered its energies and began to apply pressure on
the new Wafdist government elected at the beginning of 1950 to
push for British withdrawal. In 14 and 15 November 1951 to
mark National Struggle Day, massive demonstrations were held in
Alexandria and Cairo in which a number of Greek associations
took part . 7

In the aftermath of these powerful expressions of nationalist
support, the Greek-Egyptian Council of Friendship and Coopera-
tion (EutipoOktov Ekkivo-Aryorttaxlig (13.0uocc xoct Eovseycca(ac) was
established in early December as a means of maintaining this
momentum. 8 An umbrella organisation, it brought together a
number of separate associations drawn from across the community,
including the League of Demobilised Greeks of Alexandria, the
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Greek Club of Artisans and Employees of Cairo, the Union of Old
Students of the Xenakeio School of Cairo, Olympiakos, the Cul-
tural Centre of the Patriarchal School of Shubra, and the Greek
Union of Amateurs of Cairo. While clearly a Greek initiative, it
included prominent Egyptians on its executive, among them Sen-
ator Hasan Surur, Muhammad Bey Bakhati, vice president of the
Municipal Council of Alexandria, Dr Husayn Fawzi Bey, the rec-
tor of School of Sciences at Alexandria University, and Ceza
Nabarawi, vice president of the Egyptian Feminist Union. In the
succeeding months the Council conducted an extensive press cam-
paign that stressed the common interests and objectives of Greeks
of Egypt and the Egyptians, and called for the development of cul-
tural exchanges and social relations between each other. It also
sought to challenge the British claim to be the 'protectors of the
lives and interests of foreigners in Egypt," an assertion the British
had intoned since the time of the occupation of 1882.

Despite the increasing popular clamor for change, the Wafd
government, and indeed, the Egyptian political class more gener-
ally, proved unable to address urgent foreign and domestic issues.
When the military coup took power in July 1952, the Greek-
Egyptian Council were quick to send a letter of congratulation to
General Muhammad Nagib, the titular leader of the Free Officers,

Le Conseil Greco-Egyptien d'Amities et de cooperation
vous felicite et felicite le peuple Egyptien pour cette mag-
nifique nouvelle page d'histoire que vous vennez d'ou-
vrir—stop—Vous exprime ainsi qu'au peuple egyptien ses
remerciements et sa confiance en ce qui concerne notre
securite et notre bonheur et s'associe a vos efforts. 9

The level of activity of the Council in the early years of the rev-
olutionary government is unclear but during the Suez crisis in
1956, a new incarnation, the Ezt-reoril Ekkrivo -AcyuicTtaxilc EUVE(2-
yocaiac, led the call to Greeks to join in the demonstrations against
the tripartite aggression and to offer to serve in a home militia.

Greeks of Egypt,
Let us all stand unconditionally at the side of the

Egyptian people for the defence of the fatherland, where
and how anyone can. The enemy should not pass and will
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not pass. Long live the Egyptian people and its govern-
ment!

[E.Alliveg Trig Atyinc-cou,
Ac 6TccOo6118 ava7ctip6X0OCTOC OXot CYTO aXEupO -cou Aiyunti-

axo6 Aao6 8ta T.711) uzepacnciatv trig nateixilg 	 Ozou xi'
6764	 o xa0evac. 0 ex0eOc 8sv aeá.rcei va Tceecicmi xai
Fey Oa 7CE01371. ZilTW o aiyu7ctiaxOc XaOg xai Kupapynoic
'mu!)

This record of activism in the years after 1945 showed a new
level of commitment on the part of some Egyptian Greeks to the
political future of the country in which they lived. This was not an
unalloyed: the question of the British occupation of Cyprus was
brought up regularly in conjunction with the continued presence
of British forces in Egypt. Nevertheless, the issues of anti-imperi-
alism and sympathy with the plight of the Egyptian majority fit-
ted well with the political rhetoric of the left even if these concerns
were of less interest, and even a threat to other elements within the
Greek community.

The expression of explicit political solidarity with the national
movement was one clear demonstration of commitment to Egypt
but others efforts sought to focus on the historical, cultural and
social relations between Greeks and Egyptians though the written
word directed at a Greek-reading audience. A literature already
existed about the Greek presence in Egypt, but this tended to
range from the self-congratulatory to the patronising in high-
lighting the Greek contribution to Egyptian economic develop-
ment and sometimes even casting Greeks as pioneers of
civilization in the country.'" In the 1930s, Aiguptiotis Ellin and
Panaigyptia had begun to fashion a different discourse that pre-
sented a more balanced, mutual relationship between Greeks and
Egyptians. In the period after 1945, these efforts continued. One
early example, 0 Bap8ani5ec (The Cotton Dealers) by Giorgios
Pieridis, provided an account of rural life between Greeks and
Egyptians, an aspect unfamiliar to the majority of Greeks who
lived in the cities." Other publications sought to educate Greeks
more generally about Egyptian history and culture. In the pages
of the leftist weekly, 1 Foni tou Egiptiotou Ellinismou (H (1)covil -cou
AcryrurcutoO Ear1vt6p,o6), a column titled In order to know Egypt
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(nu va yvweicyoup.s T,1111 A[r7ITO), provided a serialised survey of
modern Egyptian history and discussions of economic issues, lit-
erature and society in 1952-53. Following the dramatic events of
1956, Panos Xenos produced an account of the national struggle
of the Egyptian people.' 2 In promoting a greater familiarity
among Egyptian Greeks of the political, cultural and social history
of the country in which they lived, this culture offensive sought to
erode the insularity that was evident in parts of the community
and laid the foundation for a shared future.

Community Management

The slogan of readjustment was at its most concrete when
applied to the organization and management of the institutional
community. The first Kinotita (pl. Kinotites) in Egypt had been
established in Alexandria in 1843 and over the next century more
than twenty others were constituted around the country. Founded
and funded by the largesse of individual benefactors, usually pros-
perous merchants and industrialists, each formed the focus of
much local community activity and was usually responsible for the
running of the community institutions, such as schools, orphan-
ages and other organizations. While the management of the
Kinotita observed certain democratic procedures, it most often
embodied the social and political values of the plutocracy, being
generally close to the Greek government and the British adminis-
tration. In the critical years after 1945 the reform of the Kinotites
was therefore seen, certainly on the left, as a critical focus in a pro-
gram of readjustment.

This critique of community administration received its first
clear expression after the war in a lecture that Nikolas Tsaravopou-
los gave to the Union of Graduates of Ambeteios School in Cairo in
December 1947 and published the following year.' 3 After pro-
viding a historical overview of the Greek presence in Egypt,
Tsaravopoulos, himself a member of the left, moved to a closer con-
sideration of the current problems of the community and potential
solutions. Stressing that times had changed he called for a move
away from a system of management based on the philanthropy of
the wealthy few that had operated in the past to one based on the
popular community organizations. This would, he said, generate a
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modernised, genuine solidarity across the whole of Egyptian Hel-
lenism and allow a fresh approach to the management of commu-
nity affairs. More than this, however, it would facilitate a greater
understanding of "the Egyptian reality," which was fundamental to
a long-term future in the country. Summing up he urged, that we
stop having unrealistic delusions for the continuation of our stay as
a privileged minority, and that we understand that our future will
be judged by our professional abilities, the level of friendship that
we will develop with the Egyptian people and the honour and
respect we will command from them as their friends. [va 7EOtti)oup.6
vixoulle ays6aymthc auTa7catsc ytot T71 OUVeXtG1 Tng TECTOCI.LOV/IC Flag Gay
7ceovol.tcoUrx I.LetovOnTza, xat va xatakapoup,s Ott TO [thkkov [Lac Oa
xet06t a7c6 Ttg ezaryyEkilatixec utocv6-criceg [lac, TO pcx0p5 ytkiag 7COD

O'ava7C-ci4oulis ILE TOV Ary. Aa6 xat Trig exT4nIcni xat TO 6spa6la6
Oa. Tot) slarcvs6aou[is, aav (piXOL tou.1. 14

The issue of Kinotita reform was taken up in greater detail in
Programma Anaprosarmogis, an election pamphlet published during
the election campaign of 1954 for the committee of the Alexan-
dria Kinotita. 15 Accusing the Kinotita of having been ineffective in
the years since 1945, the authors (and candidates), Sokrates
Kalliarekos, Persis Kitrilakis and Kostas Stamellos, called for it to
become a more representative institution by upholding its com-
mitment to democracy, and to justice and equality for all of the
community. One practical way of doing this was to allow all Greek
men and women to register as members rather than the restrictive
membership that currently operated. By pursuing a policy of read-
justment the Kinotita could then tackle more effectively pressing
community issues of education, employment and health.

As the authors made clear, the viable future for Egyptian
Greeks did not rest only with the reform of the Kinotita. It also
required a reconfiguration of relations with other centres of com-
munity influence, namely the Orthodox Church and the Greek
state. Accordingly, the authors first called for reconciliation
between the Kinotita and the Patriarchate, historically regularly at
odds with one another. Secondly, they asserted that the Kinotita
had to be more circumspect in its relations with the Greek State
than hitherto. While the latter should play an important facilitat-
ing role during a period of adjustment, it should not interfere with
the specific interests of the Kinotita and the parikia. With matters
thus rearranged, and the Kinotita more representative and focused
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on its interests, the community could forge greater connections
between the parikia and the Egyptian nation.

Economic Readjustment: the Greek Chamber of Commerce

If progressive elements within the Egyptian Greek commu-
nity stressed the importance of supporting their Egyptian broth-
ers in the national struggle, the broadening of cultural and social
attitudes, and the need of communal democratization and reform,
other community voices took a different view. While embracing
the slogan of readjustment, the local Greek business community,
institutionally embodied in the Greek Chamber of Commerce
(Eanyczó Ep.7coetzO Ercy.skyin%ieto, GCC) of Alexandria, took a
more limited view of its application.

Established in 1901 with the support of the Greek embassy,
the GCC represented the official voice of the local Greek bourgeoisie.
Its founding president Emmanuel Benakis was the first in a series
of magnates who represented the interests of the merchant and
banking elite. While not unchallenged in this role—at one point
ELPOA had sought to contest its leadership in the 1930s—it
spoke with an established, authoritative and historical voice. In
1948, in a long series of leading articles in its Bulletin, the GCC
discussed the problems and the prospects of the Greek community
in Egypt. The current difficulties were largely perceived in eco-
nomic terms and the suggested solutions correspondingly eco-
nomic in character but they nevertheless rested on the assumption
that there was a future for Egyptian Greek business interests in
Egypt even if this might mean some sacrifices.

One central issue was the high level of unemployment among
Egyptian Greeks. The GCC proposed that the poor and small busi-
nessmen be resettled in neighbouring countries on a long-term
(though not permanent) basis where they could provide the man-
power for the exploitation of raw materials and assist in the expan-
sion of markets beyond Egyptian borders. With the necessary
support of the Egyptian authorities to allow the freedom of move-
ment among other things of those concerned, such a scheme, it
argued, would assist not only in the development of the Egyptian
economy but would play a an important part in securing a perma-
nent Greek presence in Egypt. 16
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Various other economic initiatives were proposed to deal with
the problems facing the local Greek professional classes and the
competition posed by ever-enterprising Egyptian businessmen.
When it ventured beyond the economic arena, however, the GCC
took on a narrow instrumental tone. The need to learn Arabic—a
matter on which there was widespread agreement among Greeks in
principle—was seen primarily as a mean to assist Greeks in business.
The importance of developing closer social relations with Egyptians
was justified because they could be of assistance to Greeks having
with any difficulties with government bureaucracy.' 7

While the economic focus in the GCC Bulletin was consistent
with its role as the organ of a business association, its proposals to
accommodate the changing situation in post-war Egypt contrasted
with the approaches of the left discussed earlier. Firstly, there was
a much greater reliance placed on the role of the Greek state. More
than just a facilitator, the Greek government was cast as a central
player in laying the foundations of a new Egyptian Greek future.
Great store was put in the Egyptian-Greek Treaty under negotia-
tion at that time to establish the legal basis for relations between
the two countries and their nationals, although this ultimately
came to nothing. 18 This Greek state-centred view was further
expressed by hopes placed in the Emigrant (A7ratpov) Section in
the Foreign Ministry in Athens to defend Egyptian Greek inter-
ests. Overt comparisons were drawn with the situation of Egypt-
ian Greeks with the Greek community in America.' 9 The
implication was that Egyptian Hellenism was better considered a
part of the greater Greek diaspora rather than the view that it was
a special, even unique, expression of Greek society and culture
upheld by some.

Behind these Hellenocentric and economistic attitudes there
no doubt lurked political views towards the Egyptian state and
society that were best kept private. On occasion, these could slip
out. In March 1952, the then president of the GCC, N. Sakellar-
ios, was reported as describing Egyptians as made up of two
groups: a distinguished elite and a rebellious mob, and on that
basis Egypt was "unsuitable for a developed democratic regime." 2°
This was a far cry from the views of Tsaravopoulos who had wel-
comed the prospect of a "completely free and independent Egypt
with a democratic and liberal leadership." 2 ' Even if such views
seemed to reflect a narrower, materialist perception of the basis of
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Greek life in Egypt, it would be misleading to suggest there was
a monolithic view among the local Greek business community.
Dimitris Zerbinis, a prominent industrialist who served as Presi-
dent of the Alexandria Kinotita between 1948 and 1954, was
known to hold contrasting views and, indeed, had been accused of
being a fellow-traveller auvo8ot7Ioeog) of the left by the Greek con-
sul-genera1. 22

The slogan of readjustment at heart spoke of a wish on the part
of Egyptian Greeks to remain in Egypt but it was understood in a
variety of ways that engaged with different dimensions of the
Egyptian Greek presence and conceptions of its identity. In part it
expressed itself as a contest over the control of institutions, such as
the Kinotita, but it was also part of the struggle over the values of
the parikia and its place in the future Egyptian national commu-
nity. This meant there was little coordination and some mutual
hostility within the Greek community about how the existential
challenge might be met, expressed significantly, though not
wholly, in the struggle between the forces of the left and right.

A Fluid Environment

Although the Egyptian Greek community lacked a unified
vision of readjustment, the unpredictable trajectory of Egyptian
politics in the decade and a half after 1945 was never going to
make the task easy. Despite the record of demonstrations and
activism, Egyptian nationalist aspirations remained far from satis-
fied at the beginning of the 1950s. Although some Egyptianisa-
tion (tamsir) policies had been introduced, principally the
Company Law of 1947, the political classes had failed to deliver on
political independence and the high expectations of the immedi-
ate post-war period had not been met. 23 When the Wafd govern-
ment repudiated the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty in 1951, it
recognised its fifteen years of failure even if it put up no alterna-
tive solution. There had been little social or economic reform, par-
ticularly in terms of land reform and industrialisation, and living
standards were falling. Criticised by both the communist move-
ment and the Muslim Brotherhood, the old order looked increas-
ingly ineffectual, corrupt and self-serving. When the military took
power in July 1952, its passing was mourned by relatively few.
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Beyond a commitment to national independence, the Free
Officers themselves had made no firm political program. By 1954
the military government had secured the departure of British
troops through negotiation, but the way forward on the social and
economic front was less clear. Initially, economic policy focused on
a constructive relationship between state and private, including
foreign, capital. In this light, the assurances made by Muhammad
Nagib to the resident foreign communities that there would be a
place for them in the new Egypt (e.g. 15 September 1952)
appeared plausible:

. . . if the ideals of the revolution prevail, it will be possi-
ble for the Greeks, Jews, Armenians, Syrians, Lebanese,
and other minorities to follow in the footsteps of the Copts
. . . [and) we shall all be Egyptians together in what I hope
will be the modern equivalent of the cosmopolitan society
that flourished under the Umayad dynasty in Spain. 24

Yet the legacy of colonial rule and particularly the British
insistence of casting themselves as the protectors of foreign com-
munities, and the undoubted benefit that many resident foreign-
ers had gained from this, had tainted relations between Egyptians
and foreigners. In the years after 1945, anti-foreign feeling could
and did erupt or was manipulated by political forces. Yalourakis
had recognised the existence of xenophobia and fanatical national-
ism amongst "certain classes of Egyptians," just as he noted a nar-
row mindedness (GT6V01thyakec corctki*Lc) among Greeks.25

Some of these factors were undoubtedly at play in 1956, when
the tripartite invasion of Britain, France and Israel resulted in the
expulsion of enemy aliens and the confiscation of their property.
According to Robert Tignor, it was the events of 1956 that saw the
politics of resentment take over, and the subsequent program of
dispossessing the local bourgeoisie "stemmed from a combination
of ideology, impatience with private-sector initiatives, and the
pressure of events." 26

The Suez crisis itself did not tarnish the reputation of Greeks.
The action of Greek pilots in staying at their posts and the subse-
quent expressions of thanks from Egyptian leaders for their sup-
port during the crisis is well known; but 1956 did set in motion a
series of events and empowered certain political discourses—Ara-
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bic nationalism, state socialism, regional politics and the polarity
of the Cold War—that undermined the basis of Greek prosperity
and confidence in Egypt. Greeks were never expelled from Egypt,
but in the period between 1956 and 1962, these changes under-
mined the basis and security of Egyptian Greek life.

Unfortunately, we do not yet have a detailed account of these
critical years from an Egyptian government perspective and so we
are unable to gauge in what way the plight of Egyptian Greeks fig-
ured in the minds of Egyptian policy makers. Sophianos Chrisos-
tomidis has written illuminatingly of discussions concerning the
extension of Egyptian nationality to resident Greeks, a subject that
the Greek left were also pursuing with the Egyptian left. For
uncertain reasons, this was neither pursued with vigour by Greeks
nor proposed by the Egyptian government. 27 Nor is the extent of
possible discussions or negotiations between Greek and Egyptian
business, something the GCC had canvassed some years before,
known . A detailed analysis of the reactions of the Egyptian Greek
business community to the nationalisations and legislative meas-
ures in the years after 1956 awaits further study. In short, it is not
entirely clear whether at one level "readjustment" was simply
Egyptian Greeks talking to themselves or if the Egyptian govern-
ment was willing to consider some negotiated arrangements.

On an international level Greek-Egyptian collaboration and
confraternity continued to be invoked. Both during the visit of
Greek Prime Minister Karamanlis to Egypt in August 1957 and
of President Nasser to Greece in 1960, principled statements were
made about the close links between the two peoples, but no defin-
itive negotiations were concluded. Without a local solution being
offered and with Egyptian Greeks feeling increasingly insecure in
a country that had already fought two wars with its northeastern
neighbour with no peace settlement in prospect, the calls for read-
justment were sounding dimmer and more forlorn and the resolve
to stay weakened. Other practical options suggested themselves,
such as migration to Canada, Australia, and the United States.

Conclusion

In 1961, when he published his To Zli4upa zoo Atywrz-c6n-ou
EA/Ivo-pa 6, perhaps the last substantive discussion on the future of
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Egyptian Hellenism while it was still a vibrant community,
Themis Matsakis saw only two genuine options left for Egyptian
Greeks: repatriation to Greece or staying in Egypt with Egyptian
nationality. He preferred the former since it allowed the agreeable
prospect of the Greek "to live and work and toil amongst his own
people, to share its joys and sadness, in contrast to any foreign
country with unlimited discriminations, adventures and uncer-
tainties." (vcc eccyOte-rat }tat ya 1.LoxOli avalisaa OTOV fait() TOV kw)
TOO, vcc cx)p4iselerat TLC XOCOg xca ttc kOrmg TOO, TCOCei 6E o2tota8li7com

el)71 x6ea cinstecc 8taxe[6stc Tteeta-mtec xat ap.c.ptpokisc). Yet stay-
ing in Egypt, with the security of Egyptian nationality, would
allow an Egyptian Greek to remain, "here, where he was born and
grew old, here, where he has established work and his house and
cultivated longstanding professional and friendly relations with
the genuinely friendly and good-hearted Arab people." (686, ZOO

eyevvii0lxs xat syéexas, s86, TIOU EXEL a7xa-m6niptevi Tr' Sou) zta }tat
TO (=Taxi TOD xca xa),It6e-yncm 7tok6xe0Vmg szarekikattxg xat ytXtxac
oxecysic ps TOV zeayptattx6c ytk(gevo xat xakOxae6o oceaPtxO ka6.). 28

This, in some sense, was part of the dilemma: the sense of belong-
ing and not belonging. The call for "readjustment" had a strong
rhetorical appeal across different community elements since it first
and foremost expressed a desire to stay and adapt to the new
Egyptian environment. 29 Yet it failed in part because the measures
taken or proposed derived from different, even contradictory,
expressions of the character of Egiptiotismos, built on metamor-
phosed ethnic identity but with its own class and cultural tensions.
Even the Greek Left was not apparently able to come to a defini-
tive position.

The complexities of the Egyptian Hellenism and its inability
to articulate a coherent policy of "readjustment" do not fully
explain this failure. The end of the colonial period and the begin-
ning of the era of independence in Egypt was a period of particu-
larly volatile politics. Many factors, perhaps the most important,
that were to determine the future of the Egyptian Greek commu-
nity lay outside its control. These include the changing priorities
of the Egyptian government, the attitude of the Greek state, the
tensions and legacy of the Greek Civil War, and the geopolitical
situation in the Middle East. Given this unstable combination of
circumstances, as Egypt itself went through its political, eco-
nomic, social and cultural revolution during the 1950s, it was not
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always clear what exactly the Greek community had to adjust to.
In the end, different elements of the Egyptian Greek community
made their own decisions, some "returning" to Greece, others
migrating elsewhere and the least number staying on and "read-
justing."
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The Demographic Aspect of the
Greek Flight from Egypt

by MATOULA TOMARA-SIDERI

There were signs of the impending fate of colonialism the
world over for several decades prior to the Egyptian revolution of
1952. These included the Boxer rebellion in China in 1900, the
nationalist revolt in Egypt in 1922, the abrogation of the Capitu-
lations and the Mixed. Courts in Egypt 1937, and the so-called
First Indochina War that began in the 1940s. Events immediately
preceding the revolution in Egypt led by Gamal Abdel Nasser
were the triumph of Ghandi's movement and the independence of
India in 1947, the establishment of the People's Republic of China
in 1949, the defeat of the French at Dien Ben Phu in 1954, and
the rise of anti-colonial movements throughout Africa. This chain
of events underpinned the historical era that framed the crisis of
British rule in Egypt that reached its zenith with the revolution of
1952. 1

The patterns of the demographic structure of the Greeks in
Egypt (hereafter referred to as the "Egyptiots or Egyptiot com-
munity") that can be gleaned based on registry reports will illus-
trate the demographic course at play. 2 This data is a useful tool to
examine the overall behaviour of the Egyptiots and the way the
demography of the community fuelled the collapse of Egyptian
Hellenism. The official Egyptian censuses show that throughout
the 19th century until the first quarter of the twentieth century,
the Greek population of Egypt demonstrated an upward trend. 3

MATOULA TOMARA-SEDERI is Professor of Historical Demography at Pan-
teion University, Athens.
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Graphic 1
Greek Population Development in Egypt  
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According to this graph, the community's population increase
was particularly evident during the decades 1897-1907 and 1917-
1927, except when it was interrupted by regional vicissitudes such
as the Egyptian economic crisis in 1907 and World War I. An
event that contributed to the increase of the numbers of Greeks
present in Egypt was the Asia Minor Catastrophe of 1922 that led
to several thousand of Anatolian Greeks to seek refuge in Egypt.

In the decades that followed, the crisis of colonialism, con-
firmed by events such as the headway made by the Irish national-
ist movement and Egypt's attainment of semi-autonomy in 1922
was a prelude to the first partial collapse of empires. In this con-
text, the 1929 world crash and the 1937 abrogation of capitula-
tions confirmed this tendency, leading to the reduction of the
Greek community's population long before the coup de grace
delivered by Nasser's policy summed up by the slogan "Egypt to
Egyptians." The statistical evidence shows that the population of
the Geek community decreased by 15% during the decade of
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1936-1946 and by 33% in the next 12 years (1947-1960). In
short, the impressive increase of Greek element in Egypt up to
1927 was followed by a steady decrease.

This population decrease that culminated in the total collapse
of the Greek presence was not due just to endogenous contradic-
tions and restrictions. Nor was this collapse due to legal, eco-
nomic, and other violence related to historical and political
developments in Egypt. It was mainly due to events related to the
crisis of world colonialism and Nasser's subsequent rule.'

The Constitution of the Community

Data from the 1897 and 1907 censuses show an initial popu-
lation ratio in favor of males in the Greek presence in Egypt. This
resulted mainly due to the influx of males as economic immi-
grants. The following analysis of extended time lines recording
marriages, births, and deaths shows five periods in which the nat-
ural movement of the community's population is divided, indi-
cating a correlation with broader historical conditions.' The first
period (1878-1896) corresponds to the process of the demographic
constitution of the community. The second period (1897-1930)
shows high demographic rates, representing the overall maturity
and flourish of the community. The third period (1931-1944) cor-
responds to the troublesome years of world crisis and war having
a decreasing effect upon demographic developments. The fourth
period (1945-1952) may represent the beginning of a new recov-
ery but this process was violently interrupted in 1952 with the
establishment of Nasser's regime. During the fifth period (1953-
1960), signs of demographic crisis became manifest.

In the 19th century, Egypt was a country that attracted differ-
ent population groups as settlers that created a multi-ethnic,
highly cosmopolitan Egypt. Among these foreign settlers, the
Greek community as shown in the 1897 in the following table was
by far the largest.

Despite the spectacular rates of growth of the English com-
munity and the mass influx of Italians and French, the Greek com-
munity not only was the most populous by absolute numbers, it
also showed the highest rate of internal demographic growth. This
is reflected in a positive difference when births and immigrant
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Table 1: 1897 census
Gender rates of foreign populations

Nationalities Total Men Women
Greek 38,208 22,006 16,202 33.94
Italian 24,454 12,060 12,394 21.72
English 19,563 13,327 6,236 17.37
French 14,172 7,384 6,788 12.59
Austro-Hungarian 7,115 3,257 3,858 6.32
Russian 3,192 2,675 517 2.83
German 1,281 745 536 1.14
Spanish 765 371 394 0.68
Swiss 472 236 236 0.42
American 293 171 122 0.26
Belgian 256 139 117 0.23
Dutch 247 160 87 0.22
Portuguese 155 137 18 0.14
Norse 105 74 31 0.09
Dane 72 39 33 0.07
Persian 1,304 795 509 1.16
Other 920 673 247 0.82
Total of foreigners 112,574 64,249 48,325 100.00

Source: CEDEJ

influx are contrasted to deaths and observed outflow. A compari-
son of the four major communities (Greek, Italian, English,
French) produces the follow results.

The overwhelming majority of the English (85%) who consti-
tuted the politically hegemonic community, and that of Italians
(84%), who were also closely identified with the political elite
were concentrated in the two large urban centers, Cairo and
Alexandria. The Greek community also had 70% of its population
concentrated there.

In Cairo, the capital city and administrative center of Egypt,
370 Greeks correspond to 100 French, 138 English and 255 Ital-
ian. In Alexandria, the strategic economic center, 663 Greeks cor-
respond to 100 French, 135 English and 426 Italians. 6 Thus, the
economic supremacy of the Greek community is evident here in
its demographic expression. Of equal significance is that Greeks
outnumbered other foreigners by two to one in various communi-
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ties located in the provinces of Lower and Upper Egypt, where
Greeks represented almost one out of two foreigners. In Lower
Egypt, for example, 741 Greeks corresponded to 100 English.

Greek activity and prosperity during the first decades of the
20th century were secure. The Greek bourgeoisie in fact was
highly respected in Egyptian society.' These facts on the ground
were the principal foundation for the formation of Egyptiot ideol-
ogy. The Greeks saw Egypt as a "second homeland," 8 and were con-
vinced that they would only leave Egypt "when the Nile runs dry."

The Demographic Perspective

As colonialism was entering a crisis, the Greek community
was also being tested. The absence of sufficient statistical data on
the economic degradation, or at least the possibility of a restric-
tion of economic activity, forces us to confine our analysis to two
distinctive types of crisis: The first type concerns the loss of priv-
ileges since 1937, with the abrogation of capitulations and Mixed
Courts. The second revolves around the community's constant
demographic decline in the following years. The distribution of
demographic events is equivalent and generall within the totality
of the community (see Graph 2).
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Focusing on the example of the Cairo Greeks, we can see in
Table 2 that up to 1927, despite the unsettling interference of
regional and international events, the Cairo community was
behaving as a strongly composed social system with dominating
endogenous demographic mechanisms. After 1927 the emerging
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principal tendency is a steady and noticeable decline of these
mechanisms. The explicit decreased in the birth rate implies that
the population in question was also going through the process of
demographic modernization, apparently affected by the western
European models of other foreign communities. Birth rates show
a contingent upturn during the decade 1937-1946, possibly due
to the postwar sudden increase of births. In any case, the inciden-
tal increase is lower compared to those during the first quarter of
the century, supporting the general decreasing tendency and
demographic decline.

Table 2
Birth-rate of the Cairo community (1907-1946)

Period Birth-rate (decade average)
1907-1916 40.19%
1917-1926 39.22%
1927-1936 30.60%
1937-1946 36.56%

The same statistical sampling of Cairo shows that the postwar peak
in marriages occurs during this decade. From 1957 onwards, how-
ever, also according to relevant data from the Cairo Commission-
ership registries, a constant decline in marriages is observed. 9 This
decline is related, among other things, to the Greek flight after the
successful revolution led by Nasser. The demographic data on the
Cairo Greeks also demonstrate a decline rate of marriages, with the
exception of the 1937-1946 period—the data is presented in Table
3.

Table 3
Marriage rate (1907-1946)

Period Marriage rate (decade average)
1907-1916 13.95%
1917-1926 13.58%
1927-1936 11.48%
1937-1946 20.16%

The estimation of death rate, as shown in Table 4, also corresponds
to the aforementioned demographic events. The main diachronic
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tendency of death rate is decreasing. During the decade 1927-
1936, a part of the impressive decrease of death rate is due to the
decline in the birth rate observed the same period, while its most
significant part is due to those processes that produced social
reforms, the decrease of premature deaths, and the increase of
longevity.

Table 4
Death rate (1907-1946)

Period Death rate (decade average)
1907-1916 31.10%0
1917-1926 30.34%0
1927-1936 25.03%0
1937-1946 30.69%0

This is potentially an indication of the community's demo-
graphic maturity during the years of prosperity and peace, com-
pared to the hard years of the beginning of the century , the
turbulent years of the two world wars (1914-1918; 1940-1944),
and the growing worry after Nasser's dominance.

These demographics concerning birth, marriage, and death
indicate a decline and tendency to decrease further prevailed from
1937 onwards.. This means that a demographic failure occurred in
the community during the second third of the 20th century. This
is long before the Nasser's dominance changed the environment
where the Greeks operated, delivering the final blow and driving
it to flight That created a strong sentiment among those second-
generation Greeks who continued to engage in the financial sup-
port of the community's Greeks, as well as the Egyptians
themselves.

Such was the case of Theodoros P. Kotsikas.'° Born in Cairo as
a son of Greek immigrants, he was an eminent figure of the local
entrepreneurial elite that led Egypt to open to the international
economy and contributed to the Greek community through his
function as a benefactor. A firm supporter of education, Theodoros
P. Kotsikas, addressed the Egyptians, the way very few Greek
benefactors did, in Tourah, where his distillery and plant operated,
and offered 20,000 pounds for the establishment of schools for
Egyptians. In Tourah he also funded the construction of mosques
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and koutabs (very basic schools of the Egyptians, adapted in
mosques) where the natives were taught reading and writing, thus
supporting the national Egyptian institutions.

These factors make it evident that we are dealing with an
endogenous demographic modernization of Egyptiot Hellenism,
on the one hand, and an exogenous flight, on the other hand, the
causes of which are of a historical and political character. The gen-
eral framework of these historical and political factors was the cri-
sis of colonialism that reached its climax in the postwar era. Since
the dominant economic function of the Greek community was
part of this system, it was a matter-of-course that the general cri-
sis would strongly affect Egyptiot Hellenism. A large number of
settlers were living in conditions of economic tightness and
poverty. N. Tsaravopoulos, a medical doctor, foresaw the. uncer-
tain future of the community, without being able to clearly dis-
cern the situation in a speech given to the Alumni of Ambeteios
School, in 1047." After Nasser's victory, in February 9, 1957, the
Athenian newspaper Eleftheria observed, "The recent state of affairs
is so serious for Greeks that, even if anti-foreign laws are amended,
Hellenism's survival will still be in peril."

It is quite telling that the Greek press of Egypt cultivated
bilingualism. Thus, while addressing appeals of sobriety to the
Greeks, it did not hide the fact that there was a de facto problem of
"organized repatriation" and "organized immigration" to other
destinations, such as Australia or South Africa. It is evident that
the community's reality was at odds with the Egyptian reality.
Nevertheless, flight does not seem to have been a historical one-
way street. An all-embracing solution would have involved the
radical redetermination of the position and the function of Egyp-
tiot Greeks within the emerging new environment of Nasser's
Egypt. In short, an extensive readjustment and extensive reinte-
gration could have prevented the tragedy of violent flight.

As seen above, the internal demographic dynamics of the
community caused a double movement, demographic moderniza-
tion, on the one hand, and demographic deceleration, on the other.
Evidently, these partly contradictory movements could support
flight as well as reintegration or intermediate gradations. How-
ever, for reasons that are primarily not demographic, the process of
flight prevailed.

The wave of flight aggravated the existent demographic insta-
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bility. As one process reinforced the other, the material, social and
psychological background of the community's life was further
undermined.. Thereby, demography suffered, and reinforced, in its
turn, the collapse of Egyptiot Hellenism. Considerable data
related to this phenomenon is evident in the research of Panagio-
tis Koromvokis and Achilleas Rakinas.

Traditional Egyptian society was in constant crisis. A favorite
Egyptian saying at the times was "We will break the chains, even
if they are made out of gold." 12 A Greek newspaper noted, "It is
the dawn of a new Arabic era, with the full force of the unity of all
Arabs as one national family. Its twilight was the result of the great
and enlightened move of Gamal Abdel Nasser". 13

These citations illuminate the two principal components of
Egyptian politics: First, foreigners were unwelcome as rulers, or
even as plain but powerful partners. Secondly, a political plan of
national selection was to be applied and advanced in the spirit of
Pan-Arabism. Whatever the singular arrangements in favor of a
certain nationality (the Greeks, in this case)," that could possibly
be made productive and cultivated with the appropriate long-
term, patient, systematic conduct, with the full support of the
National Center, the main tendency, the overall picture and the
final outcome could not be contrary to the "Egypt to Egyptians"
policy.

The Greek community experienced multileveled destabiliza-
tion: There was a loss of their systemic integration in a favorable
international economic-political context (the crisis of colonial-
ism).Unbearable local economic and ideological pressure under-
mined the economic functions and guarantees, social solidarities
and psychological references of the settlers. These were aggravated
by the inadequate and inconsistent institutional mechanisms that
expressed the community's political stance and shaped the public
opinion within it (National Center, Communities, press, etc.).
There was a feeling of loss of all fundamental certainties and ori-
entations supporting the personal and interpersonal function of
the community's subjectivity.

This destabilization caught the settlers off guard and pre-
vented them from soberly examining all potential alternatives. In
this context, the demographic realities of the community did not
lend support to the sustained effort needed for a process of read-
justment and reintegration in new terms. Nor was there any
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energy for a careful redeployment and withdrawal with material
and human loss kept to a minimum as possible. Panic and mass
flight prevailed. The inventive and ingenious spirit of the past
gave way to the perceived needs of individual survival. Thus, the
Greeks lost all that they had created and achieved, leaving Egypt
without the "Nile having run dry."
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The Big Decision: Literary Narrative
as a Historical Source

by KATERINA TRIMI-KIROU

This title is taken from Hleyciilti AR-Oroao-1 (The Big Decision),
a novel by Manolis Yalourakis, which at once unfolds against the
background of and has as its central subject the exodus of the
Egyptiotes (Arywra6tec), the Greeks, from Egypt under Nasser.
The title refers to the "big decision" and "the race" made by the cen-
tral characters to leave their homes and make their life elsewhere.
Although other works by Egyptian Greeks were studied, The Big
Decision' and Alexandria,2 published slightly earlier (1963) by the
same author, are the basic sources for my analysis.

For some time now, historians have included in their sources
not only literature produced in the period and in the social milieu
in which they are interested, but literature produced later and else-
where by people who experienced directly or indirectly those
events, I concentrate on The Big Decision not only because the exo-
dus is its central theme, but because the author delayed his own
departure. Therefore, he lived through almost the entire period of
the severe depletion of the population of the communities, while
practicing a profession that put him in the position of observer
with access to many social domains. Also important is that the text
was written at the time of the experience, without the interven-
tion of sufficient time for fully rationalizing the emotions or for
"rounding off'—subconsciously or consciously—the author's
impressions and the reactions. In terms of the temporal immedi-
acy of the experience and the writing (in prose), the novel is
unique, since to the best of my knowledge all other narratives of
Egyptiotes that refer to this particular period were written several
to very many years after their authors' departure from Egypt. 3

KATERINA TRIMI-KIROU is an Athens-based historian and researcher%
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Although this particular novel was published in Athens in
1966, according to the author's wife—to whom he dedicated his
novel—The Big Decision had been finished before they left for
Greece in 1964. The central character, Stephis, lives and works in
Alexandria, as a journalist, just like the author. Although the nar-
ration is not written in the first person, this is a clearly autobio-
graphical text.' We learn the hero's thoughts and feelings,
sometimes presented by an anonymous all-knowing narrator and
sometimes from his own mouth.

This novel provides some data that are more or less easy to find.
These include the names of the first quarters of the city to lose their
Egyptian Greek population, the ways in which some persons man-
aged to profit from the exodus of their compatriots, 5 the ruses
Egyptiotes contrived in order to export illicitly their large or small
bank deposits, 6 the survival strategies the poor adopted, 7 and the
choices of destination by those who were leaving. There is also the
candid information to the effect that the Greek-language press of
the period is anything but a reliable historical source, since there
was a conscious falsification of the facts designed to calm the com-
munities. 8 The novel's unique aspects are how it reveals the man-
ner of the developments of the time were perceived by an
intellectual who subscribed to the ideas of the Lefty but was not
committed to a particular political party. Indirectly, the novel also
shows how other citizens, Greeks and Egyptians, perceived the
same events.

The Situation at Hand

The Greeks were the last foreigners to abandon the land of the
Nile, the rest having departed earlier. The ebbing away of the
Greek community is revealed by the hero's every step in the city.
Sometimes it is a Greek shop that has closed down;'" sometimes it
is the empty playgrounds and classrooms of a school;" sometimes
the depleted congregation at a church service to celebrate Greek
National Day; sometimes a Greek neighbourhood that has ceased
to be Greek;' 2 sometimes a club that has disbanded and is selling
off its pictures and carpets," and sometimes a community
(kinotita") that has merged with another one in order to survive."

The exodus is presented as a contagious disease Almost all
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those who remain are under a deadline, waiting until a place and
a way to leave are found, with the least possible losses. 16 Those who
have neither the strength nor the means to start life over again else-
where, mainly the elderly poor, sink in the slough of despondency,
bereft of all hope and prospects. The numerical decrease in the
Egyptian Greek population leads to the psychological depression
of those who remain. As Yalourakis puts it, they stand "like birds
who've plucked their feathers."' 7 The teachers wither in the empty
schools; the shopkeepers suffer not only from the dire financial
straits but also from the drowsiness of inertia.' The scenery of the
decline is completed by the lamentably low level of the cultural
events held, since intellectual circles have shed their leaves dra-
matically.' 9 There is a diffuse nostalgia for the past, a melancholy:
"Alexandria has sunk into oblivion, whatever composes its charm
has vanished, only the name has remained, a dot on the map. . . .
The present is negation of its past." 2 °

Yalourakis' main character feels he is suffocating, that as his
compatriots leave, an invisible wall is hemming him in. He fol-
lows painfully the gradual and irrevocable collapse of his old
world. 21 The city is alienated and he is estranged. 22 As the inhab-
itants change (even before the mass outflow of Greeks begins), so
the city itself changes. Some are missing from the set; some others
are added to replace them. The progressive Egyptianization of its
former multinational quarters marks a total change in the land-
scape.

The descriptions of the new landscape are full of epithets such
as "unclean," "in bad taste," and their synonyms. The rubbish that
fills the streets, the washing hanging out to dry that has replaced
the plant pots on the balconies and the windowsills, the higgledy-
piggledy shop windows and the crates of gaudy clothes on the
pavements, all fill Stephis with disappointment and aversion. 23

The new face of Alexandria is not only unrecognizable; it is
also repulsive for the hero, who is experiencing a culture shock.
The Egyptians, who were hitherto the estranged ones in Alexan-
dria, pushed away into their quarters far from the centre, now drive
to estrangement the former integrated European or Europeanized
Alexandrians who cannot accommodate themselves to the Egypt-
ian version of their city.

The change concerns not only the nationality of the inhabi-
tants, but also their social origin, economic status, and education.
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Stephis sees the mentality of the city, its habirs, changing along
with the landscape. 24 The new citizens crowd together in large
numbers, jostling, shouting, and gesticulating. 25 They like differ-
ent entertainments, 26 and they suppress their sexuality in the
name of morality."' Stephis clearly disparages the way of life and
thinking of the new co-citizens, which he does not attribute to the
genes of an inferior race but to their ignorance, fatalism, 28 and
fanaticism, national and religious 29 .

It is impossible for Stephis to adapt, to fit in. He lives a dou-
ble alienation. On the one hand the city in which he was born is
for him now alien, on the other he feels an alien, an intruder in its
streets. 3° The look and the stance of his new fellow citizens remind
him continuously that he is a foreign body in the new city in the
making. 31

The Conjuncture that Swelled the Exodus

In addition to the changes in the city and its life, the new
human geography of the city (outcome of the first departures) con-
tributed to the taking of the "big decision." Beyond the obviously
unpleasant general transformation of the environment, one por-
tion of Egyptian Greeks appears in the novel as facing economic
difficulties due to the reduction in the foreign and especially the
Greek clientele. These are the petty tradesmen, especially purvey-
ors of Greek foodstuffs and booksellers. 32 Their anxiety is
expressed in exemplary manner in the fishmonger's monologue:
"Poverty. The Greeks are leaving. . . All are leaving. Who will
buy after they've gone?" 33

However much of a paradoxical tautology it may sound, leav-
ing is a reason for leaving. The departure of the first is a reason, at
least an additional reason, for the departure of the next, sparking
off a vicious circle 34 Christos Petrondas once told me, "The Greeks
were a chain."i 5 One Greek was the employee of the other and one
was the customer of the other. Once some links were missing, all
were left dangling.

The primary reasons for the exodus however, were related to
the difficulty of absorbing the Greek workforce and employment
insecurity. 36 More specifically: the young members of the commu-
nity are presented as facing great difficulty in gaining employ-
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ment, since legislation aired at securing posts of the locals set
restrictions on engaging foreign personnel even in private busi-
nesses. 37

Although the matriculation certificate from the community
school is branded as "useless," it is not mentioned specifically that
not knowing Arabic was an obstacle to finding work. The Greek
Egyptian Left had, on the contrary, had vigorously insisted on the
need for systematic learning of the local language as a precondi-
tion for unimpeded professional action. But it seems that
Yalourakis did not believe that knowledge of Arabic would over-
come the employment impasse. 38

The departure of the children had a domino effect. Most par-
ents would soon follow them, even if they themselves were not
immediately endangered by the specter of unemployment. 39 Fur-
thermore, like the young people, the middle-aged who lost their
jobs (because, for example, the foreign enterprise in which they
were working closed down or replaced the foreign employees with
Egyptians) faced similar difficulties in finding new employ-
ment,40 . Nonetheless, it is not only those who are dismissed who
quit the country. Those who are frightened that maybe soon they
too will have the same fate and obviously prefer to plan their
departure rather than to leave in a hurry. Worth noting is that of
the numerous persons who appear in the novel, only two have been
fired.42

Concerning job losses due to the closure of companies,
Yalourakis, at variance with the mythology of the blow dealt by
nationalizations, places responsibility explicitly on the shoulders
of the Egyptian Greek bourgeoisie. He feels that despite fulsome
promises of continuing their economic activity in Egypt, they
deserted the field, leaving all those dependent on them exposed.
He accuses them of misleading their compatriots with false hopes
of recovery, aided by the Greek-language press, which painted a
rosy picture of the situation. 43 This disinformation was meant to
stem the outflow and thus allow the wealthy too exhaust the mar-
gins of profitable operation of their business in Egypt. 44 This also
allowed them more time to smuggle out their money 45 and to set
up a new business elsewhere before they abandoned Egyptian
soil.46 When they suddenly depart, they leave their now unem-
ployed employees practically zero compensation. 47 Yalourakis'
hero is not surprised that the class of affluent Egyptian Greeks puts
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its own security first. His accusation focuses mainly on its
hypocrisy in projecting itself as a savior and guarantor of the situ-
ation by adopting a deceptively optimistic public discourse."

The Greek entrepreneurs, until they were ready for departure,
do not want to lose either their experienced fellow Greek employ-
ees or their loyal fellow Greek clients. More generally what toe
maintain the prestige that allows them to negotiate with the
Egyptian government about their interests. The need the Greek
population to permit them to appear as their representatives, as
leaders of a by no means negligible minority. At the same time, by
delaying the outflow, the Egyptian Greek bourgeoisie cultivated
good relations with the authorities of the Greek state (where the
majority show interest in continuing their economic activities),
since avoidance of the en masse arrival of repatriates was the consis-
tent line of diplomats from Greece. 49

As far as the nationalizations of land and enterprises are con-
cerned, Yalourakis rejects the proposition that these led their own-
ers to economic catastrophe." He maintains that they all had
deposits in the bank or other property outside Egypt, and he crit-
icizes Greek diplomacy for putting the onus of negotiations with
the Egyptian government on the issue of compensations for Greek
owners of nationalized estates and businesses." He also challenges
the argument that the nationalizations led to immediate dismissal
of all the Greek employees of the companies, noting that these con-
tinued to operate with the experienced Greek staff, in order to pass
on the know-how to the new local personne1. 52 Most importantly
with regards to his differentiation from the dominant Greek
Egyptian discourse then and later—he acknowledges indirectly
that the nationalizations by the Egyptians were justified, since
they were seeking to regain their country's usurped wealth.

Yalourakis questions the community leaders' attempts to
transfer responsibility for the outflow to a Communist conspiracy.
In a speech by one community commissioner, the Egyptian Greek
Communists are presented as setting their sights on strengthen-
ing the proletariat of Greece. They are said to be reinforcing their
ranks by drawing by a publicly exposed defeatism that can attract
naive community members also on the road to repatriation." That
this was a groundless and trumped-up charge is obvious in the
novel's representation of the private discussions of those making
those allegations. Yalourakis' stance was audacious and heretical at
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the time, especially since all those involved were still alive and
demanded approval of their views. This was true when the novel
was written in or even in 1966, the date of the publication of The
Big Decision.

Deeper Causes of the Exodus

Beyond the recent circumstantial causes, Yalourakis points out
deeper causes of the dissolution of the communities. In his view,
the whole venture of the Greeks settling in Egypt stood from the
outset on shifting sand. 54 The foreigners, expatriate Greeks among
them, settled in a land that belonged to others, they moved within
it as if it were their own and—some more, some less, some directly,
some indirectly—they exploited the people to whom this land
belonged. Furthermore, the behavior of many towards the locals
was so contemptuous that pent-up rage was inevitable.

Yalourakis explains that when the Egyptian nationalist move-
ment started to grow, the Egyptian Greek "official" discourse tried
to erase the communities' colonial function, by using the histori-
cally false argument of the Greeks' presence in the country from
ancient times and the friendly ties between Greeks and Egyptians,
which have been kept undisturbed since antiquity. Stephis criti-
cizes this ideological construct voiced by community commis-
sioners and Greek diplomats for nurturing the illusion of the
possibility of Greek Egyptians staying perpetually in Egypt. 55

Silences are also important in a text. For example, Yalourakis' crit-
icism is not extended to the fact that the actual place and the actual
role of the communities in Egypt were obscured by the colonialist
argument regarding the Greeks' civilizing and modernizing con-
tribution to the land of the Nile. 56

At the same time, Yalourakis judges as utopian the discourse
articulated by the Greek Egyptian Left in the decade prior to the
great exodus, 57 a discourse which, although coming from another
direction, mirrors the discourse of the haute-bourgeois community
establishment. Until the late 1950s, the left-wing Egyptian
Greeks advocated the possibility of the continuing coexistence of
Greeks and Egyptians. Of course, they envisaged a different
friendship between the two populations than the haute-bour-
geoisie did, a friendship that would be based not on the histori-
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cally nebulous theory of the unbroken continuity of Hellenism in
Egypt, but on a mutual sense of justice that generated the com-
mon desire for liberation from foreign and local exploiters.
Yalourakis estimates, in 1964 at least, that a friendship of this kind
was essentially unattainable. The Egyptians were not interested in
it. They had no need of it, and they found it perhaps even suspi-
cious, given the iniquitous past of the foreigners and therefore of
the Greeks.' 8

Yalourakis understands that in the ferment of a revolution. it
is difficult to make distinctions between the foreigners who
exploited the Egyptians and the foreigners whose lot was little dif-
ferent from that of the locals or who desired a sincere rather than
a self-seeking friendship." He appreciates that the difficulty was
compounded by the fact that in the Egyptians' political argumen-
tation the opposition proletariat-bourgeoisie had been covered
over by the opposition locals-foreigners. 60 Yalourakis considers the
socialism which the Egyptians promoted to be nationalistic as it
was born within a national liberation movement. 61 He pointedly
remarks that, even though the left-wing Egyptian Greeks sup-
ported the position of "staying and adapting" (even circulating the
idea of the community members taking Egyptian citizenship62),
in the end, the left-wingers also left, realizing the distance
between the theoretical conception of the strategy they proposed
and its application. 63

Stephis does not pose the question of his own participation or
that of his compatriots in building the new country. He has real-
istically distanced himself from the vision of the internationalist
common struggle, which left-wing compatriots nurtured. Consis-
tent with his position that Egyptiotes had acted wrongly for
decades as if the land was their own and having in mind the basic
slogan of the Egyptian people's struggle, "Egypt to the Egyp-
tians," he concedes that the new Egypt is exclusively an Egyptian
matter. His definition is a foreigner in the new Egyptian status
good is a legitimate choice of the Egyptians, but it was an
inescapable conclusion. Things could have been different.

Although the nature of their socialism is an Egyptian affair,
the anti-foreign fanaticism to which Stephis ascertains the new
regime has ideological leanings hurts him. He rethinks the begin-
nings of trade unionism in Egypt, especially the strikes of the cig-
arette makers, in which foreign and local workers took part
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together. He is sad that this logic has not continued, but he is
always accepting that it is not for him to say which logic will hold
sway. 64

On the contrary, he believes that his own political and social
struggle is elsewhere. He has the right and the obligation to take
part in the building of a new, more just Greece, to join forces with
those Greeks who have this dream. That commitment is why he
finally sets sail for Greece. 65

Yalourakis adds yet a further parameter for the left-wingers'
utopian position on "staying and adapting," a parameter that
reveals the gulf that he feels separates him and his compatriots
from the Egyptian people. "Here assimilation is impossible. . . .
You assimilate to superiors and to equals." 66 Thus, it is apparent
that if adapting constitutes downgrading, then it is impossible
because it is undesirable. Adapting is undesirable because it entails
not only economic-social but also cultural downgrading.

Yalourakis articulates admits the injustice that his haute-
bourgeois fellow Greeks have committed by usurping the wealth
of a land that does not belong to them, and he acknowledges as
just the desire of Egyptians to take charge in their own country,
but he cannot accept the idea of his inclusion in a society which he
considers culturally inferior. His rational and his emotional side
are on different wavelengths. Yalourakis' rationalism disassociates
him from the colonialist argumentation, indeed it leads him to
oppose it, but this is not enough for him to overcome his profound
sense of otherness from the locals. 67

As previously noted, the exodus emerges in part from the exo-
dus. We are able to understand better why the altered human
geography of the city constitutes a reason for leaving if we focus
on expressions that denote the difficulty of mixing with a people
that the hero in all other respects recognizes has its rights. At spo-
radic moments and rarely at the time of rationalist analysis, there
escape indications of a cultural and psychological chasm that
Stephis senses separates himself and his fellow Egyptian Greeks
from the locals: disapproving characterizations and remarks, dep-
recatory adjectives and adverbs, unconscious contemptuous reac-
tions.

How can you escape the white-man's eye when you are an
organic member of the white community, when you have not
mixed with the poor locals even for class reasons? Ideological sym-
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pathy makes you suffer together with the hungry person. but it
does not eradicate the uncomfortable feeling of embarrassment if
he comes to eat at the same table as you.

The author enlists the process of "empathy." He tries to see
things from the side of the "other" and in general he succeeds to a
significant degree, but not always. Attitudes are not uprooted,
they are merely blunted by rationalization. They are tamed but
they are not expunged. So, now and again, the author's sponta-
neous, reflexive reaction to the locals is expressed. Then they are
deemed unclean and lacking in good taste, passive fatalists and
puritanical, pious chauvinists.

There are points at which he criticizes himself for the strict-
ness of his evaluations, bearing in mind that the character of this
people, its ignorance and lack of education are the result of cen-
turies of servitude and submission, which cannot be wiped out in
an instant. 68 Quite simply, although Yalourakis understands the
reasons why the Egyptians behave, react, and live in a certain way,
he cannot surpass the deeply internalized "counter-identity of the
foreigner, an identity formed within a colonialist milieu in con-
tradistinction to the native, inculcated by the ideological mecha-
nisms of the community and par excellence by its educational
institutions. 69 At some moment shortly before his departure from
Egypt, Stephis becomes despondent, and he asks, "Why must
those born in a place be foreigners?" 7° The author can no longer
hear me, but I think the answer is probably because they lived as
foreigners.

Notes

'This work will be referred to in the notes by the initials of the Greek title:
M.A.

2This book was republished with a longer title: AilercivOpsea. XeovexO,
ij overpozOillioi (Athens, 2002). The notes refer to the latter edition but the

work will be indicated by the former title: AheravOesta.
3The immediacy of experience and writing in The Big Decision is confirmed

also by the fact that the author's attitude to persons and situations gradually
shifts as the narrative progresses, obviously as he gradually accepts the new real-
ity and reaches his own decision.

'Interview with Sophia Yalourakis.
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5 AVOQW7COL 7COV1W01. Ei)(CCVE CYOSOIO-TEC eva s(moko p.cro ITX0UTL01,t0O, [LETCUSQ0CVE

S7arcka aTr,v DX&6a. Ot OCXX.01,7101J 7teoo-yEt5ycivE as auTo6g aeave Tao.; TOO; y.XSPays,

..tkiclo ptaao 6sv sixay. (...) flep(aasup.a. 6EV ECXCCVE7TOTE [OL 7C0XX0i1 3 X1 CCV eixave,

7COTE 8EV arceeoccie TO CFCCOXEXO Xoyocptao-p.6 TOO TCCRisuiiietou. '0-cav 1.190'1 aTty17 va

sa-rixto0o6v, Tpap -gays TO: xpYlnaTa xat T ' aRoOSaays aToog spitOpoug a6tEV)6ou

'wog, &a0: p.stpliaays TYI (Ft coxtxii -mug aT4 n-ip.aom-i k(pa kipa. 'Hum p6pata
vx sztvliactc Ina 13aXircao, Op.t.ac okaxspl SSVSGOCL avayxaartxa ikE TOG

zpayp.a.ta, east; vx avatpTtgstg T71 SuiI CYOUI.LE xiklES OUFAITEC. (...) Oast; zo2c6 va

as auvrpososOoove CYTTIV xatvotipyta aoo." (M.A., p. 44) "Es To6-c11 alipoa66-

x-ri7 6tappo17 (.. .) 7poarSOrixav xt autoi (. ..) tou inko6aave yta anoa -cokii tY.triki]

7COU TOUg xpaTotio-s 6sp.Svooc xovia a' Ocouc IIEVCCV. H 0C7Co6Tokil TOO p.sratppaVrcays

Of3oka (. . .), p.stpoOaays TO auvikkaylla xat TO crravays e(t.) xov-cpapravto"

(M.A., p. 23)
6Two ventures to export foreign exchange are presented in the book (M.A.,

pp. 26-27 and 139-140), as well as the arrest of one Greek participant in one of
these networks, an arrest that meant that some community members lost all
their savings (M.A., p. 25).

7 "H yTWX0k0), CCC ITC ' T1 6t37 Tic ilepta eva TpOzo xplp.aTtap.o6,

rcapouafac yta Six& TYIc zokktila Sraitka 7TOU 6cv Trls aviixay. H p.a0o8og liTav

67CiX00110C VOI140, Or ILkoUatot prgave Otvara O,Tt 1.uto9otiaay." (M.A., p. 175.) "To
xopiTat 6oOksue a7v aosoicr7zs yta va Tooc auv7psi [-mug yowl.; 7g]

TOUT° TO TCS9ITCX0X0: Toug 66tve ?.stp-c& ávac axsi Fatly Aiyu7cTo], szeivi TOO TOC

xathOeTs 6paxplc OTYIV A011VOC. " (M.A., p. 156.) "Ta maktaT,"1.6txa yalitaav, s(vat

soptxTO va TOC 13ka7tetc, 1 c.ixouxoA.oyti s9Toukast xat TCC xooitlaTa, xat ta

TaryxeXuaic ilouavaxta artg yurcoypayis; TWV Re0)COVWV. Ttc«7capa66ast,;-» itg =pipet

s86, Tic s.7-capacis, TWpa xpelgOVICC TO( zatSta Tic zazokata."(M.A., p. 189).

810 ETSt.pig] aTcO X0VT6c T71V snit:Trani q.,so6okoyfa" (M.A., p. 62), "1
koyox@tata irtav TWV VTO7T1WV Xll Trio 8rxilc «tAkkiic,» 6t7kcop.a.riac." (M.A.,
p. 123.) "Bk6rcet Toug Qcopuok xo.)pic 8tgo8o exeivoc va yeckyst p.s Goi3aeoyav6ta
avozOypaya oxOkta yta TCC ER7C68(0C ROO Oa incep7767106xst." (M.A., p. 72.) The
reporting spoke of impressive gatherings on national anniversaries or other
occasions, whereas in reality only a very few assembled. The director of the
newspaper on which Stephis works declares that his duty is to appease the pain
of the poor compatriots: "Oa xOtp.st TO ZOC61'13,COV TOO cog ICC a-tspva, o traoxOg 110eXs

a7coxo6ina, wazotovx Va ykoxivet Toy 7cOvo TOO, Ina aup.Rapaa-caan (. . .). To OSila

iITCCV sOvtxO. (. . .) Km TO t.liá[la crovextOtays, el,ttvoiicys ocnO x&Oc szEcrip.o (Apup.a,

7tept-rtiXtys TO thee V. as [Ito azsyvcoallavr, Tcpoaziesta va StaTipliast eva xOap.o TOO

XCCVOTCCV. " (M.A., p. 63.) Yalourakis warns the future historian: "Ot Erc.tra5katot

7100 Oa (,bgOUVE a-mug TOp.00g TWV 7apotxtax6v scpu,spi&ov avatc;)vTac TflV 0,110m
Ox atatcoviaouv TO 4,4i. TCOU ayt.ovta7xav va StaTipliaouvs ..." (M.A., p. 63).

9During the Second World War, Yalourakis had written some texts for the
paper that the Egyptian Greek Left issued at the time, Ellin (E)Jaiv), signing
with the initials MX. (Euysvfa FlaXatokOyou Ilete6v8a, Aycintic, Athens,
1983, p. 15). In The Big Decision he espouses the sociological analysis of the
Egyptian Greek Left for a community within which the class differences are sys-
tematically concealed: "Eov-oleoUrsap.e Ti yTWXELCC TOUC ytkavepcoaxotig opya-

vtallotig, Orcoo apyOaxoks.; xupiec itooko(iaav aTopyll, OCNTI, va 7csE000v -mug avTpec

Toog va TEkrIpitwouv xak6-te9a Trl F.WX0kayti ROD Tooc 60asus." (M.A., p. 165.) "To
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ile -yako qi)epta TYIC 7IX.0661C{C 7101e0LXiO1C, 6UVT7WO66OCVE OL EXIIETCCXXEDTag, VIXOX1A-

T6p..710e01 X011 Toxoykótpot thzoTe, St/SeyftEC Too aOvoug xaTOnt. Ot akkot ircave
ileeoxaliaTtaeri8eg, uzaarikm	 p.taTotig zsivag." (M.A., s. 189.) Intellectually he
condones the criticism of his contemporary Left-wing Egyptian Greek intellec-
tuals on the cutting off of the communities from the local population and on
the deprecatory attitude that the majority adopts towards it. Wherever senti-
ment infiltrates his thinking, however, he has difficulty in overcoming his colo-
nialist formation.

lom . A ., p. 23. Also p. 24: "Av eztave va p.aTei TtX Flaya(tat TWV 6tx6v TOO ROO

,.pOyave, Oa axave icaog To riOtx6 Too ..."
p. 11.

2M.A p. 42, 63-4.
"M.A., p. 148.
14In English the terms parikia (zaeotxia) and Kinotita (KotvOTYFa) are both

translated as community, so it is necessary to differentiate. Parikia indicates the
whole population of the Greeks leaving in a city of Egypt, while Kinotita indi-
cates the institution established by the bourgeoisie of a parikia to provide edu-
cation, medical care, and other services to their compatriots, in order to
consolidate ethnic identity and enhance the gratitude of the poorer members
towards the economic elite of the parikia.

15M.A., p. 80. And in Aylercivkaa: "MasuOliaaTe, pze,"euOilaCTTE, e7CODkO6fle,
`611:1CTU66 p..e0e. . . ." (p. 96).

16-AQxt6E	 Ozooka va Ocetekt 11 xic ia. H kap.ta	 ocvlauxioc ,'co-y,occc.pta-
p.évn a' Oka roc 7teOaurc«. Kt of zto atatO600t aoa,l croVI Tyrr 6so sixav: 7tOTE )CL Ta'og
On ytiyouve. H tpuyii eytve aee(aaTta tieTa8oTtx11, vTeezOaouva 	 61.t.eveg axOp.a."
(M.A., pp. 23-4.) The concept of epidemic occurs also arises elsewhere: '"Evotg-
evocc; yeOyet. Asg XL Exst XEGEL 77XVO6XXOC. 0 b)CfC, -aokkiet	 TOV OcX.Xo." (Nixog
Aeli.a84oc,., 0 xcipotzoc, Athens, 1992, p. 227).

17A.lsSavfpeta, p. 11.
18" .

p.a0riTag." "0 utharikog vtiaTas (...) pke7oviac TOua avotxTi crthilata--ca laSetal
eatpta-va xaaliouetoOvTat." (M.A., p. 11).

19"cIpm.volievota Oka eixave C(aG)CYTE áva ez[wap,a optaktg H anoativ0eari
e[xe yeeet aTriv E7Tty&vsta Okoug exs[voug zoo .oticrocvs 6TO zsetOtbeto, 61p.totieyriae
Con rece[seyo xki.p.m. To ' Ci?,.81TEC za0aeOTeea, no t avia aou a' o811yoU6e ac xaoTotoc
affrouaa az6 Exs[veg zoo aTeygave tpt)coXoytx6t; auyzevTe6astg. 'HTUVE .1.1.01 061/V71Q11

1TECIL7T6TELOC 7TIQaxokotAn67'i TCOV 0/..11k71T6V, Op.wg «ITO TOV Erteap,0 zoai pcoeo6aeg
va aup..zeeivetc." (M.A., p. 135).

20M.A., pp. 105-6. We find the same atmosphere in AllerawSpera: "Avaa-
Taivto TLC; Flviilkeg yta va 11710e66(.0 on `(taco." (AAEravSpera, pp. 105-6). "Fle67cst v'
avaaTaivetg TLS µviwBg 'ta va aTa0eig, va 13k nett To(yra xnt va 6TOXOCE.4611 &XXX. "

(AilErLiVOgE/a, p. 107). "Ewa zat xaTt akkeg avap.v0e1g, zoo 6)v:deg Sev l7toesic va
TLS zetg, io-ripteg 6ev eivat. Eivat exeiveg Trig voaTakyiag. ETryp.ag  7COU .r..6eaaav ;tat.
TOTES Bev epXezeg Tizota TO t8tOdTee0, Tioea xavetg T71 0OTX@L671 1.1.6 TX arip..eetva zat
TCLGTOTCOLEIC T1V «ap, Toug." (AlsrcivOpeea, p. 71)."EtOTec va. af3kezeg! (...) H yetTovta

Pwp.toaUvri (. . .) TLS xeovtóteeg 1.thesg xesp.OvTave aTa ilnakxOvta 01
yakavOkeuxeg" (AAe6ivbpsta, p. 11). "pyotivave of votxoxueag xat puXo6aave Trig
CaJoic ciocavaxT6c, vey.t.',"eg zcog o(x-seg 6T 1v Ea6c6a." (AAeravbeEta, p. 73). "Av TIX

Mocpacop.evsc 6aaxiXeg. Ta TeXeuTafa w ip,. [Lccrac o-Toug TEXEUTX1ODC
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crxakico Ta 70,26c, -c.X.oc Ss Oa' xu. Kt Ono axago), Oup.ipt. 'Ono axa)gto, 71OVth. "

(AA.cOvdpsta, p. 74). Pain is an element that emerges in all literary texts touch-
ing on the exodus of the Egyptian Greeks. They leave a land they know, even if
they characterize it as a second homeland, to make their way to a homeland to
which they only notionally belong, but which they have never seen or which
they hardly know. Yorgos Philippou Pieridis' epilogue in .M14;/,16C xat taropiEc

ztiv Afyen-cro (Thessalonica, 1986) captures the "schizophrenic" identity of Egyp-
tiotes : he remembers how he wondered, as the horizon of the land of Egypt dis-
appeared, "whether he was setting off to go to his own land or whether he was
leaving his own land."

21 "Kt cor.; ktyourekve Ol pW 1iOT , GTEVE6CCV Ot 0€40VTES, 1X06117C066OLV TO crrii00c

TOD xat TOV lIG6,0(Ne. " (M.A., p. 72), "Fivat p.ta nEeiseri xa-Eicnaoll va	 TOV CC(J)PO

OCCVCCCO xat va TcaeaxoXoneEig	 nitypii TO tFuxop. Qay -ryth." (M.A., p. 143).
22For Yalourakis the estrangement had begun already at the time he was

writing Alexandria: "H A)46(v8cieta xot:Qvcacis MC( tsc aryl	 p.ou (...) H &? Xi

sivat p.ovacxx	 nOp.z.r.c.dari, atip,x -Ronn va yuel.r,u) nTou; f8toug 8/x4toug axOpi."

(AWcivfiecta, p. 127). "T1v A6s0v8esta 7tta OCC poetc tiou, p.ca Otayi 7.62ai

con') toim nou pX6TEstc." (A14civbeeta, p. 120), "Fivrx6 [flyELTOVLOC -cou] PeOp.txr, xat

xweic (Ailcravketa, p. 10). In The Big Decision it reaches a climax: "H
7-cokttaialITIXV eva VEySktOp.0(.7COU 8ta66stac." (M.A., p. 14). "To trxrivczO6cXXxs. Auti
;mu ayamias apiicray, aPlivouv. IVIOvo Ta 7ESQ0C.G}ISVI xvOccrtrive Toy porlOoGalv vx
'1." And Stephis mumbles to himself: "Ti p.6 xearisc, TLI-ts 8Svet ata 116 tokoug
Tong 8eOp.oug; TiTCOTCC, TfiTOTC(. " (M.A., p. 12).

23lndicatively: "0 6QOp.oc 6xet 666& Et ogni a716 xateO, TC( nsetuaircsex
XaTOCUTillIOCTOC IITOCV COCIXOCiGOTITOC 6TO6i0[16Va. p,E tfx.oxO @ OU XL016 'AM p-crivo-
TcQayikata." (M.A., p. 10-11). -Oka akkiays GT(X xeOvta MUT& GIYIV 7C00ITEiCi 7100

), EVV1187.1Xe. To OXIIVCXO two ocyCorrins xiOnxe. H nokirsia TOG iiTOCV OXOTE.C( UVYI. EXei

709 St,"rias xatSi, EXInvop.axakic, nlip.sea 6ev size 06TE Ssiyp.x. Tic eiTGCtg, EiXE xai

xeOvta va TcEeinst 'mug fie6p.oug TOO, 8eOp.oug keQoi; xt aytX.Oevoug TiDeoc." (M.A.,
p. 42). "Exsi 7109 TelytietS 6trIPog, 8pOcoi soxtzoi 86v8eo6-EotxiEg 7:XacT0xpu66ec,
Ttbea epoKs x6aptoc 7cae8akOg xat rcepiceyot-,., cifvOeuntot two "(Pays an' ta xwetra xat
etC6cray." (M.A., p. 42). "0 SeOpc Ta p.rtiQta xat Tic BcsvvKsc 71007rogav f3tokt&
ircav xyv6eca-coc atriv azakatoOria[x To)v p.ayptxtav xat TWV xxcpsvelwv." (M.A., p.
43). "Ta paygtric ytviixav sti0Og a'yo0c EcceOxktTa xcxxOyounTa Si811 Q60XCG}J.06,

Gii1GCCV X0it xxyiaca 0717te 'CoSeOp,ta yta va a766vouv, TOC 7Isr,o8eOlitx ytviixav a6ta.-
paix, axx0a@aisc as x&OE ycovci." (M.A., p. 67). "Eixs y(vst kseO cv-csvoaemaxo."
(M.A., p. 105).

24 "'0,tc ovop.6touvs 07C06iTi6116)) eiViCa 86p.vo xat p.s St6apoesc vocrecnrisc,
TeOl-couc	 avrtX114)stc. H VOOTeOlTia ES(;)	 aoup.pipaa-cri p,Etri 8txli Too, is TOJV

8txt.bv TOO. Asy sixs 7secOcbeca yca 	 (. . .) [0i Acy67tcot] avoiyave axoXsia v'
COTOTeSIJOUVE t8g'eg two Tic zsettiaQovoónav, nxoks[a xat 	 Ei)(CCVE TI1V iStoc COTO-

mokii." (M.A., p. 58). "H vlaTeia rl tav cniarim, Triv sukoyoUnav xat T711/ XealTOC

Tiveaocv tE TOV T6X0 xat TO Oocatey.pcavo, ayzattxtow5c GE !,71TilplOCTOL 0V/IGXSUTCX6C117ClV

&yvwacoc as x6(06 Tgri, x8tayoeia yta Tiv O@YIGXEiCC y.itt a86vCCTO xat Va. TO

8tIvolo0v" (M.A., p. 67).
25 "ExacO xat pi66 xa,t6c6sq krEc [ot 'EX,krivsc], «Ow.° Oa p..67@co0vTat

SixTuXa, xaliávot o-Tr, /„Loep.nync6: two XXY10CaVei. " (M.A., p. 49). "Ft yectovia 7cr-Xs
arou; xxcvo6eycouc svoi.xouc." (M.A., p. 52). "0 ,avoilog anO8ugs Tong 8txPaTcc.
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(...) EE tatoteg atryliec 713T0A,71 TOO dieECIE,	 anO Oaa -criv OCCOP11.11;IXV6 3	CC7Z0

OCV6Q47TOUC 7(01) XCLe0V0[1.066CCP ACC cixavgave, xa0(;)c xavave TO PeCC8CP0 -mug neef-
=CIO. " (M.A., p. 47).

26At some point of the narrative, an Egyptian popular theatre troupe
announces noisily for a long time the spectacle that it offers. "E-ca kocix« roUta
Oeatea evoc Sev	 noTe va 11.7CEL. " (M.A., p. 68). "0 X.tecpig ataeavOtav va
pouktget (. . .) acaelocvOtav 7TOCeoccpcovia 6T71V suSatp.ovia TOOL„ COTI@CCSeY,T71 avoe0o-
ypacpia anlv (1.)uxoa6v0ea71 evOc kao0 zoo ri6ovcVyrave is O,rt exeivog pao66s.
vootpon[a» CY,IXva6XECpT11XE, eivat StCapoQi, ciccx6c &XXI." (M.A., p. 68). "Kkeivav
YÀVTQ0C, avoiyave p.aTeteta Asei 1.1£ @IX8tOyMOC VCX or xeccuotive CcyQuin° T71 l/6)(TM.

X0(011;2%1)6 TOC TECOTi, nouinimave VTO7tLCt xaxOntata, xaelixave Oka Tr neectr,a,
exacrrlixay." (M.A., p. 23).

27 "O 6E+Olsicy.; (. . .) 7TOU efi -SINE on  yectovt6c lit tic yuvaixec 700 ITOUXOOGOCPS
EQWTOC, TOP anto0o06e zueavvixa aTriv axaeaecria TOU, 11 yercoyci Attae 6t8seaStua,
yea enoxii 7Cf6TEIJS 0711v 110tx xat OTOC TeTOCI. " (M.A., p. 43).

28 "AvOnaex-c711 [aiyun-ctaxiii fitavOnrni not) zkkyrai, avOna@x-cn xac flayco-ri Tca
ouatarnixeg ekeueeeiec." (M.A., p. 41). "0 peaStvOg -mug TESO1.7TIXTOC [MA/ ALTU7TTiG)V] 3

OCUXOTCO niyacveka not) 'mug neeimpeee TY1V c!JEu8cei6 -cria7I -Eng ekeuTeeiac—ekeirceeot va
neevo80apaivoup.e 6-1,vota6ca. 6T00g p.eyikoug cpw-cetvotic aeOp-OUg XL iZELTOC VC( "pet. -

OUV EUTOXL6p..eVOL ani Xaann 'MA/ aoxaxceov xcoQic avt[8@acmg." (M.A., p. 47).
It should be noted that the stereotype of the fatalist Egyptian is strong and is
encountered in other autobiographical texts: Me@Onyj EnuQono6kou, ETI1 XC'clea TOO
pEyci.lou zora,uo6, Athens, 2004, p. 128, A6cyvi AkeV(v8Qou, Avzio, AilEcivbeeta,
Athens, 1994, p. 69-70.

29"Yrya, ataFee& Ta navra akkgave 04171 , 0, ilQa.iTrFEc fluemyxttgave kaO zoo
paotias T11 Alkrri, TO X6COS Ti zoo 1.7Co@o66s va ply rival Stx6 TOO, xoccaStx6 TOO,
aeanixo." (M.A., p. 23); "H nQayp,aTtx6-c2ra p.tag noktzelag nou akIaCe -reOnoug

nQoancifleta Tic v' anokax-ciaec x6cOe TO (<,EVIXO)> xat TO eyoc.peel..ievo."
(M.A., p. 103).

30"H AkeVtv8eeca poOktge, xaerize. Mir yea nOki 6Tn 06671 T71q TOP 0C7CO8LWXPE.

tcav 8LX11 TOO, Sev iiTCCV 6ixOc rric." (M.A., p. 169).
31 "ETooc SeOp.oug TIC nOk-ric 1100 exaae TOP 7COCXC6 eau-O T11S oSe6sc aStayoea

arri RQOx2 bac aneoo-aoixors-coc." (M.A., p. 116). "FlOao avap,eadt 'mug
[avap,eaa OTOUC ycOntouc], aS6va-ro va ne9arset anaQatlien-coc." (M.A., N.24). "'H-cav
evog, iltav o) of Cvot, or CY,evo TOno. Kt o AkeavSeoc evoc xt o «nokt.rcallOcY Tic

Akeavfieetac. A@ecret Sev aEleasc, ETOUTO siva!, 11 p.Ovri akiiesta: 11AkelavSeeta
o-t.c.eea luk..Otet avientza, axeyrstat aQantxa. 'ASmo exouv oaot etttlthvoov
Elvat xat 866X0X0 TO eei46.)p..a. Asy exet takko. H Akgiv8Qeca eivat 7ClOt X0:11aVY1

un00e6i." (M.A., p. 106). "A8Ovato 7TCIX va yngecc TOP xOalto crop eva neeiyueo
not) Se a' avexertav xat Mt/ CYTO tekoc TOP Fltao6cmc xt. ers()." (M.A., p. 80.) Recorded
in some pages of the book is an avenging attitude of the Egyptians. For exam-
ple, shortly before Stephis departs for Greece, his concierge knocks on his door
in order to demand insistently whatever Stephis is not taking with him: "Elle
crcx 1L6.-rta	 aitXiania nXripsiou nou Ti auvSat'iktr.:s TO p.1.60C 6T01/ evo. Eizoo-t

T71V 6XeD3E, CiXOCIL xQ6vta	 Bouktxi x&.66 TOao xelip.occa, 0
e7TQETCS f4OCLOC va 7tk71e6vet xaeatat. Tioea To 7,e00107CE1.0 TO 7CáT4E. " (M.A., p. 176).
Also, when one member of the community is arrested for taking out exchange
on behalf of another, and begins to betray his collaborators, the policeman
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enjoys his humiliation: "0 Of.VCCXQCTig Toy x01.Tas	 71eetipeOvnml xat p.6 caStap,O,
XIXteOtaV Toy 6070LTO EtEUTEktaph TTIC 06CTGOtg, TOUg xTecrivoóc xeeiiyavouc 'EV000,7TOU

TWea yivav xovteap,7TaTVI6E; 8etkoi, aToillot va alkylko7ceo6o0o6v, yta va xee8fo -ouv
Triv EUvota ExEivwv 7tou we TOL XTEC 7CEOlyeovo6cray. " (M.A., p. 141). This peevish-
ness is interpreted as retaliation for the previous contemptuous behavior of the
Greeks. An example of what Yalourakis believes fed the bitterness of the locals
is the following scene: "K6Os aTcOysup,a (. . .) yuakial.te 'DX zocraDOToia !la; Eo:v
TekEUE 0 XOtiaTOOC TO yuCatopa, TOO 'Styx TO vOp.mp.oc GTiV anWp.évyi amk6tp.. -r1. 0
GUVeTate0g TO rcaeaTneoUo-E xat 06p.covs, TO Xgel OCEICT1 sic p..tx@Opia, kast. Exsivoc
TOO TO RETOOOS pis 7CEOLOOOV1071. T67UPE 0 kOUCTTe0C XIX.I. TO ..LOCE.US. EuxocetaT6vrac."
(M.A., p. 155).

32 "To	 TOUg kcyOaTeue." (M.A., p. 74). "Ta ysget [Ta eatpta] naxh-ca
iliEuSakrOrimi si..urcoesOliaToc, CC:7061. T6)0CC7TOUX6VTIXC TUe( ZOCC TOU@GL6C XIXI &OX.tazto -ca

arouc Oueweok Trig auvotxfac." "Ey6 SE vot.6:opoci T(.'oecc. Ttc.:Qac yux To&to:
13@EOW tovravOg, CM) a8siacrouv Ta eckyta." (M.A., p. 46).

33M.A., p. 20.
34The vicious circle of the exodus is apparent in narratives by other Egypt-

ian Greeks: "Euvet8riTomIncia7uoc 7ca-cQ1.8a Bev Eivat p.ovixa 1 yri aXXa xat of avOew-
zot. 1-1wc auTii Sev EN= p,ovaxa rESTesc xat xWilaTa, alki xl o xOcrp.oc, O SixOc aou,
OCUTOC /IOU 8667IXEguaE TOO. 'On 0 T,07C0C 813(04 auTotic p.ou iiTCCV Z 6V05. Oi OCVOQCO-

7101 71ou Eipuyav TOV Exavav TcaTei8a." (Nizoc Aep.a8Weog, op.cit., p. 222). "Flokkii
aeazia [...] SE pac; xweisi r1a o Teygoc." (lioivva Kwmaxi, 0Alyti ayazriperli zoiltreia,
Thessaloniki, 1993, p. 142).

35lnterview with Christos Petrondas.
361n general outline, the explanations Yalourakis gives are encountered also

in other narratives of Egyptian Greeks: "Tiv 7r.aQ0LXECC vriv stou0evwo-E
(XPEPIX.COT -11TGC TOU p.ekkovtoc Tic UlTlXkiktx -il:,- Talc, i easitiri neooaTtxWv seyaciac
yca -mug vaouc,1 SUEitinq 8uvaToTiiTwv yta Ti STip,toueyia pdx@Wv ElItxavipear) xat 0
paQaapiic Tic Tglc TCJV XOCTIGIV.UXTO:QX6V. " (ACupvii AXEUcv8eou, op.cit., p. 183).
Specifically, blame is placed on the laws restricting the percentage of foreign
employees in the firms, on the nationalizations and on the decision of Greek
Egyptian capitalists to proceed voluntarily to selling off Greek enterprises,
which led some community members to unemployment or threatened unem-
ployment. Also referred to is the shopkeepers' inability to replace the goods they
have sold, as well as their encumbrance with debts left them by British, French
and Jewish customers who bought on credit, when they were suddenly
deported. (Nixoc Aep.a86@oc, op.cit., pp. 220, 226), Tip.oc Makavoc,Avapvtjaerc
evO; flAsravOetuoa (Athens, 1971, pp. 367, 375), I1a6koc foOvaenc, 24.164kvOesta-
A0liva xcopic avciaa! (Athens, 1989, p. 249), N Ora Eup,scovi8ou, upcipat
2006, pp. 85-6), Meeiyarl Enugo7ToOkou, op.cit., p. 103, um. AO:cpyri AXEUtv8gou,
op.cit., p. 182. Insecurity about the children's future seems also to have played
an important role: "Floii Oa -yEvvnOsi To itoci8i, rot') Oa psylkWast. [. . .1 To liEkkov
TOUTC0a8tOU p.ac eivat TCLOC 00,106. " (Iwavva Kataixyl, op.cit., p. 86).

37 "Ta naiSti alT6p,Evav /is Ta )(Seta SETA va ZOITOCVE TO 6CXVTIOTO COTOXUT110.0 TOO

oxoksiou. Asv EIxav daki 61Eo8o a716	 OákavE yta SE 06Thive, 6res7tG va Soxtp.ci-
crouv a.),I06." (M.A., p. 74). "Oi xeaTtxEc Eirtxsteijoetc YITCCV Asio-TEc	 auTok, 01
tStaraxEc 8Ev 7ca[pvave rta Euewnodouc." (M.A., p. 41). "Aouksta E-cac xc akX0i6c,
2.86 8Ev uziexst ITta yia Touc veouc as 8sv Evat. VTO7CLOC. " (M.A., p. 48).
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38The written language of the state bureaucracy as well as of the accounts
in private companies and of correspondence with the civil service was now Ara-
bic, which the Greeks did not know or at best did not know well enough. The
difficulties arising for the Egyptian Greeks from that fact are expressed in other
narratives (Fla6kog FoOvaeng, op.cit., p. 233, Meng Takag, Alexandria ad
Aegyptum, Thessalonica, 1995, p. 54.) Of course, the thoughts of some were
more complex: "Av Os ;lac cuvooGv ot ouvelxec, av neOxst-rat va seygORao-tc xa.Tw
anO fooug Oeoug TOUC wrOntouc, [.,totQaia rl Ogo-•ri Rag yiVETat [Letovex -ttxt cyOuov
EXCiV01, 13007.01/VTOU 6TOV TOTCO-TOUg XL clie[g ciptaatc RetovO-ara, 66T,U) in aV

lickeoup.c xocka aeaf3tza." (FtWQyoc Otkinnou IltseE8 -1g, op.cit., p. 149.)
39"Fta -d ycirystg; --(136yave TO( nat8ta. ERctva ROvi. (...) Byakays TO o -xok,cio,

Iltave acceyot." (M.A., p. 163).
4°-0Tav pia entxsielml éxkswE, 01 iitcreoycof ligc6av Ta ot'ixa Toug ;mt. yEti-

yava." (M.A., p. 142). The issue is broached also in Alexandria: "ExcivoC TIOU 'XIXVE

key1-6c, efxave Toug6aXoug «unak,kilkoup>. (...) Peclav ot iT e6Tor, or akkot 1.1.s.vav
Rao-Tot." (AA4fcivOpEta, p. 130).

41 Stephis says to a friend of his who is a local, who tries to persuade him to
stay: "K ()Tay p.m) kei4ct 116ouket6c; To . eesr.g raDc Onotoc TYl xavet 8E ticzaPeiaxst."
(M.A., p. 82).

42M.A., pp. 84, 197. From oral testimonies I have collected it is also
deduced that fear of dismissal prompted more to leave than the actual dis-
missals.

43There is reference elsewhere too to the silencing of the difficulties and
those responsible: "H 7Qcntayivfia Trig «806TcQric naT9[8a-,;», not) EnEarukot
ento-xanteg an' -Ely Ekka8a, ;tat or vTOntsc- Carlvt,x6c stmticei8ec xa0r,p.setvig
8takako66av, crniv neoaniOeta TOK va avaxi4ouv 9o -ii trig anox69ri cyric ."
(Nixoc Aep,a86.)eog, op.cit., p. 220). "Mc p.ty.ei ouyxakupqieva oxOXta GTIV cyri-
p.sQi8a O flaUXog neoonrie-rios va xpo6oct TO ,/ X6SWVOC TOO xtv86vou acplivov-cag va
cvvolieci On 6 .7TeE7TC V '  a@xicrouv Or 'EA,k'fIVEC vu COTtliETW7gOOV 7tto (JECXXIGTEX6i Tri VEX.
xatacyraori." (fla6kog Fotivapic, op.cit., p. 235). "Hap: Oka; Tag ylkOT[PLOU ,;

z906ica0eiag Tag OTCO!.7.0 xa-caf3akict 0 ckk -rivtx6c -thnoc Trig Atykc -cou 8ta va za01-

Guxao-71 Tiv Exel. naeoixiav p.ag. . . ." (Ms@c57171 ETcueonoOkou, op.cit., p. 104).
"Bap60rixa va 7TilVe) TO XL11.0POCCGI.thVO xap.Opaiko TWV xaOricsuxaa -ctxthv 8taPc3cu.-
cixscr.ov. Asv exoup.s nta plkkov E86.)." (lwavva Kormaxn, op.cit., 1993, p. 137).

44 ‘ `To Kayikato sixc unokoyiast xocka. Ta `nate Oka yta Oka."(M.A., p. 185).
"fig TYl GTS@V1 6Vy[11 rl ayeki8a Cnesne aellerci. MCvav ax.61.01 [o--criv Aiyunto] or
niu.n-ctoxot xur Or TIXEOVeXTEC, " (M.A., p. 201).

45 "Ot cEyo8OTeg, ayevi-Axi, Rag xoti_gouvc. HCk.ouvc va xce8l60uv xateO, va
yuya86%bouve xviip.a." (M.A., p. 185.) "01 akriveg evyo8OTEg anynceOcrave TO
O&VOCTO. CDQOVTiCYCCVE yta Oka Exti4 'mug av0pWnoug -mug. MCvouvc Ono I.LnoeoUv.
'Enct-c . a naievouvs aeponk6cvo xat xatcpaivouve crtnv A0iiva. To 611iTL sivat 6-r0tRo,
cntnk.wil6vo. Or xataeCoetq 6Try TedutE(IX. Aexst rl vCa c,.)11." (M.A., p. 132).

46 "Eixe fist. va ESUTEKOVTOCt. or WE 	 Rio( lda. (	 ) 81-xoUc TOU [Ekkylvcc], non
iitko66ocve yta tiv anoo-cokii TCOU Touc sExc p.o[ea EilITLGTEUTEC va yeov-cf..Youve
7TOWTOL 7C6C Oa 6T/I60UVE xatvo602c, cztxstellactc akko6 yta va yOyouvo a6v,o." (M.A.,
p. 72). —0,Tr ayLvs, áylvE, efrca. .) Ms naievstg seyOurri crop &XXI o-ou yailnetxa;
Teckie -rixec, Xéct. flora &XXII; EyO xaTaGtedag-xa. To geeEtc Tau; p.ou to niwavc Oka.
(...) Bes Tot) keco, Osv CyTtacc,- akkzi «TEO xateO 6T1 Xakxi5a; fleOrses
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xakdc, [Jou kast xt aye:46. AUTO( TOG ?d'.0 ot xoll[kotivtcrtSc." (M.A., p. 197).
47"Ao6kega GE xansevoo-t6cuto.(. . .) EXX-rivtx6 pepouxt, 	 a8o7aave GTYIV

GoxcoesilSvot va 'vat." (M.A., p. 84).
18There is no doubt that this tactic contributed to the excessive delay,

observed in almost all the autobiographical works, in realizing the lack of
prospects in Egypt. A naïve certainty failed to see all the obvious messages of
the times. The narratives recount that most of the authors' compatriots had not
the slightest inkling that they would some day be forced to leave Egypt.
(MeeOni Enu@onoaou, op.cit., p. 37 and on p. 120: ")~:ag ot Aty(nunot 1.1.1e
ayano6v xat TOTE O's Oa [lac avgouv."). They believed that in the name of "tradi-
tional Greek-Egyptian friendship" exceptions would be made to the legislation,
as far as the Greeks were concerned: "ficzoxaXiovrav (. . .) [is acpskil atcyto8oia."
(Ilaaog roOvaE; op.cit., p. 233). "E4axokou0o6as meotx[x] va EC TO iSto
av4teka", "SevilOsks va aTt08Exrei [LE xav6va 7,90770 70 p.livo.ta -Roy seySecrecov xat

okosoaveel -ceo77 TWV Tceayi_t6caov."	 AksV,:v8eou, op.cit., pp. 106, 177).
Until 1957, the Hellenism of Egypt carries on as before: "Oraog 7 -coati, is Ttg
sx8eop.6; TOO xat to 7C0Q76CXt/ TOO. " (NO-ca Zoilsuvi800, op.cit., p. 69). "E7ttx@a-
m6o-eriliv617 7WV CM:n(5805)V Ott Oa 3 Q06 1.,LE 7077014 va 7TQOGIXQI.LOGTOOp.E arts VeSC

xaTcco-tho-stc." (FLCbgy0C (13 0j7MOU	 op.cit., p. 143). And beyond the
ascertainments, also blamed are "those who kept and nurtured tithe Greeks of
Egypt) with unreal visions, those who had not the perspicacity to see or did not
want to accept the change," (Nixoc Aep.a84oc, op.cit. p. 237).

49A minister of the Greek Government, who visited Egypt, is reported as
privately congratulating a wealthy Community commissioner for the tactic fol-
lowed: "11 TOCATTXil aac sf.vat oe0ai. Ot 'Ekkivse/TeSzst va flag 6ROVTIXt FIE[LOVM.L6V0t.

Ilk Oa -mug omoueor.pilast 11 aa*,,, ,	 8ta p.tag Skeouv 63,2(4" (M.A., pp. 153-4).
50"E x.v. T6.,ecx Ocal toast GTO soycsetxO, as TeksoTaia avikumi i sivavE rEko6-

mot aikt. Exabot TCOU Xtumprizav OavOcotp,a 11TO'N 01 y7CJX0i, o gootaktop.Og TOO xca-
voUetou timoo -roue Ccp.rlos aseyoug." (M.A., p. 41).

"M.A., pp. 164 - 5.
52 "Ot 7cOQTec zkeivav yta xatvoUeytooc ecquok Vet& TYIv cOvtxo7cotimil, xea-

TOUCYCCV TOUC Itcalok va uoeyWcsouve vT67toug." (M.A., p. 142).
53 "Euet.az011eea eLc triv xd.)eav aco7v mipiatoyOeot xat xiwuxs; too Earivtap.o6,

Osi.LaTocptiA,axse taw axOCTOCA,6TWV EJ,LEVWV TCUVX8OGEWV TCOU a/toteXo6v TO P6die0V Ey OU

s8egeTat 70 ski1.-ivtx6v1.1syaksiov. Ot lirroTaxesic 8sv exouv Oeutv cv ixeo-co ziu6v. Eivai
Ot 77E/OCCILVIO1 EX0Q0i Trig Teoyovtx lg 8(gyv,-. Ktvri p.a-c(ct, oczo lni xecc, 6. 1 Thx-rek
sayiSgsv 07th TO TEEkp.Ol 70)V 06.1/0,1V 5 p.OVOV GX07COV TUP 674OCV TIT/ BLikumv
ark/06(31c skA1vizilg7-caeoudac. Lip-SW) toy 07,[07COV TOy 6taxflOacsouv. (. .) pa8E-
r;ouv szi7ceoxaeoetcsithvou cyxsSiou, aoyakk si1rcvs6o-scoc. ETg-ri-coOv Stu Tric
67ilitoueyiag xtillaTog e7tavanate01.1,svcov, va MJXV6GOOV Tag -cgstg TOU Tcpokstaeta-
MU. " (M.A., p. 152).

54"Ta <otakktithQ1.40Cea wcieta» 7COD (3.7csap.s '8631i-rays neOxklcri xv0e6.rwv TCOU

Ss PX67ays ii.azeu6c. Ot «avOleSc; naeotxsc» ri pts-yik'n VTQ07711 pi,CCC, r ikuconia flag.
TIe0aue azeOcTzkritot. . .) Tat[Lac xaxoc.paive-cat yta TO OCVIXTCO7e67770, Op.u.)g
xdotota yavt6t Oa T) o6c3.s. TT) zatao-Teoyt Skaxs va eivat 8txli [Lac .. . Asv exe.)
p.fuoc, xoueOc va yue[uouus GTE( arc[ua uac." (M.A., p. 131). The same spirit as in
his book Alexandria: "H Akeacv8esta tWea oe0thyst avicy7p &XXo, ot xal.uvCc8s;
arty soap,rcetusg yeiyouve vSse ockiasg a7v tatoeia trig, ot civOecD7coi Trig xtiouvs6vav
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x6ap.o &x(5 TOO; H y11 eivat 7CA.C(TIC( 710C 211	 Rokkt.bv, 6[04 o xaOávag OeXet vx 'vat
lyaVTY1C GTOV TO7C0 TOD. "Aatxo Eixap.e TCOLVTOT '  EI.LEL*.C, 'CO 7caQap.613t TOU 08uacea
eva o-Op.Poio csocke) 7100 Or Tceoet." (AilsMvOpeta, p. 113). We find corresponding
problems discussed also in some subsequent autobiographical texts, in which is
realized the inappropriateness of investing in a place as if it were your own,
when it was not: "'01.14); Tt sixap,e yrtget; ntaeoxoug 7theyoug OTTIV ap.p.o. To
e8ayog fey ilTav oreeso, fey i'try atxO /lag." (Ai(pvi A7veiv8Qou, op.cit., p. 11).
"Earl.=1.is or evo otx071e8o, xcock va w.aq 1ce900cset note a7c6 -co VOL) TO EV8E)O[IEVO

clag." Makivoq, op.cit., p. 364).
55 "Ot 'EXX-riveg (...) exe[ TCOU neQtrtoOteeot rcksave axoketa, xal..urcavoceti

exxX -rlatig 8tockako6aav rip naeouoia -couq, nicrietiave =Iv atcovtOrryca TOJV
XCUCCCGTOCGEWV, zov-cOyeaXp.ot 071V E7CL70OXOCL1 atyouet& mug. 'OTatv ot vuOztot 7tile1v
GoveE871a71, 7TaikL ETOUTOE fey PkálTOCVE, Oeweia Trig <<f..ptklag» TOUg GT&GIXE GMOTGLVii

TCOCCU7C[801. (...) 1.17CV11GOCVE cc.pvtx(5c, arceoe-coillacrcot." (M.A., p. 50). Elsewhere he
writes: "Fix at')Qto i]tave ofyoueot, 8ev eixav ;Toth e ttYCI1 GELTOU C VTOTCIOUC. (...)IIOTE

TCOTE 1.)7CVOUGE 0 Oxkog, exam fieetxa pyar,ti, ot evol etmcp&-cTave c7m%J.11.oc71 xat
vaixvave xatvotieyta. 'Htave 0u0po.thv-r1 croya. Hauxia, kin a7Caea(711T71
OtVIGT&T.WC771, Tlauxia xcu miat. 'Ercerta Ta 7Teckylioura cakgav COTOT01.1.a, of EyyXgot
coiryave, asofiaave 'mug evoug va ra py&Xouv Iceea. E-coirrot ilaeOave Ta (pTCOXLX6C TOUC

xat yeiryave,ilevav p.ovaxa ot 04)FALOI., of.yoneot mOcvtot. H ytXiot ii-COCVE mieoaithvta»,
860 7caof xat watt Terota." (M.A., p. 22). Concerning the expression "the mob
awoke" mentioned above, note should be made of the coexistence of the posi-
tive nuance of the verb 'awoke', which is used in the sense of 'became aware of
the exploitation' and the negative tone of the subject 'mob'.

56The term 'hoer of civilization,", which A. Politis gave to the Egyptian
Greek in his book 0 EAArivto- roc xat Necaz- ga .41)Am-roc (AkeVcvSecia-AOliva, 1928-
193 0) constitutes a characteristic condensation of the dominant colonial dis-
course. In order to support his argument, the author presents the activity of the
Egyptian Greeks in every single sector, concluding at the end of all the relevant
chapters that their activity gave beneficial propulsion to each of the said sectors
of the Egyptian economy and society.

57—Oxt (l.)606cacallastg, o-zatimpte. 'Oxt rcaeOtkoveg tpeacsetg xat Staxleigetg
aariXsyy671g xat pEpxta nou xeccuyacave <Gi.p.00GTE tpikot csag)>ICOLL xaysig fey T ' COSODE.

'OXL 8tavooup..6vcov xat TO: zaeOp.ota. To yeyovOta p.tkotivs -ykt;miocc
tall." (M.A., p. 45), "1136.)vgav ot 'Eariveg ilaC( p.s mug VTORLOU; To i.8toc
GOVOil[AOLTCC, EiXO:VE 070 VOU TOK PLPOC HOU csoyeg Tceosx)Treieg at8ev.pocsOv-ylg. ACV eixave
yav-cao--cei tug Bev ey-cave va ywvgouve, 67ceeTce xat va 7c6cq,ouve va sivat evot. 1 -tvO-
ray." (M.A., p. 22).

58 "Ot vreyrttot a8tayoeolioave [pa Ta ,,eopkii paroc Twv el..t)V], o 8LZ6C mug

"Iltav	 (. . .) vtio0av ke(yreeot -c6.42a, xuetaexotio-av 7cavtoO, 01 «auvray-
p.a-cixeg eXeueeefeg,) fry iltav Y,OCTL 7000 TO `XCCV CCV6:71471. (I)sfyrur OL e ,.d0L; Ostiyays.
AUTO mug evtave, 70ce-ypia. xt az8bnia11 nou TCC auv8a(Ate o tpavattap.Og Tic rceetoOmag
virciag." (M.A., p. 23) "0 tpavaTtap,Og ef3ka1ce GTOV xca0e Ovo Toy IVT(7[0(10, O-cav
TEXLX.i 01 flOVOL CY, eVOI ilTOCVE Ina ot (...). H ekkrivo-atyurc-ctaxii ytkia tray 8tx71
p.m; etpcOecarl. Oucrtx0 ilTOLVE VC41111V T11v OeXav ot &X2 ot." (M.A., p. 42).

59"Ot IIT.oksp.aiot eivca a8uvcctoUv va 71eoatpeeouv 8tzakom1. (...)
MrcoQoOve va exicsouv [ot AiyUxTtot]; Aev p7toeo6v. FIXt*ovoulle. (. . .) 'OTav
!)7tv>1csave ot yekaxot, fey xap.ave 81axweto-p.o6g. Krl.oi , xxxoi., 01 evot Or ytiyouv.
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The Greek Exodus:
An Egyptian Perspective

by ABD AL-WAHHAB BAKR

A misleading conception surrounding the Greek emigration
from Egypt in late 1950s and early 1960s is that harsh measures
which were implemented to force them to leave. Many Greeks and
other European communities still believe this interpretation, but
it is simplistic at best.

Going back to the 19th century, it is clear that Mohamed Ali's
economic policy created a sort of monopoly that Egypt's sole mer-
chant, sole manufacturer, and sole cultivator. The country became
a private plantation owned by Ali and his family. Cash crops were
grown according to governmental policy, exported to Europe, and
the profit sent to Ali's treasury.'

This policy lasted until the British government forced
Mohamed Ali to submit to the Balta Liman convention of 1839
that abolished his monopoly policy and permitted the European
capitalists to operate. They soon controlled all economic activities,
leaving nothing for the indigenous capital which resorted to cul-
tivation. 2

Throughout the 18 and 19th century, a continuous flow of
Greeks came to the country for settlement and investment. Dur-
ing the French expedition on Egypt (1789) there were around
22,000 foreigners according to Ali Mubarak. These included Syr-
ians, Maronites and Armenians as well as Greeks. Athanese Poli-
tics in his L'Hellenisme et L'Egypt Moderne) estimated their numbers
in the early 18th century as about 2.000. E W. Lane estimated that
between 1815-1849, there were 5,000 Greeks in Egypt. 3 During
Mohamed Ali's reign (1805-1848) they were officially numbered
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at about 2000-3000, but the census of 1833 put the Greeks in
Egypt at 10,000. In his famous report, Bowing estimated them as
numbering 7,000. 4 These numbers increased during the reigns of
Saied (1854-1863) and Ismail (1863-1879). The American consul
in Egypt estimated them in 1878 as 30,000. The majority of
Greeks resided in Alexandria and Cairo. In the census of 1897, the
Alexandrian Greeks made up 15,182 of the total of 38,175 Greeks
in all of Egypt. Lord Cromer (the British Consul General in Egypt,
1883-1907) estimated them to number around 38,000 by 1897. 5

In 1907 their number was estimated to be 62,937, and the Greek
community constituted the biggest foreign community in Egypt.
The censuses of 1917, 1927, 1937, and 1947 showed a multi-
decade rise and fall in the size of the Greek community in Egypt: 6

Year Number

1917 56731
1927 76264
1937 68559
1947 57427

The Greek emigration to Egypt in the first half of the 19th
century was a consequence of the successful experiment of
Mohamed Ali to modernize Egypt along European lines by open-
ing his nation to European emigration. Egypt was proclaimed a
new California, and a great number of emigrants, some well-inten-
tioned, some not, came to Egypt to make a fortune Between 1857-
1861 the country received more than 30,000 foreigner. The
inauguration of the Suez Canal and the flourishing of the of cotton
trade contributed heavily in this influx.'

Capitulations and mixed courts enabled the foreign commu-
nity to invest their capital with little fear of interference from local
authorities. The foreigners were allowed many other prerogatives,
including exemption from several taxes and police control. More-
over, the Egyptian government was tolerant with the foreigners
who abused this policy. 8

The Greek were exposed to Ottoman misrule in their country
during the 18th century. After the suppression of a revolt in 1770
and the Albanian looting of their country, many Greek emigrated
to the East, carrying their capital them. Peasants also traveled East,
hoping to survive with their various skills. The Greeks replaced
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the French in the Middle East as a major capitalist players. They
started investing in silk, Turkish cotton, and British-controlled
industries. 9 Greeks served also as mercenaries in the private armies
of the Mamelukes, and in the navy.

Commerce between the Near East and Europe was in the hands
of the Christian Greeks. Armenians, and Syrians who enjoyed the
protection of the European while cooperating with Ottoman
authority. Another wave of emigration from Greece took place
after 1821 after the outbreak of the Greek revolution. In Egypt,
Greeks reached the towns of the south, selling clothes, cheap
products, house tools, and metal instruments to the Egyptian
peasants. They loaned money to the fellaheens under heavy
terms.'° The Greeks emigrants were involved heavily in trade. The
Greeks in Tossizza, Anastasi, Casulli and Zizinia became the main
agents of Mohamed Ali in his European trade.

Within a short time, trade in Egypt came under European
hegemony in general and under Greek control in particular.
Greeks dealt in grains, cotton, export, import, brokerage, garden-
ing, alcohol, hotel business, transport, tobacco trade, and the like.
Nothing was left for the Egyptians who confined themselves to
plant growing. When the peasants needed cash money to cover
their needs, they found the Greek usurer ready to lend under heavy
terms. The Mortgage Act which was introduced by the mixed
courts in 1878 enabled the Greek usurers to seize most of the land
in Egypt."

The Greek workers constituted a major rival to the Egyptian
labor force. They filled most of the positions in the labor market
(railways and transport especially) leaving nothing to the indige-
nous labor power. By 1922 there were more than 3,000 Greek
workers in Cairo alone."

Egyptian capital was in the hands of the Greeks of Egypt
(Avierino, Anastasy, Castagli, Mouvegardato, Proi, Popolani,
Giro, Scaramanga, Gevastopoulo, Tossizza, Vuro, Zaccali and
Zizinia) who were the masters of economy in Egypt. Egyptian doc-
uments list the names of the Greek merchants who owned most of
the factories in Egypt. Khoremi Benaki, Pasquali, Salvago, Sini-
aqis, Arsaki, Sarian, Yanisaharopolo, Nikitiapidis and others were
the masters of retail trade in Egypt. 13 In his well known study
Modern Egypt, Lord Cromer writes:
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In Alexandria which may almost be said to be a Greek
town, a great many influential and highly respectable
Greeks to be found. Their presence in Egypt is of unmixed
benefit to the country. More than this, many of the small
Greek traders are fully deserving of respect. Still the fact
remains that a portion of the Greek colony in Egypt con-
sists of low class Greeks exercising the professions of
usurer, drink sellers, etc. The Greek of this class has an
extraordinary talent for retail trade. He will risk his life in
the pursuit of petty gain. It is not only that a Greek usurer
is a bakal (general dealer) stablished in almost every village
in Egypt: the Greek pushes his way into the most remote
parts of the Soudan and of Abyssinia. Wherever, in fact,
there is the smallest prospect of bying in a cheap and sell-
ing in a dear market, there will the petty Greek trader be
found. In 1889, I visited (Sarras), some thirty miles south
of Wadi Halfa. It was at that time the farthest outpost of
the Egyptian army, and is situated in the midst of a howl-
ing wilderness. The post had only been established for a
few days. Nevertheless, there I found a Greek already sell-
ing sardines, biscuits, etc. to a very limited number of cus-
tomers, out of a hole in a rock in which he had set up a
temporary shop."

Agents from the Greek community also spread in the Egypt-
ian villages to collect the cotton harvest. Their contacts in Alexan-
dria received their cotton and sold it to exporters through brokers.
In the bourse of Minaal-Basal, the foreigners there controlled the
export trade, while the Egyptians served as porters.° Loans under
heavy terms were one of the means that Greeks used to deprive the
fellaheens of their property. The records of the Mixed Courts offer a
gloomy account of the trickery and hocus pocus business used in
this virtual theft2- 6

Theodor Cozzika monopolized the spirits trade. His wealth
(1892-1893) exceeded 4 million pounds. In 1893, his factories
produced 350,000 klgs of alcohol. . In 1915 it reached 11 million
klgs. The cotton industry was dominated by Choremi Benaki,
Yoakimoglou, Gorgalis, Kokkinos, Istasi, Anastasi, Iksinos, and
Apostolidis. Greek companies also invested in mortgages, build-
ing construction, agricultural, transport, industrial plants, metals,
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land reclamation, and husbandry.'' This financial Greek activity
necessitated the establishment of banks. Among these were the
Bank of Athens (1895), Orient Bank (1904), the Ionian Bank
(1907), and the National Bank. These were operated under the
ownership of Ralli, Zarpini, Salvago, Benaki, Zervoudaki, and
Sandino. The agricultural bank was founded in 1907 by Zer-
voudaki, and the interest for loans was 9%. 18

During the 19th and the first half of the 20th century, Euro-
peans controled the financial Egyptian pyramid, and the Greeks
were at the very top. Not surprisingly, perhaps as the 19th century
ended the slogan of Egypt for Egyptians became to appear. The
slogan was directed at Turkish despotism, and the exploitation by
foreigners. The slogan soon turned into a national aspiration.
McCoon, while still in Egypt wrote "with few (certainly uncon-
fessed) exceptions, Egypt for Egyptians is now unmistakably the
national aspiration. 19

In Egypt for the Egyptians (Al-Ahram, Cairo-1981), Ali
Barakat gave his explanation for the violence phenomena in the
Arabic revolution of 1981-1982. He attributed the usurer's behav-
ior, and the abuse of the fellaheens, as the real reasons for this phe-
nomenon. He further revealed that the Greeks in Egypt were the
most harmful foreigner elements in the five years preceding the
revolution. Many revolutionary documents record fatal confronta-
tions between the Greek landowners and the Egyptian fellaheens.
In some areas in the countryside (shenta al-Hagar) the fellaheens
demanded the land owned by the Pastoli brothers to be returned
to them. Many Greek usurers were attacked When the Egyptians
demolished the Mixed Court building in Alexandria during the
revolt of July-September in 1882, they wanted to send the mes-
sage to whomever it might concern, of their hatred for the for-
eigner presence and the role it played in controlling the country's
wealth. In Social Powers in the Arab Revolt (Cairo, 1983), Laftia
Salim wrote that Mr. Kotarelli, the Greek, was threatened in 1892
if he did not return money to the fellaheens of his plantation. 2°
When he resorted to the British consul's protection, he was advised
to desert the country. 21

Since money and investment cannot prosper in the atmosphere
of insurgency, it was logical for the foreigners in Egypt to support
the British intervention in 1882 and to participate, moreover, in
nearly any action that would suppress the revolution. That is why
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the Greeks among other foreigner community took part in the
Massacre of Alexandria (June 11, 1882). Greek Navy ships arrived
in Alexandria, the Greek consul was injured, and Greek citizens
lost their lives. Foreigners as a whole and Greeks in particular
started began to leave. Even before the bombing of Alexandria
(July 11, 1982). 60,000 foreigners, including many Greeks, had
left the country. 22

The years following the British occupation witnessed the
increase of bad terms with the foreigners on the part of the indige-
nous people. The trend to seek safety under the British presence
became more intense and widespread. Aspects of enmity towards
the foreigners grew rapidly. and in Sep. 13 1890, Spiro Scalo was
murdered in Damanhoor due to his bad relationship with his peas-
ants. On Sep. 2 1914 a group of hungry and unemployed workers
looted some bakeries, coffee shops, taverns, and shops belonging
to Greeks. 23 During the revolution of 1919, the Greek community
again took the side of the British occupation , and again it suffered,
Lord Allenby, the British consul general cabled his foreign secre-
tary that Greeks had suffered severely, and the damage to Greek
property exceeded 600.000 L. Ten Greeks had been murdered and
a much larger number injured. 24

Efforts to resist the foreign exploitation of the country and save
its surplus from the colonial spoiling had existed in many forms
since at least the 1880s. The major mechanism for this change was
to establish purely Egyptian banks, companies and syndicates for
agricultural cooperation. In 1920, Bank Misr, an Egyptian-owned
bank was established to hamper the European economic hege-
mony. The bank received particularly heavy blows in the 1940 and
ultimately failed. 25 Egyptian was unable to have a free hand in its
own economic affairs until the abolition of the Capitulations and
the Mixed courts in 1949. 26

Egyptian mining and quarries were instrumental in halting
the foreign spoiling of the Egyptian economy. The Egyptian strat-
egy was to reduce the foreign elements in these companies and
Egyptianize them. Legislation stipulated that the total number of
Egyptians in any company should not be less than 75% of the
number of the employees and no less than 90% of the ordinary
workforce. These acts were a heavy blow to the foreign economic
hegemony and European investment in Egypt. 27

Not coincidently, Egyptian records show that in 1947, 13,102
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foreigners applied for Egyptian nationalization. Among there were
4,775 Greeks. 28 Most significantly European investment showed
a noticeable retreat throughout the 1940s. Many big firms (Sal-
vago, Zirpini, Khoremi Benaki, Averov, and Averino) started to
reduce their activities and look for better chances in other coun-
tries. 29

Egyptian anger at the organized exploitation of their wealth
since the 1870s was intense. The cry of Egypt for the Egyptians
was a demand for political and economical independence. This
feeling drew dramatically in the 1940s. Foreign communities,
sensing the changes at hand, began to leave the country. The Greek
community, for one, lost 16% of their members between 1937 and
1947. 3°

The reason behind this decrease in numbers of the foreign
communities stemmed from the abolition of the capitulations, and
the foreigners' loss of their prerogatives. The feeling against for-
eigners grew stronger and more visible. The Cairo fire of Jan. 26,
1952 caused the ruin of many foreign factories and shops, not to
mention the human casualties. 3 ' When the Egyptian revolution
broke out in July 1952, the measures restricting the foreign eco-
nomic activities became harsher. The new nationalization and
Egyptianization acts of the revolution added to the atmosphere of
mistrust that been growing over the years.' 2

The economic restrictions implemented by the Egyptians were
not directed against any particular foreign community. They were
part of the national movement prevailing in the country. Eco-
nomic circumstance meant that nationalization had to be directed
against the foreign presence as a whole. Many foreign interests suf-
fered heavily from these measures. Panic and xenophobia also con-
tributed in forming a Greek exodus from Egypt. In this massive
and abrupt departure, many Greeks lost their possessions, houses,
and shops. Due to price fluctuations, they often had to sell their
assets at a very low price. A few hundred Greeks were left behind.
The exodus, however as not a purge but an economic episode
attached to a national political movement.
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Greece and the Mass Exodus of the
Egyptian Greeks, 1956-66

by JOHN SAKKAS

The study of the life and times of the Greeks in Egypt in gen-
eral, and those of Alexandria in particular, has been the subject of
a number of important scholarly works.' However, the Greek mas-
sive exodus after the Suez crisis in 1956 has not been closely exam-
ined. The main reason for this is the inaccessibility of most Arab
and Greek sources for the period under consideration. In Greece,
the declassification of foreign policy documents covering the late
1950s has not yet started. The large material of Egyptian Hel-
lenism at the Hellenic Literary and Historical Archive (EAIA)
covers mainly the period from 1880 to 1955. The present essay is
almost exclusively based on material belonging to the Historical
Archive at the Constantinos G. Karamanlis Foundation: the
archive collections of Prime Minister Constantinos Karamanlis
(1955-63) and Foreign Secretary Evaghelos Averof (Tossitsas)
(1956-1963). 2 Of particular value was the Foundation's most
important publication, the 12-volume Constantinos Karamanlis:
Archive, Events and Texts based on the use of a significant part of the
archival material.

The rise of the Greek community or zaeoixia (henceforth
paroikia) in Egypt began during the reign of Mohammad Ali
(1805-1849), whose policy of modernization greatly increased the
European trade with Egypt and rendered Alexandria a major cen-
ter for Egyptian Hellenism. During the second part of the 19th
century and in the early decades of the 20th century the paroikia
grew greatly in size, dominated in major sectors of the local econ-
omy (cotton exports, banking, commerce, and the nascent indus-

JOHN SAKKAS is Assistant Professor, Department of Mediterranean Stud-
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trial sector) and gained unprecedented prosperity. But the rise of
Egyptian nationalism in the inter-war years and especially of Arab
socialism in the late 1950s to the early 1960s had a devastating
impact on the Egyptian Greeks, and on the other foreign minori-
ties, the great majority of whom were forced to leave the country
and settle in Greece and elsewhere. 3 When the massive exodus of
the Egyptian Greeks began, the Greek state did almost nothing to
facilitate their return to the homeland. This was due to the cir-
cumstances that the Greek governments were constrained by a
unique combination of external and domestic pressures that pre-
vented them from responding more quickly and more favorably to
the community's needs.

Greece, Cyprus and the Arab World

In the years immediately following the Second World War,
Greece faced the political challenge of both allying with the West-
ern powers as a NATO member and promoting friendly relations
with the Arab world in order to safeguard its vital interests in that
region. There was the need to protect its large and prosperous com-
munities in the Arab countries, in Egypt in particular. Moreover,
the Greek shipping industry, which constituted the bulk of the
country's revenues, depended on constant Arab cooperation. Free
passage through the Suez Canal was deemed essential to the coun-
try's prosperity. Greece also depended on Arab oil. Another Greek
concern in the region was the status of the Patriarchate of
Jerusalem. Athens wanted to keep it under the influence of the
Ecumenical Patriarchate of Istanbul, and prevent the Russian
church and the Soviet state from controlling it. Therefore, it was
necessary to avoid an alienation of the Arab flock of the Jerusalem
Patriarchate. 4 Above all, Greece was interested in developing its
regional role as a NATO member by becoming the link between
the West and the Arab world.'

The most decisive factor for Greece's pro-Arab policy, however,
was the need to enlist Arab diplomatic support at the UN on the
crucial Cyprus issue. Cyprus had been under British colonial con-
trol since 1878. After the end of World War II it emerged as a
major bone of contention dividing the Greeks, the Turks, and the
British. Each of the three NATO members felt that its vital inter-
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ests were at stake, and they soon entered into a dangerous collision
course. While the Greek Cypriots, enjoying the strong backing of
Athens, began setting the foundations of a struggle for the island's
self-determination, the British appeared determined to maintain
their control over strategically located Cyprus, which was an excel-
lent base for the air force, both for operations in the Middle East
and for potential raids against the Soviet Union. At the same time,
the Turks were involved, asking for partition of Cyprus between
Turkey and Greece or for the continuation of British colonial
administration. After the collapse of the tripartite conference in
London and the riots against the Greek community in Istanbul in
September 1955, Greek-Turkish relations deteriorated. Greece
took the Cyprus issue to the UN, but the Political Committee
voted against its inclusion on the agenda for the fall 1955 session
of the General Assembly. Five of the seven negative votes were cast
by Greece's fellow NATO members: the United States, Britain,
France, Norway, and Luxemburg. Voting with the Greeks were
countries such as the Soviet Union, Poland, and Egypt. 6 Egypt's
vote was motivated by her anti-British attitude and her desire to
see Britain forced out of her bases on the island.

By this time Greece had come to realize that its jealous iden-
tification with the United States hurt its interests in Cyprus and
the Middle East. The Karamanlis government decided to reduce
reliance on the western superpower and adopt a "multi-dimen-
sional" foreign policy that included the improvement of Greece's
relations with the other Balkan countries and with the Arab world.
The Arab countries were suspicious or even hostile to Turkey,
which had recognized Israel. They had joined in the Baghdad Pact,
and seemed to be a possible source of support for Greece in inter-
national forums

Greece had established close relations with the Arab world
before the war at Suez. In 1947, she voted against the partition
plan, which provided for the division of Palestine into two states,
one Jewish and the other Arab, and two years later recognized the
state of Israel de facto, but not de jure. 7 In 1955, Greece voted in
favor of a UN draft resolution putting the Algerian question on
the UN agenda. In March 1956, George Kassimatis, Minister
without Portfolio in Karamanlis' new government, toured Egypt,
Syria and Lebanon. According to his memorandum, submitted
after the visit to the cabinet, the objective of the tour, apart from
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securing Arab support for Cyprus and meeting representatives of
the Greek communities, was to convince the Arabs that "the pur-
pose of Greece is to move as an independent state in various direc-
tions, pursuing an autonomous foreign policy, without being
considered as being bound in this either by her obligations
towards the defensive alliance of NATO, or by her central orien-
tation to the western world." He also recommended the develop-
ment of closer relations with the Arabs and the opening of separate
embassies in all Arab countries (Greece did not have separate
embassies due to the economic burden this would entail). Greece's
pro-Arab line would contribute to the improvement of the politi-
cal climate between NATO and the Arabs, and in the long run,
would be beneficial to the Americans as well. 8 The Greek govern-
ment adopted Kassimatis' memorandum and in the following
months devoted most of its attention in foreign relations to
improving relations with the Arabs.

The Suez Crisis

In the tense period following the announcement of the nation-
alization of the Suez Canal in July 1956, a conference was called in
London to consider the problem. Greece, having a strong merchant
fleet, was invited to participate. The initial response of the Greek
government was positive, but after much deliberation on the issue
it was decided that it would be better for Greece not to attend,
despite intense American pressure to do so. 9 and the fear of under-
mining the prospects of enosis by identifying too closely with
Nasser. The need not to alienate the Arabs regarding Cyprus or to
risk the position of the Greeks in Egypt were more pressing than
the economic considerations, the NATO factor, and the possibility
that Britain would be induced to adopt a more conciliatory policy
with regard to Cyprus.'° It was well established that the British
attitude on Cyprus was determined by Turkey's importance for
British policy in the Middle East. And Anglo-Greek relations, after
the breakdown of the talks between Archbishop Makarios and the
governor of Cyprus, John Harding, and Makarios' deportation to
Seychelles in March 1956, were already at the nadir.

The nationalization of the Suez Canal was the pretext for a war
in which Britain, France, and Israel sought to destroy Egypt's mil-
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itary potential, provoke Nasser's overthrow, and recapture the
Canal. During the crisis, Greece, officially kept strict neutrality,
but at the UN she supported Egypt, voting in favor of the imme-
diate withdrawal of all foreign troops from the country and the for-
mation of an international police force under UN aegis." The
Greek permanent representative at the UN, Christos Xanthopou-
los-Palamas, speaking at the General Assembly, described the
invasion of Egypt as "murder" and criticized the Anglo-French
imperialist policy in Cyprus and the Arab world.' 2 Moreover,
Athens, at Nasser's request, did not withdraw the Greek pilots and
workers of the Suez Canal Company, numbering about 1500
employees in all, and the Canal remained open for navigation. The
British were outraged and their embassy in Athens even expressed
the view that Greece was not a loyal NATO member. n The Egyp-
tians tried to reciprocate the diplomatic support they received
from Greece prior and during the crisis by decorating the Greek
pilots and signing a cultural agreement facilitating exchange of
academics and scientists with Greece.

Egyptianization and the First Greek Reactions

The decline of the Greek community in Egypt was a slow
process, the result of the rising tide of economic nationalism in the
1920s. In 1927, the Egyptian government issued a ministerial
decree, concerning joint-stock companies, which stipulated that at
least two members of the board of directors of any company to be
formed be of Egyptian nationality. In 1937, the capitulations, the
special status and privileges granted to foreigners that protected
them from taxation and from immunity from local courts, were
abolished. The trend toward Egyptianization which followed was
particularly enhanced by the joint-stock companies law of 1947,
which stipulated that 51 percent of the capital, 40 percent of the
board of directors, 75 percent of the employees, and 90 percent of
the workers be Egyptian. In 1948, the Ministry of Education
imposed a certain measure of supervision over foreign schools as
regards curriculum and administrative matters." The following
year, the mixed courts, which adjudicated local issues between the
foreign communities living in Egypt and Egyptian nationals, and
between among those communities themselves, were also abol-
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ished. In September 1952, the agrarian reform law provided for
the limitation of agricultural land holdings to a maximum of two
hundred feddans (slightly more than 200 acres) and expropriation
of the rest for redistribution among the fellahin. By that time,
thousands of Greeks had begun their exodus from Egypt, heading
for Greece, other European countries, Australia or further south to
sub-Sahara Africa.

The beginning of the regime's drive to increase its control over
the country's finances occurred in 1957. By laws 22, 23 and 24 all
commercial banks, insurance companies, and commercial agencies
for foreign trade would be fully Egyptianized in management and
capital within a period of five years. In addition, the Economic
Development Organization was set up to lay down policies for the
investment of Egyptian public funds in works of development and
to take over most of the sequestered British and French Compa-
nies and most of the sequestered foreign shares."

On 1 February 1957, prominent members of the Greek com-
munities or xotvOrriTsc (henceforth koinotites) in Egypt sent Nasser
a telegram expressing their "bitterness, concern and confusion"
and demanding the paroikia's "protection", arguing that the
Greeks in Egypt were not foreigners but an integral part of the
Egyptian society and loyal to the Egyptian state and had made a
great contribution to the "nation's progress and glory". 16 A few

days later, the Greek Ambassador in Cairo, Dimitrios Lambros,
and an Alexandrian delegation traveled to Athens to confer with
the Minister of State, Constantinos Tsatsos, and Karamanlis.
While they were in Greece, 0 Paroikos, the official organ of the
Egyptian Greek Left, criticized the insistence of the paroikia's rep-
resentatives on the need for exemption of the Egyptian Greeks
from the recent laws." The paper regarded Egyptian Hellenism as
an integral part, not an indifferent or insulated component, of the
wider Egyptian environment, and no doubt it should wholly adapt
to the expected realities of a post-colonial Egypt by supporting the
causes of national independence and social transformation. 0
Paroikos also suggested that the leaders of the koinotites should dis-
cuss their problems directly with the Egyptian authorities and not
with far-distanced Athens through the Greek Embassy in Cairo. 18

The exemption of the Greek paroikia from Egyptianization
was an unrealistic proposal because the anti-imperialist policy of
Nasser was right and would apply to all foreigners. 0 Paroikos
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advocated two alternative solutions: either the granting of Egypt-
ian nationality to those Greeks who wished to acquire it or grant-
ing the Egyptian Greeks the same legal status accorded Arabs from
other countries.° Of note is that Egyptianization even covered
persons who had acquired Egyptian nationality up to 10 years ear-
lier. Some Greeks had got Egyptian nationality, but as this had not
taken place prior to 1946; they were unprotected against Nasser's
laws.

In mid-February, twenty-one members of the Greek part of the
Committee of Greek-Egyptian Friendship and Cooperation sent
Nasser a letter arguing that the Greeks in Egypt were prepared to
adjust themselves psychologically and technically to the new sit-
uation, give priority to the learning of the Arabic language, and
obtaining Egyptian nationality. Greek officials in the embassy in
Cairo were embarrassed, and, on 24 February, A. N. Pilavakis
wrote to the Political Department of the Greek Foreign Office that
this initiative was instigated by pro-communists and by 0
Paroikos, which was subsided by an eastern European embassy (e.g.
Bulgarian). 20

In spite of these accusations, the Greek government seemed to
accept 0 Paroikos' proposals. Averof, who was at the time in New
York discussing the Cyprus issue at the UN, met his Egyptian
counterpart, Mahmoud Fauzi, and asked for the granting of
Egyptian nationality. The Egyptian Foreign Secretary promised to
discuss this demand with Nasser after his return to Cairo. 21 In
Athens, during a parliamentary debate on foreign policy, Kara-
manlis talked about the need for the Egyptian Greeks to obtain
Egyptian nationality, while Tsatsos pointed out that Egyptianiza-
tion affected about one third of the paroikia and that the govern-
ment of Egypt had promised that the existing foreign firms, with
the exception of the Anglo-French ones, would be Egyptianized
after the five year transitional period. 22

At the end of February, Lambros left again for Athens and dis-
cussed the problem with Foreign Office officials and Karamanlis.
The Greek government faced a very pressing dilemma: how to pro-
tect the Greek community in Egypt without embarrassing Nasser
by putting too much pressure on him. Certainly, Karamanlis was
keenly concerned about the community's future, not only because
the Greeks of Egypt were a dynamic part of Hellenism, but also
because Greece, a few years after the end of a devastating civil war,
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could not confront a new migration wave. Greece faced an acute
demographic problem; many Greeks were leaving for Western
Europe because of the lack of job opportunities. Athens was
already heavily populated and did have the economic potential to
absorb the Egyptian expatriates. On the other hand, while Kara-
manlis never disputed NATO and the American role in Greece and
had subscribed to the Eisenhower Doctrine of January 1957, he
shared with Nasser his anti-colonial feelings and his mistrust of
Turkey. The Arab support over Cyprus was essential, and there
were also vital Greek interests in the region connected with con-
struction, shipping and oil.

On 3 March, Lambros returned to Cairo and gave Nasser an
800-word note in English outlining the official Greek position.
The note stressed that "since the promulgation of the three laws
the tendency of the Greeks in Egypt to return to their fatherland
or to migrate to other countries has much increased" and warned
that "unless it is checked a mass exodus of the Greeks in Egypt may
well become unavoidable . . . It would be a blow for Greece where,
because of the acute demographic problem, there is no room for
the settlement of additional population. EA mass exodus) "would
cause profound upheaval in Greece." The Greek government pro-
posed that the existing firms be Egyptianized gradually, after the
five years transitional period. Such a gradual process would not
abruptly deprive those affected by the laws of the possibility of
making a living and would be consistent with Egyptianization as
practiced in Egypt in recent years. It also proposed as a solution
the granting of the Egyptian citizenship: "for young Greeks born,
established and educated in Egypt, some of them in Egyptian uni-
versities, and willing to continue their fathers' trade, the solution
would be to help them acquire Egyptian nationality, provided it
entails equal rights of employment. It is hoped that Egyptian nat-
uralization will be facilitated for those who desire it". What the
community needed was an official reassurance to ease the "grow-
ing exodus psychosis". The Greeks already having established
rights in the country (in employment and property) should be
reassured that any new measures of Egyptianization will not pre-
vent those engaged in technical, commercial or free professions
from pursuing their careers until their retirement." 23 As Lambros
noted a few days later, "Nasser seems to understand the problem,
but he makes no promises." 24
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Karamanlis and Averof in Cairo, August 1957

After an official invitation from Nasser, Karamanlis and Averof
visited Egypt on 17-21 August, despite American reservations and
the hostility of Britain and France. It was the first visit of a west-
ern Prime Minister since the Suez crisis. It provoked the enthusi-
asm of the Egyptian press, which in its reports stressed the two
peoples' co-existence within the same geo-strategic region and
their common historical experience and heritage. This response
gave a false sense of security to the Greek paroikia. 25 Karamanlis'
objectives were to upgrade bilateral relations with Egypt, at a time
when Turco-Arab relations had further deteriorated because of the
Turco-Syrian crisis, 26 and thereby enhance Greece's position in the
Middle East. Among the issues discussed in Cairo were Cyprus,
the Eisenhower Doctrine of January 1957, pledging financial aid
to Middle Eastern governments threatened by "overt armed
aggression from any nation controlled by international commu-
nism," and trade and cultural relations between the two countries.
The later involved that fact that Egyptians were debtors to the
Greeks for more than 15 million US dollars. 27 With regard to the
Greeks in Egypt, Karamanlis asked for their protection and pro-
posed the solutions advocated by 0 Paroikos. 28

Nasser was reluctant to delve into the problem and in the
communique issued after the talks, he simply expressed his appre-
ciation of the loyalty of the Greeks living in Egypt and of their
contribution to the economy and the life of his country. He further
pointed out that the decision of his government was to safeguard
their wellbeing. 29 Karamanlis, for his part, did not insist on the
issue and it was quickly dropped from the agenda. The Greek
Prime Minister was much concerned with maintaining Nasser's
goodwill not only for the sake of Cyprus but also because of his
ambition to render Greece a peaceful link between the West and
the Arab world. A thorough perusal of the documents available in
the Karamanlis Foundation reveals that the Greek Foreign Min-
istry attached great importance to relations with the Arab world. 3°
Averof firmly believed that the West could not safeguard its vital
interests in the Middle East unless it accepted two basic principles:
cooperation to raise the standard of living in the Arab countries
and full respect for the national dignity and independence of the
Arab peoples. Greek mediation between the West and the Arabs
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would promote cooperation between the two sides and would also
be beneficial to Greece with regard to the community in Egypt and
the conveyance of Greek commercial products to the large Arab
market."

The problem of the Greek community in Egypt did not pre-
vent the two countries from continuing to cooperate closely. In
July 1958, Averof met Nasser during the talks at Brioni and
among the issues discussed was the latter's proposal for the cre-
ation of a neutralist bloc consisting of Greece, Yugoslavia and the
United Arab Republic. Two years later, Nasser came to Athens and
discussed with Karamanlis issues of international and bilateral
relations. It was expected that his visit would reassure the Greek
community and help strengthen Nasser's links with the West.
Whatever the content of the discussion, little appears to have
resulted. When the government inquired about the fate of the
Greeks in Egypt, Nasser did not undertake any commitments and
simply asserted that "the minority is a bridge of friendship
between the two states." The Greeks felt satisfied with Nasser's
"kind words," although they inwardly suspected that the Egyp-
tians were not prepared to honor their promises.

The Coup de Greke

The blows dealt to Greek interests in Egypt in the early 1960s
almost completely destroyed the basis of their economic power and
consequently led to their ultimate disintegration as a group. One
of the most sweeping measures was Law 117, which nationalized
the remaining banks and insurance companies, as well as forty-two
industrial, commercial, and other firms. Law 118 provided for the
partial (50 percent) nationalization of eighty-three establish-
ments. Another sweeping measure was Law 119 which limited
individual ownership to a maximum of LE 10,000 in 145 listed
companies. All excess holdings were to be transferred to the state
in return for fifteen-year, 4 percent government bonds. The foreign
and Greek businesses affected by these three laws were very
diverse, including textiles, cigarettes, soap, minerals, glass, phar-
maceuticals, and real estate. Parallel to these measures was the
enactment of a new land reform law (127 of 1961) that lowered
the ceiling on individual land ownership to 100 feddans. As John
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Waterbury has noted, "Few developing nations, other than those
explicitly professing Marxism, have cut so deeply as Egypt into
their private sector." 32

The socialist laws had a great effect on Greek capital, person-
nel and the community's organization in general. Some of the most
active and rich Greek entrepreneurs, such as Zerbinis, Salvagos,
Sarpakis, Haritatos, and Nanopoulos, lost their properties. Most of
the personnel in the Greek nationalized companies were dis-
missed. And the Greek koinotites entered a period of rapid decline
due to the drastic decrease of their revenues. 33

In Athens, the political world was alarmed at the consequences
of the implementation of the new laws, and in Parliament several
MPs, mainly from the Left, criticized the government for its wait-
and-see approach and its failure to formulate a specific policy for
the protection of the Greek minority. 34 In August, Averof hur-
riedly left for Egypt in a last effort to save what he could from the
remnants of the Greek community. In his talks with Zakariyya
Muhieddin, Minister of Interior, and Husayn al-Shafi`i, Minister
of Social Affairs, he inquired about the employment prospects of
the Greek personnel in the nationalized companies and asked for
compensation for the nationalized Greek properties. 35 When he
met Nasser, he emphasized to him that:

we are fearful of the prospect of a mass exodus of the
Egyptian Greeks considering that during the first six
months of 1961 the rate of permanent departures among
members of the Greek community in Egypt has increased,
compared to 1960, by 400%. Further increase could well
be the beginning of a mass exodus of the Greeks of Egypt.
Such an exodus would cause for Greece, where the demo-
graphic problem is always acute, a serious refugee prob-
lem. 36

Nasser listened carefully and promised that the Greeks would
continue to live and work in Egypt, within the framework of exist-
ing regulations, as heretofore, and that the measures would have
no impact on the professionals, the shopkeepers and the small-size
and middle-size companies. He also assured him that he person-
ally recognized the principle of compensation and the right of
ownership. But Averof nourished no illusions about the future of
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the Greek community. Even the last glimmer of hope had been
lost. In a telegram to Karamanlis while he was in Cairo, he stated
that the Greeks in Egypt were "deeply pessimistic almost all
of them will depart, I stress, all of them including the small pro-
fessionals and the workers." 37

The Final Settlement

The period 1956-66 signaled the abrupt end of a 150-year
physical, economic and cultural presence of the Greek paroikia in
Egypt. More than 100,000 Egyptian Greeks left the country and
settled in Greece, mainly in Athens, and other countries (mainly
Australia, Canada, the United States, and South Africa). Most of
them managed to salvage at least a portion of their properties out
of Egypt and with their considerable skills, talents and ambitions
started a new and successful lives in Greece. Some, however, expe-
rienced hardships and deprivation, which seriously hampered their
material recovery and smooth assimilation into Greek society. Cer-
tainly their exodus cannot be compared with the massive evacua-
tion of the Asia Minor refugees of 1922. The latter were destitute
since they had been deprived of almost all of their material pos-
sessions. The former left the homeland in a relatively peaceful
manner and in sufficient time to gather some movable possessions.
Upon arrival in Greece, most of the Egyptian Greeks did not face
as deplorable conditions as had the evacuees from Asia Minor.
Their possessions, although by no means abundant, allowed them
to begin their permanent settlement in Greece.

Most of the Egyptian Greek emigrants today confess that the
Greek state did little to support them while they were in Egypt.
Nor did it help them economically or psychologically after their
arrival in Greece. 38 The reality is that Greece did not have the
power, even if it had the will, to protect the Greeks of Egypt. What
is remarkable is the passivity with which the Karamanlis govern-
ments accepted the consequences on thousands of Egyptian Greeks
of Nasser's measures first in 1957 and latter in the early 1960s.
Perhaps, they could have insisted on some form of citizenship,
which, as Alexander Kitroeff has stressed, was the only way that
the Greeks could have remained in Egypt. Or, at least, the Greek
government should have tried to persuade the Egyptians to corn-
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pensate those who had lost their properties. Karamanlis, however,
was convinced that the paroikia's days in the country were num-
bered and that the exodus was inevitable. Such was also the per-
ception of Averof: "in contrast to the view of the Greek Egyptians,
most of us in Greece predicted that considering the changes in
Egypt, the Greek properties could not survive any longer on the
banks of Nile. In the meantime, we had the task to look after their
position, to prepare for the exodus." 39What Averof did not men-
tion was that Greece's concern with the community affairs was
mostly shaped by Greece's general national objectives in the east-
ern Mediterranean and Arab world: Cyprus, commerce, and oil. In
order to satisfy these objectives, pro-Western Greece had to come
to terms with the rising force of Nasserite Arab nationalism and
accept its radical and anti-Western tone. Accordingly, Greek offi-
cials, despite their opposition to Nasser's policy of positive neu-
trality, did not criticize it and refrained to comment on domestic
Egyptian issues or on Nasser's policy toward the foreign minori-
ties. Throughout the late 1950s through the early 1960s, they
maintained contact with the Egyptian leaders and developed a pat-
tern of relations characterized if not by coordination then by cau-
tious cooperation.

After the beginning of the mass exodus from Egypt the Greek
state did not facilitate the entrance of the expatriates into the
country. Instead, by not reducing the value of customs for the
import of household equipment and by not allocating sums to
cover the cost of relocation and initial accommodation and subsis-
tence, it forced some of them to turn to other countries. For those
Greek Egyptians who finally settled in Greece (about 70,000), it
did almost nothing for their occupational and social integration.
It was not until October 1964 that the Centre government of
George Papandreou passed a decree in Parliament of "special meas-
ures" for the "protection of the Greek subjects and nationals from
Egypt" concerning their entry, residence and work conditions,
which was voted by all parties. The decree also provided for their
registration in the Greek social security system. But the emi-
grants' legitimate expectations of reimbursement for their confis-
cated properties were dashed in September 1966, when the
Egyptians flatly refused to pay the amount of compensation asked
by the Greek government. 40 The accord of friendship signed by
Egypt and Greece was much publicized by the Greek press as a
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watershed in the relations between the two countries, but to the
Egyptian Greeks it was the disillusioning end of any hope to
restore their old lives.
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The Greeks of Egypt
in the United States

by ALEXANDER KITROEFF

Among the thousands of foreign residents who were forced to
leave Egypt in the 1950s and the early 1960s as a result of the
nationalist government's "Egyptianization" measures a few thou-
sand Greeks made their way to the United States. Little is known
about them, indeed little is known of the post-Egyptian experi-
ence of most of those foreign residents. With the exception of The
Dispersion of Egyptian Jewry Culture, Politics, and the Formation of a
Modern Diaspora, a book-length study by Joel Beinin on the Jew-
ish exodus that appeared in 1998, there are not many academic
studies of what was a migratory wave of thousands over a relatively
short period. That migration had begun gradually in the late
1940s, accelerated after the Egyptian revolution of 1952, and took
the form of an exodus of thousands in November 1956 in the after-
math of the Suez Crisis when the Egyptian authorities announced
the expulsion of all British and French nationals as well as all Jews.
Although the other foreign residents such as the Greeks and Ital-
ians were not targeted, a succession of government measures
designed to achieve the "Egyptianization" of the economic sector
made the presence of those groups untenable. This situation was
outlined clearly in a newspaper report from Alexandria, Egypt's
most cosmopolitan city:

. . . some say the number of Europeans in Alexandria may
have reached a peak in the first half of this century of as
many as 250,000, and it seems certain that there must
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have been at least 150,000, but the figure to-day is not
more than about 40,000 and seems to be dropping rapidly.
Since November, of course, French and British-perhaps
2,000 of each-have nearly all gone, and although there are
some 200 Metropolitan British left in the city (out of
about 450 remaining in the whole of Egypt), they are
invisible to the naked eye. Their last bastion fell, indeed,
only the other day when the Alexandria Cricket Club was
handed over by the sequestrator to the University, whose
students now play hockey yes, hockey—upon the sacred
square itself. For the Greeks and Italians, and even the
Lebanese the writing is clear upon the wall; social life goes
on with much of its old infectious gaiety, but the farewell
parties increase in number and the guests each time are
fewer by a couple here or a family there.'

By the early 1960s, only a few thousands of the once almost a
quarter of a million-strong foreign residents remained in Egypt,
but where they settled remains difficult to ascertain with any accu-
racy though anecdotal evidence gives us some idea. For example,
the London Times correspondent in Cairo reported in 1957 that, "It
is only the elderly who stayed, those whose last and only home was
Egypt—people unable to remove their money and unwilling to
face a fresh start. For the rest, Greeks .and Italians as well as French
and English, a new life has seemed, and still seems, preferable, if
not compulsory, if not in the homeland, then in Australia, Canada,
or Brazil." 2

There is some information about the numbers of Greeks who
resettled in Greece and established organizations and maintained
their cohesion partially thanks to their ongoing campaign to per-
suade the Greek government to provide them with benefits as
compensation for the money and the nationalized properties they
left behind. The Greek government had done very little in terms
of putting pressure on Egypt in order to extract reparations. The
most comprehensive account of the political campaign of the
Greeks of Egypt in Greece is by Efthymios Soulogiannis in Hego-ii
z-cov Eilbjvcov oviv Aiyum-o The Position of the Greeks in Egypt)
published by the Municipality of Athens in 1999.

By 1961 the last of the Greeks were leaving Egypt, and this
was a time in which spokesmen of the organizations being formed
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in Greece were offering estimates of the demographic size of the
Greek exodus. The London Times corresponded was at hand to
record statements made in that connection:

Shiploads of Greek refugees from Egypt are landing at
Piraeus twice a week, penniless and desperate. They are the
remnants of a once prosperous community rapidly driven
out by President Nasser's nationalization measures. The
refugees are coming in at the rate of 500 a week. It is
expected that only a few of the remaining 40,000 Greeks
will stay on in Egypt after next March. Emigrants are
allowed to take with them only LE [Egyptian Pounds) 20
each (worth here about £12), and a few personal posses-
sions. An official of the association of Greek refugees from
Egypt in Athens said: "More than 36,000 of us came to
Greece since 1952. Others emigrated to Canada, Aus-
tralia, and South Africa. By next March the 155-year-old
Greek community of Egypt, which numbered 140,000
people in 1940, will have been totally dispersed and
ruined." 3

This short summary has provided some information about the
Greeks who left Egypt from the late 1940s onwards and settled in
the United States and suggests a correlation between the educated
and cosmopolitan background of those Greeks and their choice to
settled in a multiethnic society and one which attracted white col-
lar professionals wishing to embark upon or further their careers.
Towards that purpose, I am adding a few selected biographical
sketches of Greeks from Egypt who pursued successful careers in
the United States, combining them with the findings of a survey
of about twenty Greeks in Egypt who responded to a short ques-
tionnaire and concluding with a summary of its findings. The total
number of this small "data base" is twenty five persons. This sam-
pling indicates that there was a strong correlation between the
educational level and the cosmopolitan background of those per-
sons and their decision to move to the United States and their sub-
sequent successful career paths.
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1) Emigration to the United States from the Eastern Mediterranean in
the 1950s

The U.S. Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 created
the opportunity for educated white collar professionals to enter the
United States. Despite the breakthrough achieved in terms of the
entrance of some refugees affected by the war, the regulations gov-
erning regular immigration remained in place through the Immi-
gration and Nationality Act of 1952 usually referred to as the
McCarran-Walter Act. The Act retained the concept of allowing
quotas of immigrants to enter from specific countries, and it
favored Northern and Western European nations awarding them
as much as 85% of the total annual quota. Emigration from every
other part of the world, including Eastern and Southern Europe
remained restricted. Thu, Greece's annual quota of immigrants
remained at 308 persons. When the bill passed through Congress
and went for approval to President Harry Truman, he vetoed the
law, citing its discrimination against Southern Europeans. The
President declared:

"Today we have entered into an alliance, the North
Atlantic Treaty, with Italy, Greece and Turkey against one
of the most terrible threats mankind has ever faced. We are
asking them to join us in protecting the peace of this world
. . . But through this bill we say to these people: You are
less worthy to come to this country than Englishmen or
Irishmen; . . . you Greeks struggling to assist the victims
of a Communist civil war—you shall have a quota of
308."4

Nevertheless, restrictionist sentiment was so strong in Con-
gress that it was able to override the President's veto, and the Act
became law in 1952. There were, however, some liberalizing ele-
ments of the law. Special-preference categories were introduced
into each quota for immigrants with extraordinary educational or
other special abilities. There would hundreds of Greeks who would
take advantage of those provisions and among them were many
Greeks from Egypt. Post-WWII emigration from Greece had been
relatively small since the early 1920s but the prevailing conditions
in the country produced a sharp rise in the 1950s peaking to
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30.000 annually by the mid-1950s and falling off to 20.000 annu-
ally by the mid-1960s and dropping steadily after that. This out-
flow signaled conditions in Greece were difficult, prompting many
Greeks leaving Egypt to choose other destinations. At the time,
Australia and Germany were actively encouraging Southern Euro-
peans to move there but they offered mostly factory or manufac-
turing jobs. This attracted thousands of persons from the Greek
provinces who had relatively little education and were willing to
undertake manual labor. The English-speaking Greeks from
Egypt made their way to several destinations apart from the
United States including Australia, which promised a wider range
of possibilities and they also chose to go South Africa, and to sev-
eral West African nations. But the reasons they made those choices
were different. 5

2) The Greeks of Egypt in the English Speaking Countries

The precise numbers of Greeks from Egypt moving to English
speaking countries is difficult to ascertain due to lack of any reli-
able, precise data. According to the Australian national census of
2000—which is available on line—there were 34,000 persons in
that country reporting that Egypt was their country of origin, and
about 6,800 also stated they were Greek Orthodox (with a much
smaller number stating that they spoke Greek at home.) Australia
was clearly one of the favored destinations. The London Times cor-
responded reported from Athens that Greece and Australia were
where most Greeks from Egypt were choosing to move after the
Egyptian government stepped up its "Egyptianization" measures
in the late 1950s:

"Clearly in order to appease the Greek Press, which has
been conducting a violent campaign against Egypt, the
Greek Government has announced that the Foreign Min-
ister, Mr. Averoff, now in New York, has asked the Egypt-
ian Foreign Minister, Dr. Fawzi, that Egyptian citizenship
with full rights and privileges should be granted to those
members of the large Greek community wishing to remain
there after the "Egyptianization" of foreign businesses.
But in spite of the Government's efforts many Greeks have
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been liquidating their affairs in Egypt and are returning to
Greece or emigrating to Australia." 6

And the New York Times correspondent wrote in 1957 that,
"The big Greek community in Alexandria is rapidly dwindling.
Scores of wealthier Greeks have chartered planes to emigrate to
Australia."7 I have been unable to find any indication about the
numbers of Greeks of Egypt who settled in South Africa, but there
are some figures for the United States. The U.S. census of 1960,
also available on line, indicates that about 8,000 persons stated
they had been born in Egypt and that number rose to 20.000 in
the census of 1970. About half of them were Jews but there is no
information about the Coptic / Greek Orthodox and Muslim
breakdown of the rest of them. One can, nonetheless, acquire a
sense of the place and the role the Greeks of Egypt have played
within the Greek American community and American society
writ large by gathering biographical information, either on line or
through locating and contacting such individuals. This is hardly
an air-tight, rigorous way of gathering a statistical sample but no
such claims are being made here. The information presented is not
meant to reflect more generally on the characteristics of all the
Greeks of Egypt who settled in the United States. Rather, it offers
two sets of information that tell us about the experiences of those
Greeks of Egypt who pursued skilled, "white-collar" professions in
the United States. The information about this group has been
gleaned from surveying the archives of major newspapers, the
internet and by sending a short questionnaire to about twenty per-
sons I identified as being Greek Americans. The data that the
questionnaire yielded has been aggregated and is presented in a
way as to protect the anonymity of the interviewees even though
neither the questions nor the responses touched on any issue that
could be deemed sensitive in any way.

3) The Greeks of Egypt in the United States

The Greeks of Egypt that concern us here share several char-
acteristics with the other Greeks who moved to the United States
to pursue a career or complete their studies or their training, which
set them apart from the patterns of social and communal life com-
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mon to the greater mass of Greek immigrants. Many of them were
graduates of prestigious high schools in Egypt such as the
Ambeteios School in Cairo or Victoria College in Alexandria and
a few had studied at the American University in Cairo. They usu-
ally emigrated individually and lack extensive connections with
family members and other local island or village compatriots.
There is, among them, parity between the educational levels of
men and women, which is not the case for immigrants from Greece
more generally. Rather than gravitate to places where there were
large numbers of Greeks and persons they knew (this is the very
common phenomenon of chain migration) they targeted particu-
lar places which would enhance their educational, training or
career plans and therefore were often isolated from large numbers
of other Greeks. This, by extension meant a relatively limited
involvement in community life and organizations. Also, their
mostly secular orientation kept them away from the life of Greek
Orthodox parishes which, thanks to the dominance of the Greek
Orthodox Archdiocese in the United States were often the largest
and most active of the Greek community organizations. Finally,
their professional and social standing, their identification with
business, educational or scientific institutions generally meant
that they distanced themselves from pursuing ties with Greek
politicians, a common feature of several Greek American organi-
zations run by Greek-born immigrants, some of which are zealous
in their efforts to obtain patron-client relations with the Greek
state and political parties.

This general pattern is confirmed by the career of George Bly-
tas, who studied at the Ambeteios School and the American Uni-
versity in Cairo includes the following autobiographical
information in his personal web page: "George Blytas was born in
Cairo, Egypt, where he graduated from the Greek Gymnasium
[Ambeteios) while the Civil War was raging in Greece. He first
pursued a career in music and was instrumental in establishing a
branch of the National Conservatory of Greece in Cairo. Political
events in Cairo and the Middle East during the mid-1950s
prompted a mass exodus of European professionals, and a change
in his career plans In 1956 he joined the graduate school at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison, where he obtained his doctor-
ate in Physical Chemistry and Chemical Engineering in 1961.
Upon graduation, Dr. Blytas joined the research department of a
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major oil company for a distinguished 39-year career in California,
the Netherlands and Texas. While working in the oil industry, he
never gave up his love of music, and in 1973, he formed a small
chamber group of amateur musicians, the Houston Sinfonietta. By
1979 the group had evolved into an orchestra, which then incor-
porated as a non-profit organization called the Houston Sinfoni-
etta. The orchestra presented its first public concert on December
16, 1979, featuring Beethoven's Symphony No. 8, beginning a
long tradition of bringing beautiful music free of charge to the
Houston community. Dr. Blytas has always been extremely proud
of his heritage, and remains active in the Greek community in
Houston. In 1975, he founded The Hellenic Professional Society
of Texas and was elected its first President. He firmly believes in
their goals of preserving and promoting the culture and heritage
of Greeks in America." 8

Other data gathered on the Greeks of Egypt who have settled
in the United States confirms the commonalities between them
and the skilled emigrants from Greece. The educational level of
these 25 Greeks of Egypt is very high and is the same level for
men and women. Among the ten women, for example, most know
a third language aside from Greek and English, six have uni-
versity degrees and three of those have gone on to gain doctorates
and are now university professors. The characteristics of the 15
males are similar, most know a third language, nine have a doc-
torate and three a university degree. Their professional activities
are directly correlated to their educational level. Out of this sam-
ple of 25 individuals, there are six university professors, five cor-
porate executives, two teachers, two self-employed and the
professions of the rest are chemical engineer, diplomat, doctor,
lawyer and writer. A brief biographical sketch of Constantine M.
Caradimitropoulo, a Greek of Egypt who acquired U.S. citizen-
ship in the 1950s after studies in Alexandria, London and Emory
University in Atlanta Georgia mentioned that "Caradim-
itropoulo, who has mastered five languages speaks English with-
out an accent." 9

Among the Greeks of Egypt who gained a doctorate in the
United States is Platon Coutsoukis, who at the time of his death
at age 46 in 2002 was Assistant Director of Research and Policy
Development at The Center for Corporate Citizenship at Boston
College. Born in Alexandria, Coutsoukis was raised by relatives in
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Greece where he studied mathematics. At the age of 19, he moved
to Boston and enrolled in the University of Massachusetts at
Boston, where he completed his bachelor's degree in economics.
After a successful stint in restaurant management, Coutsoukis
began doctoral studies in sociology at Boston College. During this
time, he worked as a research assistant at the Boston College Social
Welfare Research Institute where he conducted studies on spiritu-
ality, wealth, and philanthropy, and co-authored Gospels of Wealth:
How the Rich Portray Their Lives. He received his Ph. D. in May
2002, writing his thesis on "Strategic Community Involvement:
The Inner Thread of Corporate Citizenship."

Many of these emigrant professionals achieved prominence in
their fields and acquired social status in American society. One of
the best examples is Alec Courtelis (1927-1995). The following
excerpts from Courtelis' obituary published on the first page of The
Miami Herald outlines the broad range of his achievements, albeit
in a somewhat cliched way that, in fact, confirm how "main-
stream" this Greek from Egypt had become.

The Herald states that, "Hours after Courtelis' death, former
President George Bush saluted his friend: 'Who says there are no
heroes any more? Just look at the life and legacy of Alec Courtelis.'
Tough in business but generous in spirit, he gave time, advice and
money for people and causes in which he believed .. .

"An immigrant and self-made businessman, Courtelis rejoiced
in saying nothing is impossible in America and viewed his life as
an adventure. Born in Alexandria, Egypt, of Greek heritage,
Courtelis emigrated to Miami in 1948. At the University of
Miami, he earned a degree in engineering and met his wife, Louise
Hufstader. In 1961, he founded Courtelis Company, which built
The Falls shopping center in Southwest Dade and developed com-
mercial and residential sites throughout Florida. As he succeeded
in business, Courtelis wanted to give something back to the coun-
try he adopted. He became active in political fund-raising and was
appointed to the Florida Board of Regents in 1988 by Republican
Gov. Bob Martinez. But repeatedly, he left partisan politics behind
for the sake of state schools. When newly elected Gov. Lawton
Chiles, a Democrat, proposed a tax increase in 1992, Courtelis
campaigned for it, saying the state education system needed the
money. Courtelis eventually served as chairman of the Board of
Regents, which runs Florida's state universities ... Courtelis also
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was on the board of trustees of [the) University of M[Miami]
and a benefactor of that school .. .

"In Gainesville, Alec and Louise Courtelis achieved the status
of patron saints of the University of Florida College of Veterinary
Medicine. Horse-breeding enthusiasts, they are credited with sav-
ing the college after a string of problems in the late 1980s, help-
ing bring in more than $30 million for the school since 1988.
Throughout South Florida, business people and political leaders
tell stories about his toughness of mind. A staunch Republican, he
became a top party fund-raiser, 'almost a hobby,' he called it.
Courtelis helped raise money for President Ronald Reagan's cam-
paigns and, in 1988 and 1992, he served as national finance co-
chairman for the Bush-Quayle campaign. `He was a fighter and a
great inspiration to the whole Bush family,' Bush said Thursday.
His son, Jeb Bush, said Courtelis 'was one of few people I know
who I could ask for counsel and know it was purely from the heart
and purely in my interest. What I loved about Alec Courtelis is
that he was always there for me.'

"It was in his fight against cancer, George Bush said, that
Courtelis showed 'what real courage is about.' In early 1994,
Courtelis was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. But he rejected
the prognosis doctors gave him of perhaps three months to live,
refusing to accept what he considered a death sentence approach
to medicine. Back in Miami at UM's Sylvester Comprehensive
Cancer Center, Dr. Pasquale Benedetto encouraged his optimism
and started Courtelis on a vigorous, experimental course of
chemotherapy. But Courtelis didn't stop at conventional therapy.
With the help of Teri Amar, a psychotherapist, he learned to visu-
alize his body fighting off the cancer. He concentrated on the good
things in life, ate healthy foods, exercised. He turned to the Greek
Orthodox Church, in which he was raised. Within months, signs
of cancer disappeared. Doctors stopped short of calling it a mira-
cle, but said his positive attitude and determination played a role
in beating back what is usually a fast and lethal cancer. . . .

"When friends organized a tribute dinner early this year,
Courtelis turned it into a fund-raiser for a center at Sylvester to
make the mind-body approach available to all cancer patients. The
Courtelis Center for Research and Treatment in Psychosocial
Oncology opened in September, with more than $1 million raised
through Courtelis' efforts.
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"Despite the apparent remission of his cancer, blood tests
showed the disease had returned—somewhere in his body—early
this year. But, even as he resumed chemotherapy, he continued
traveling and working. 'Fill yourself with life, as I am doing,' he
told those gathered at his tribute dinner, a collection of 1,200
friends, business and political leaders. 'He had almost two years
with a good quality of life,' Benedetto said Thursday. 'That, in
part, is winning the battle—living your life and not letting the
cancer control your life.' In September, Courtelis and his wife
attended the London wedding of the son of former King Constan-
tine of Greece and then went on to Greece for a cruise."" The
social prominence and close connections with a U.S. president that
Courtelis achieved matches that of only a handful of other Greek
Americans.

Another Greek from Egypt who succeeded in business was
Constantine S. Nicandros (1933-1999) who is thought to be the
first foreign-born chief executive of a major American oil company.
Born to Greek parents in Port Said, he graduated from the Ecole des
Hautes Etudes Commerciales in Paris and got a law degree and a doc-
torate in economics from the University of Paris and an M.B.A.
from Harvard. Fluent in seven languages, Nicandros joined
Conoco, multinational oil and gas company based in Houston, in
1957, and after thirty-eight years with the company became its
chairman. He was also chairman of the American Petroleum Insti-
tute and served on several corporate boards, as well as on the board
of trustees of Baylor College of Medicine and at Rice University.' 2

The Greeks from Egypt report that it was relatively easy for
them to assimilate into American society because language was
not an obstacle and especially because they already had experiences
living in a multi-ethnic society. One of the respondents to the sur-
vey noted that "Yes, my experiences in Egypt were very helpful. I
had received a very good education in Alexandria, spoke three lan-
guages fluently." Another, however, who had to settle in the Amer-
ican Mid-West noted she missed Alexandria's cosmopolitanism.
Nonetheless, several available biographies confirm the ease of the
transition from a cosmopolitan to a multiethnic society. Maria Ver-
nicos Carras Rolfe (1913-1983) was an Egyptian-born Greek who
grew up in London and worked in international business, invest-
ing, and philanthropy. She emigrated to the United States in 1959
and the following year married her second husband, international
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economist Sidney E. Rolfe (1921-1976). Upon his death, Maria
Rolfe determined to continue his legacy in the field of economics
by working to include more women in the higher echelons of that
and related fields. In 1978 she founded The Women's Economic
Round Table, Inc. (WERT), an educational and networking forum
in the fields of national and global economics, finance, and busi-
ness. Nicholas S. Gounaropoulos (1927-2001) who was born in
Cairo and died in New York City served the United Nations for
over thirty years in posts in Europe, the Far East and Africa. An
account of the life of John K. Kalliarekos, born in Port Said (1932-
2003) who emigrated to the United States in 1982, and became
Vice President of Export Sales for the Hercules Tire and Rubber
Co. in Ohio, further illustrates the ease with which Greeks in
Egypt adapted to America's multiethnic society. At a young age he
took the reins of his family business in Egypt, one of the largest
providers of supplies to the marine traffic passing through the Suez
Canal. During the late 1960s, as the Greeks were being forced out
of Egypt, Kalliarekos emigrated to Athens, Greece, from where he
represented several American companies in the markets of South-
ern Europe, Africa and the Middle East. He spoke Arabic, French
and Greek as well as English."

The cosmopolitanism of Greek immigrants from Egypt
shaped their relationship with Greek American communal life.
They tended to become involved with Greek American organiza-
tions that focused on cultural and educational activities rather
than those with a political agenda or regional societies those that
mainly sought to strengthen ties with members' place of origin.
Indeed, many first generation Greek Americans join the so-called
topika somatic, organizations that bring together persons from the
same island, region or village and that cultivate either political ties
or nostalgia or both. This is not the case with the Egyptian cohort.
For example, a small "Greeks from Egypt" organization estab-
lished in New York, now defunct, focused mostly on cultural and
social activities. And none of those who responded to the ques-
tionnaire showed any strong affinity with the sentiments expressed
by Andre Aciman's Out of Egypt, a nostalgic memoir on cosmopol-
itan Alexandria. Indeed, Out of Egypt has been criticized for what
are considered negative, deprecatory images of the Egyptians.' 4

The Greeks of Egypt look back fondly at the time they spent there
and their responses to the questionnaire indicate a belief that the
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foreigners enjoyed their privileges at the expense of the local pop-
ulation but had an empathy with Egyptian nationalist claims.

The findings of this brief survey and harvesting of information
about a few of the Greeks of Egypt who settled in the United States
are not surprising. The Egyptian Greeks came from a cosmopoli-
tan culture in which their privileged status ensured they were well
educated and learned one or two languages. All this ensured a rel-
atively smooth assimilation into the multiethnic society they
moved to, though several respondents stressed the difficulty they
experienced in adapting to a different culture. Cast against the
backdrop of the information we have about the broader Greek
American experience, the characteristics of the Greeks of Egypt are
in many ways distinct, especially in terms of their educational level
and skills, although there are parallels with a small segment of the
Greek immigrants who came to the United States to pursue edu-
cation, training and white collar professional careers. The Egypt-
ian Greeks represent a cosmopolitan sub-group within the Greek
American community and a reminder of the variety and differ-
ences that exist within this ethnic group.
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RESEARCH NOTES



Recording Oral History:
Memories of Alexandrians

by IRINI CHRYSOCHERI

This essay describes the methodology involved recording the
oral history of the Greeks of Alexandria that I conducted in coop-
eration with the Alexandrian and Mediterranean Research Centre
of the Bibliotheca Alexandrina from 2004-2007. My project was
part of Mediterranean Voices: Oral History and Cultural Practice
in Mediterranean Cities, a wider Euro-Mediterranean program
(Euromed Heritage II) that was conducted in cooperation with
London Metropolitan University and thirteen Mediterranean
cities. The main purpose of the research was to study the cultural
heritage of these cities and create an audiovisual database of oral
history consisting of excerpts from oral interviews, and photo-
graphs.

In each city a team of researchers recorded the historical infor-
mation gathered from oral interviews of citizens who gave an eye-
witness account of past events and shared their family stories, their
immigration experiences, their local traditions and customs, and
remembrances of important historical events. The material gath-
ered during this period has been utilized in the organisation of var-
ious cultural events around the Mediterranean, including
seminars, workshops, conferences, documentaries, exhibitions and
the publishing of books.

Bibliotheca Alexandrina was commissioned to integrate
Alexandria into the programme in 2002, and it focused its research
on the city's 20th century cosmopolitan character. In particular,
the interpersonal relationships between the members of the for-
eign communities of Alexandria were explored. Scholars of differ-
ent nationalities were selected in order to conduct interviews with
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the last remaining foreigners and Greeks of Alexandria, who were
members of the once-thriving European communities there. A
number of these interviews were also conducted with Egyptians
from Alexandria. In 2004, the Library broadened its program to
include former Alexandrians who currently reside in Greece. I was
assigned to record those historical accounts.

Our research was concluded shortly after the completion of the
Euro- Mediterranean program, at the beginning of 2007. The
methodology of the research was initially determined by the pro-
gram supervisors at Bibliotheca Alexandrina. Priority was given to
the eldest Alexandrians whose memories stretched back to impor-
tant historical events from the beginning of the 20th century. Dur-
ing the course of the research, however, it was decided to include
much younger people as well. Their memories were distinctly dif-
ferent. News of the research was spread "by word of mouth" and
the sample of people recorded was chosen randomly. Quite often
an interviewee referred another person to the interviewer.
Nonetheless, special attention was given to the fact that the inter-
viewees should come from different social and educational back-
grounds. Over a time period of three years, 45 interviews with
Alexandrians were conducted; 20 of which were with men and 25
with women. The location in which the research was conducted
was Athens, due to the circumstance that the majority of Greeks
of Alexandrian heritage reside in the Greek capital.

An important issue that emerged from the beginning was the
selection of the language to be used for the interviews. The pro-
gram designated English, French or Arabic as the languages in
which the interviews should be conducted to facilitate a greater
understanding between the participating cities. A large number of
the interviews were finally conducted in one of the languages
noted above. The research showed, however, that this restriction
hindered the narrative ability, mainly of older Greek people, who
didn't feel comfortable speaking in languages they hadn't used for
many years. The personal accounts were inevitably influenced by
the relationship between the narrator and the researcher. In this
particular case, the fact that the interviewer was from Alexandria
played an important role, because it encouraged the narrator to
speak more confidently and feel a certain familiarity towards the
interviewer. All but one interview was all privately conducted The
exception was a session that was broken down into five different
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parts and had a different dynamic in that it allowed a dialogue
between the two sides, giving them the opportunity to exchange
experiences and memories.

A list of questions and topics was created, but this was mainly
used as a guide or draft for the interview. The aim was to let the
narrators speak about matters that they considered to be impor-
tant. The questions covered a variety of topics and almost all the
activities of Alexandrians in Egypt. In addition to speaking about
all aspects of their lives in Alexandria, narrators were asked to
speak about the life of all the members of their families, regardless
of whether they are still alive or not. Key points in the narrations
were the interpersonal relationships that narrators had had with
other foreign communities in Alexandria and their experiences
during the immigration period, including their subsequent efforts
to adjust to a different way of life in Greece.

The interviews were recorded using a small video camera,
which helped the interviews to be more precise. Another essential
part of the research involved gathering old family photos and
films. Old family films were quite rare, since very few of the Greeks
in Alexandria had cameras in those years. Due to the specific nature
of the above research, where a video camera was the means of
recording, it was deemed necessary for the author to create 15-
minute documentaries of the interviews. This consisted of selected
excerpts from interviews, photographs and family videos from the
personal archives of the interviewees. All the audiovisual material
created by or obtained by the interviews, regarding the city of
Alexandria, constitutes the core of this unique oral history archive
that is kept in the Alexandrian and Mediterranean Research Centre of
the Bibliotheca Alexandrina. This should prove an invaluable
source of information for future historians and researchers.
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The Decline of the Greek Presence in
Egypt: An Archival Documentation

by PANAGIOTIS KOROMVOKIS and
ACHILLEAS RAKINAS

The establishment of the Greek communities and the emigra-
tion to Egypt was a result of the wide trade and maritime network
of the Greeks. The quest for opportunity and economic develop-
ment compelled many Greeks to establish communities at major
trade point cities among the Mediterranean Sea, the Black Sea and
the Danube River. Gradually, this narrow trade network led to the
increase of the emigrants who went to Egypt, mainly to the birth-
places of the first Greeks of Egypt. A new era that affected eco-
nomics, social dynamics, and communalism began due to the
emigrational boom to Egypt.

The demographic rates of the Greek-Egyptians, from the first
years of the community establishment to the peak of its growth,
in the mid 1920s, followed the fluctuation of the economic rates.
The Greek community in Egypt became the largest among the
other European communities in Egypt and one of the most finan-
cially powerful from the 19th century and through to the late
1940s. The Greek presence in Egypt and its development made
the Greeks part of the colonial system. They both benefited and
were adversely influenced by their status of being regarding as
"inferior whites."

Looking into the increase and then decrease in the Greek pop-
ulation requires into looking to non-demographic reasons con-
nected to the crisis of the colonial system.' Among these are the
after affects of the Asia Minor Catastrophe of 1922 that supplied
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the Greek community in Egypt with a new generation and an
expanded workforce that could not be totally employed. Moreover,
the increased independence of Egypt in 1936 through the Anglo-
Egyptian pact, as well as the abolition of capitulations in 1937,
laid the foundations for the political events that followed.

On the night of 4 August 1942, a battalion of British soldiers,
armored vehicles, and tanks encircled the Abdin Palace in Cairo.
British ambassador, Sir Miles Labson accused King Farouq of
breaching the Anglo-Egyptian pact and requested his abdication.
Farouq's refusal prompted the ambassador to command the tanks
to target the Palace.

The episodes enraged the Egyptians and destabilized the
elected Considerable hostility arose between Egypt and Britain,
not least of which was the sense of shame felt by the Egyptian
Army, whose leader was the Hedive. 2 The English power was
about to end, but the effects were not seen until the end of World
War II. The political whirl led to the Greek exodus from Egypt
began to be definite at this time as the effects of the end of the
capitulations, the increased independence of Egypt, the abolition
of the mixed courts, and language laws which had been somewhat
abated during World War II were vigorously enforced.

In 1951, the Egyptian Prime-minister Mustafa Nahas, the
leader of the nationalistic party WAFD, asked for the immediate
withdrawal of the English Army and on 15 October 1951, the
Egyptian parliament partly abolished the Anglo-Egyptian pact of
1936. This decision was not recognized by the British. Afterwards,
violent took place at the Suez Canal between the Egyptian police
and the British army. 3 The revolutionary group of Free Officers,
which had significant lower social class memberships, led the
events of "Black Saturday" (26 January 1952), when rioters dam-
aged cinemas, companies, and other foreign holdings. A few
months later in July, the Free Officers staged a successful coup d'
etat.

In Nasser's declaration`' of 26th July 1956 in Alexandria, the
fourth anniversary of the revolution, announced the forthcoming
socialization of the Suez Canal, provoking a military attack by
Britain, France, and Israel in October of the same year. The Hun-
garian Revolution of 1956 and the interest of the USSR in the
Middle East promoted the US to persuade the British, French, and
Israelis to terminate their attack. During this same period, Britain
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and France were losing their colonial empires as nations such as
India (1947), Ghana (1957) and Algeria (1967) achieved inde-
pendence. The events of 1956 surprised the Greeks and despite
assurances to the contrary, the Greeks began to lay plans for their
potential mandatory exodus.

This was not the first time that the Greeks had been con-
strained to mass exodus. The Urabi nationalistic revolution of
1882 caused a rapid but temporary decrease in the demographic
power of the Greek Egyptian population. At least 10.000 5 Greeks
were forced to immediately abandon Egypt due to the violent
events that took place in the country from the beginning of June
in Alexandria and in other cities of Egypt. From the third day of
the events Greek and other European vessels transported Greeks to
the ports of the Hellenic kingdom. Some of the refugees returned
directly to their home towns, while the majority was forced to stay
at Piraeus and Athens temporarily. Local citizens' mobilization for
the refugees' relief was immediate and large-scale 6 . In Egypt itself,
the British and French took military action and ultimately Britain
occupied Egypt. After stamping out the revolution and returning
the Hedive's domination, Britain stabilized a colonial domain that
would last for 70 years. Under the new circumstances of British
occupation, the Greeks and their general weal could be secured.
The Greeks entered into good relations with the new authority in
order to secure their financial interests. This led to the sojourners'
return, as well as their further development. The difficulties of
1882 were fully surmounted, but the new status quo of 1952 could
not secure Greek interests.

The socio-economic-political whirl which was accrued, was
construed by the diplomatic language of G. Triantafillides, the
Greek Ambassador to Cairo, as producing, "doubtful situation of
the Hellenic population due to the rapid progress of the aborigi-
nal inhabitants as well as by virtue of the anti-foreign spirit and
xenophobia derived by emotions of inferiority and vindictiveness
for the privileged foreigners, in addition to an emerging chauvin-
ism emanated by religious fanaticism. " 7

Nasser's nationalistic policy (known as "the socializations")
after the dissolution of the United Arabic Republic in 1961 social-
ized big trading companies. For example, there was the national-
ization of 13 cotton-export companies, 101 cotton industries 8 and
the medical faculty. 9 There was also an increase "to 30% of the
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deduction of remittances to Greeks and 12% to 32% for mer-
chandise. 1 ° Nasser's economic policy was decidedly against Euro-
pean and capitalistic interests Tachydromos reported that after the
laws of Nasser's government "all foreign monopolies, which
existed in our country, became common property. The 19th cen-
tury monopolies which comprised the actual imperialism of which
the Suez Canal is exemplary and the disguised monopolies, which
sought to hide under a false national façade, like the Tram Com-
pany and The Heliopolis Company . . . land) the foreign exploita-
tion ended in our country and the national capitalism was dealt
with decisively, . . . , capital is used for its sole function, the social
function . . ..What was executed was on humane bases, not by
expropriation methods but with a fair compensation proportional
to the damage." Nasser's legendary answer to the crowd, which
was asking for more socializations, is evidence of his economic pol-
icy, "Is there anything else we can socialize?" he asked.".

Nationalizations and the economic policy in general were a
result of the perceived need to protect the new regime from its
most formidable rival, the Egyptian wealthy class. Nasser chose
the horizontal social settlement instead of the vertical one, mean-
ing that he opposed the upper social classes and not their nation-
ality, in comparison to the Turkish operation in Asia Minor, which
opposed the Greeks as a nation and not as social classes. The
nationalizations of transportation companies, banks, insurance
companies, heavy and light industry and mainly, the export trade
during 1961-1965 was the beginning of the Greek mass exodus.
From 1961-1967, 12 however, the information received and the
general impression of the policy, which was to be followed by the
regime, was vague and confused the Greeks. 13 In an article pub-
lished in the Alexandrian Tachydromos" on 7 June 1960, during
Nasser's formal visit to Greece, it was reported that "the govern-
ment of the United Arabic Republic intends to continue to apply
the protection and privileges of the Greeks that applied since his
assumption of office."

The notable members of the Greek community, who set an
example for Greek Egyptian society were the first to experience the
consequences of the economic reforms, and they were forced to
abandon Egypt which led to a general tendency toward a massive
exodus. Even though deportation orders had never been issued in
the past, the exodus was a direct consequence of the violent expan-
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sion of the governmental role in the national economy and the feel-
ings of insecurity for the future that overpowered the Greeks.
Moreover, three notable communities were in direct opposition to
Egypt and the Egyptian moved against them. The Italian's prob-
lems stemmed from the Axis attack against Egypt. The British
were target due to their colonial rue. The Jews were suspect
because of the Israeli participation in the 1956 attack and antago-
nisms caused by the Israeli struggle with the Palestinians. All for-
eign communities were dragged into this vortex. A crowning
push-pull factor involved the advancing markets of America, Aus-
tralia and western Europe. These were enticing for foreigner in
Egypt who lived in an insecure environment and understood that
the era of vamax-anax (cotton-king) had elapsed.

The disintegration of the Greek community in Egypt became
obvious after the end of World War II, as the economic and polit-
ical upheavals of the post-war years, materialized in economy and
society of every day life. Indisputably, Egypt had been an enor-
mous attractive for immigrants of the national regeneration era of
the 1830s and afterwards. The community flourished thanks to
Egypt's economic boom and it fell as a result of Egypt's economic
recession, the end of the privileges associated with the British
occupation. Matters grew worse when the Nasser regime inhibited
foreign enterprises.

As the situation in Egypt deteriorated, there was an emergence
of new financial and business opportunities in other countries and
postwar G-reece. 15 These called for new funds and offered opportu-
nities and better conditions. In this sense, the history and mean-
ing of the diaspora are connected to repatriation and desire to
pursue the best opportunity at hand. The late 1930s marked the
beginning of the end. They laid the foundations of the postwar
scene. By the 1960s. the mass exodus of the Greeks was almost
completed, and Nasser's emblematic personality had put its mark
on the collective memory and historiography of a whole period.

The Community System in the New Era

The community system in Egypt, descended from Greek
communities across the Danube and Eastern Europe, had a sense
of community and organizational and ruling autonomy developed
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through social and political action.' 6 Institutionally, and to some
extent administratively, the Greek population was structured
around three poles; the Patriarchate of Alexandria, the Greek Con-
sulate and the community The latter involved organizations that
served the settlers' needs. In addition, the communities, thanks to
the support of the financial elite, undertook the establishment of
schools, hospitals, churches, orphanages, old people's homes, and
social service groups for paupers as well as social action by pauper
commons, orphanages and old people's homes. The consolidation
proceedings during the years of Exodus and the detailed reports
that accompanied them reveal how much the formal community
organizations were centers of financial, social and intellectual
activity. Substantial proof is found in the existence and actions of
groups such as the Association of Egyptiots in Greece, and others.

The peripheral or small communities along the valley of the
Nile delta, in big cities across the Nile, and in upper and lower
Egypt, called "merged communities." 7 These were vital trade
centers but in the world of the 1950s and 1960s, their populations
diminished. After 1957 the communities in Zeithoun, Helwan,
Heliopolis, Vegha, Zagazik, Shibin el Corn, Faqoush, Fayioum,
Tanta, Minia, Suez, Port Teoufiq, Beni Shouef, Asswan, Minet el
Corn and Shoubrah ceased to exist or were consolidated. Beni
Shouef and Fayium were consolidated with the community of
Minia in 1963 and 1964, respectively. This disbanding and con-
secutive consolidation created the reality of only two vital com-
munities: one in Cairo and the other in Alexandria.

Alexandria and Cairo resisted the exodus and under their aus-
pices of the community organizations continued to run and utilize
the property of the "merged communities." But the handwriting
was on the wall; the memorandums of these communities stated
that in the event of their dissolution, the Hellenic government
would be the beneficiary. On a corporate level, until 1965 there
were 45 associations, fellowships, clubs, charity foundations and
other Greek unions. The Tachydromos newspaper reported that only
23 remained in 1966. The same newspaper estimated that
although 67% of the population had left the country, only half of
the organizations had ceased to exist. 18 This mean the corporate
structure has no essential demographic, socio-political, or cultural
worth. At this stage of devolution, schools were consolidated and
buildings sold. This included churches. Numerous Orthodox
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churches were purchased by Copts or the Achillopoulios School for
Females, in Bab el Luk, which in turn sold them to institutions
such as the American University in Cairo. Despite this organiza-
tional shrinkage, new foundations also were established. Among
these was an the old people's home named Saint Panteleimon,
which was housed in an annex of the Greek Hospital in Cairo. A
boarding house was established for students from Egypt, the Mid-
dle East and Africa.I 9 This remarkable effort to change and develop
organizational structures was aimed at promoting the viability of
the community so they could overcome their difficult circum-
stances rather than chose exodus..

The historical archive of the Hellenic community in Cairo,
which we and Professor Matoula Tomara-Sideris classified and
filed, constitutes a direct and substantial record of the Greek Egyp-
tiots, their organizational skills and their general course of action.
There is considerable material on the Greeks in Cairo in particu-
lar. This archive, comprised of 1548 files and registers, also pro-
vides accurate information regarding the exodus. Moreover, there
are consolidation reports, inventories. and decisions concerning
the assets of the disbanded communities. The Hellenic commu-
nity in Cairo is now in the process of publishing the catalogue.
This catalogue will be at the disposal of any researcher interested
in consulting valuable archival data concerning the Greek Egyp-
tiots' history.
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The Greek Settlers' Flight from
Egypt: The Psychological Aspects

by NIKOS SIDERIS

In order to work on the psychological aspects of the Greek exo-
dus from Egypt, I consulted various available resources, particu-
larly testimonies and bibliographies. I took notice of one particular
thing. In the texts, one frequently encounters phrases such as:
"This situation has a fatal effect on communities"; "This is how the
disintegration of communities is precipitated"; "Ensuing panic
was stupendous"; "There was an apparent breach in the commu-
nity structure"; and "Everything breathed decay."

These phrases describe in different degrees of precision the
mechanisms of the history that determined and framed the flight.
Nevertheless, they rarely portray the human psychic load of such
dramatic processes: the grief, the anguish, the inner tensions, and
the conflicts. Mostly missing are the flood of thoughts, images and
emotions allowing or making living human beings able to com-
prehend and deal with the facts of a dramatic historical moment
that shook not just the great, "cold" geopolitical relations and con-
ditions, but the inmost, most deeply personal living environment.
I speak of the place where reckonings, and dreams, imagination
and realism, hopes and fears take place. I think of the lives
involved, their friends, their acquaintances, and all the people
close to them.—TOU xa0evOc cute) 'mug ep:TEXexoliévoug xac zokk6v
ax6101, otxeiwv, cpatin) yvcooc6v , 8046v -coo co0e6iccuv.

I began to think about, the human psychic load implied, a load
that is not revealed by stereotypical phrases of historical accounts.
This reminded me that the "impulsive psychology" of historians
(the unconscious sentiment they have in their minds about how

NIKOS SIDERIS is a professional psychiatrist.
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people function, individually and collectively, in different histor-
ical conditions), is often derived from personal impressions. I con-
template a famous observation by George Papandreou, "Numbers
are prospering, but people are suffering." Too often, historians are
only concerned with the first part (the state of numbers) and neg-
lect or devalue the second (human suffering).

The principle methodology guiding my venture, in the con-
text of such a multifaceted and multilevel phenomenon, is the dis-
tinction that needs to be made between three factors:

• The dynamics and mechanisms of Grand History
• Regional political drama
• Psychological effects on the protagonists

In the case of Greek flight from Egypt, opinions on what I call
the Grand History converge. The crisis of the Egyptiot commu-
nity is inscribed in, and defined by the historical collapse of world
colonialism. In regard to the regional political drama, opinion
regarding the emancipation of Egypt from foreign yoke again con-
verges. Convergence, however, is not the case regarding the psy-
chological effects on the drama's main protagonists, particularly
the Egyptian Greeks. Between understanding and acceptance of an
unavoidable historical process—the independence of a large nation
on the one hand and the crushing consequences for Egyptiot
Greeks on the other. There is an emotional imbalance in this con-
joined experience.

As already noted, historical sources and testimonies converge in
major aspects of the drama. The sense of threat and thoughts about
alternative positions for Egyptiotes were already expressed during
the first years of the World War One. There was already talk about
the repatriation of Greek settlers in 1919. Despite these specula-
tions and actual attacks on the settler's status, most Egyptiot
Greeks could not begin to think, believe, or contemplate such a
possibility, much less intellectually and sentimentally confront the
possibility of exodus or expulsion. One available testimony is
echoed often, "Grandfather thought we would live there our whole
lives. . . . that our ancestors came to Egypt to seize the opportunity
and then Egypt became our home. We would never be driven away
from our home." Another frequent testimony states, "Our parents
always said: 'We will only leave Egypt when the Nile runs dry.' "
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In short, the Egyptiot Greeks were gripped by the psycholog-
ical mechanism of disavowal or denial. A certain set of perceptive
information could not be integrated; it rested inert and inactive as
if non-existent. That view can be summarized as a "I know, but.
. . ." syndrome. This mechanism is very common in humans—
their tendency to let an uncomfortable piece of information hover
like a foreign body, in particular when a piece of information con-
cerns an emotionally significant loss or threat of loss. For example,
the first impulse when we hear about the death of a beloved one is
often of this type I don't believe it: "Get out of here!" "Seriously?"
"Are you joking?" "What the hell . . ." and so forth.

To be sure, from the end of the 1920s there had been a steady
leakage of Egyptiotes to several directions (repatriation and immi-
gration to new lands), but this was governed by the logic of the
comparative advantage of the new destination as opposed to the
shortfall of opportunity in Egypt. The movement signaled a gain
rather than a sense of loss or an economic threat. Even in cases of
anti-foreign unrest, havoc or murders, the prevailing attitude was
the elimination of threat and, ultimately, the absence of anxiety.
Gialourakis, for one noted, "When the extensive anti-foreign
unrest took place in Cairo . . . the Hellenes of Cairo, who witnessed
the fire [arson the largest and most central European stores) in
front of their eyes, seeing a great number of Greek estates going to
ashes, did not panic. The absolute faith in the eminence of their
contribution did not allow them to despair." Departure from
Egypt because of a general sense of danger or specific, personal
threat such as that of the flight of the Kotsikas family in 1949 was
the exception, not the rule.

Mass flight was the result of decisions taken under a state of
great external pressure. These included the legal-political meas-
ures enacted in the spirit of "Egypt to Egyptians," inadequate
information, the misleading of settlers by Greek authorities (the
state, the Church, the press, community leaders) and repeated reas-
suring declarations by the Egyptian authorities.

This emotional load had three major components: Egyptiot
Greeks were not sure what was actually happening. Can what
seems to be happening to us possibly be happening? Is it possible
to be happening to us who (according to the community's leading
ideology, as well as the emotional experience of reality) who have
contributed to this place and made it our homeland?
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A second thought was if we are to leave, where will we go?
Greece did not encourage the repatriation of a second wave of
refugees. It had not yet really absorbed the refugees of the Asia
Minor catastrophe. The settlers were distraught by experiences of
an earlier deportation they had already lived through personally or
through narrations of people close to them.

The Egyptiot Greeks wondered, "If we are forced to leave,
what are we supposed to take leave of? Flight is not simply a flight
to (painful and problematic as that is) but also a flight from, which
entails loss of a system of places, people, and relationships that
make a heavy emotional load. How does one accept loss of a home-
land a second time?

Perhaps the key to the process was the degeneration and func-
tional incapacitation of the principal mechanisms of social, polit-
ical, institutional, and psychological protection of the
settlers—the instrumentalities of intra-community solidarity.
Despite exemplary cases of the opposite (Giorgos Choremis, for
instance, offered his assistance to those who wanted to leave), the
general state was one of the relaxation or even the disruption of the
bonds of community solidarity. This was particularly apparent in
the relationship of the powerful figures in society to the weaker.
Ultimately, the problem was reduced to an individual rather than
a community issue. Under these conditions of high external pres-
sure, extreme emotional load and the disruption of networks of
social mutual support, it is only natural that attitudes and choices
of a particularly irrational character would follow stemming from
fear or unreasonable hope.

Immigrants usually leave their native land to settle in another
because the former cannot feed them. They say goodbye to their
beloved mothers, leaving in despair for foreign parts to seek a bet-
ter fate. This typical narrative stereotype carries several reductions,
but also a nucleus of truth that can never be fully articulated. This
nucleus of truth is not so much external, objective, and factual as
it is experiential, subjective, and intrapsychical.

The psychological existence of a traumatic truth mobilizes the
"soul" for a counterbalance. The "soul" corresponds by making
fantasies in which the subject has its place and the fulfillment of
its desires is staged. The Greek saying, "He who is hungry will
dream of bread-loaves," is an illustration of this kind of fantastical
conceptualization. We could sum up this "happy ending" scenario
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in the following way: Our natural mother (Greece) is not able to
feed us—maybe because she did not care for us. But we found a
good nourisher in our foster mother (Egypt). In short, the typical
fantasy of the settler is like a patriarch talking to kin about their
fears. "This is the place that fed us and I am ashamed to just get
up and go."

Clearly all is well as long as the nourishing foster mother
embraces and feeds her adopted child, all. But what happens when
the nourisher shows her other face? What happens when she
announces, in words, and more importantly, in deeds, that she does
not accept/love you as much as before, and not as much as she cares
for her natural children. The slogan "Egypt to Egyptians" is an
announcement that the mother prefers her own to the immigrants
to all others.

Nobody lives his or her life just based on information and
intellectual elaborations. On the contrary, every major personal
choice has a pivotal psycho-emotional component, defined not so
much by arguments as by fantasies. These fantasies constitute the
filter of apprehending, interpreting, and experiencing the world,
of trying to make sense of it in subjective terms. Therefore, when
the good nourisher shows her "dark side", becoming the fantasy's
bad stepmother, a psychological drama is set into motion. The lat-
ter has aspects of the order of the inconceivable—that is, some-
thing traumatic, impossible to comprehend: A sense of lost love
by a significant idealized person is called imago in psychoanalysis.
It has a sense of rivalry toward "other siblings," and a sense of help-
lessness and desolation that combine with other psychological
states to cause anxiety, fear, grief, and mourning.

Thus, each personal decision to stay or leave is connected to
three factors: Objective evaluation of the situation, "political"
evaluations, and imaginary evaluations. Imaginary evaluations or
elaborations are infused with two crucial aspects: Defense against
anxiety for the future (Now where and what?), but also transcen-
dence of pain for the loss of the present and the past (This is it. It
is over. For a second time, the nourisher cannot or does not want
to feed me). If a pathogenic prelude has already taken place (if the
present loss is experienced as a repetition of an earlier similar loss),
then acceptance of the present loss becomes extremely hard. The
process of mourning and acceptance may be blocked and the sub-
ject may lapse into melancholy.
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Although the status of privileged"little white man" is lost
with the flight, Egyptiotes still carry complex, but intense emo-
tions. Even in a new place, they carry the status of Egyptiot. They
define their identity through a situation externally dissolved, but
internally participating in their psychological world, their inmost
sense of existence, and their personal mythology, the governor of
personal meanings.

All major constructions of the settlers' psychological constitu-
tion are directly tested by the threat of flight. Their points of ref-
erence up to this time (their two motherlands, their peers, and
their families) are not the source of threat and they seem not to
want or be able to support the subject's world. Even worse, sub-
jectively speaking, they do not hear, they do not answer, they do
not tell the truth, they mislead, they neglect, they desert. This
causes a disruption of societal relations, of communication, of sol-
idarity, and of emotions—all leading to extreme desperation.
Egyptiot testimonies repeatedly stress someone decided to leave,
because they had no faith in the safety of their children's future.
The problem was real, the anxiety was institutional. This kind of
understanding inevitably resonates with the settlers own fantasy
regarding a first mother who could not feed them and how they
found s second, good enough nourisher who is now looking away
from her adopted children. From this sensitive chord of the set-
tlers' mythical identity, a child emerges who is not loved (at least
not "like the others") and not wanted. Settlers were called to
choose between remaining in this emotional bloodshed or depart-
ing. It is not strange that the vast majority chose flight. This was
a hard, painful, sometimes incomplete or even impossible separa-
tion, not just from a state of things, but from a sense and repre-
sentation of the world in terms of the individual's fundamental
personal mythology and existence.

A current of history led tens of thousands of Greeks to a sec-
ond motherland, a good nourisher. A subsequent current washed
them away. That second current involved the independence of an
ancient nation. Each decisive moment of the transition from one
status quo to the other had its unavoidable human cost. Such shifts
in impersonal structures and functions run parallel with human
joy, sorrow, pain and pleasure. These forces leave a collective and
personal traumatic trace, perhaps in the shadows or outside the
horizon of more obvious perceptions. Historical analysis needs to
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incorporate into its descriptions of material forces, this reference
to the traumatic. This is not an extra, neutral, or minor element in
the narrative but an essential dimension. The drama of the Greek
flight from Egypt substantiates the imperativeness of this need.
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The Left, Nasser, and the Exodus
of the Greeks from Egypt

by SOPHIANOS CHRYSSOSTOMIDIS

Allow me, before I proceed, to make a suggestion that the title
of this conference would been bettere titled The Exodus of the
Egyptiot Greeks rather than The Flight of the Egyptiot Greeks. I
think that "flight" is a very crude word somehow implying a mil-
itary operation. Xenophon, in his Cyropaedia, writes about the
"foe's flight" and "utter rout."' I note that other participants are
inclined to my view as evidenced in the titles and subtitles of their
essays. "The Big Decision" and "The Failure of Readjustment" are
two good examples. Numerous papers have referenced Egyptiot
literature. I would like to begin by citing 'Eo6og, a beautiful book
of poems by the Eugenia Palaiologou-Petronda who cites a com-
ment about Exodus from the Old Testament: "Put not thy hand
with the wicked to be an unrighteous witness."

Nasser's laws (January 1957) on "the Egyptianization of for-
eign banks, insurance companies and dealerships" were not the
only thing responsible for the exodus of Egyptiot Hellenism;
rather, there were other causes, like the history and the endurance
of the foreign community phenomenon, the grade of the commu-
nity's adaptability, the political-cultural advance of Egypt, and to
a certain degree, the Greece-development factor. As for the Left—
and I am obviously referring to the Left within the community—
I would call it a "fixed determinant" fighting with passion for its
ideas and views. Indeed, if you asked me to summarize its ration-

SOPHIANOS CHYSOSTOMIDES was born in Cairo where he began his career
as a journalist in 1952. After moving to Greece he worked in several left-
wing newspapers in Athens most notably at the Avghi where he became
political editor and then director. He also taught on the theory and prac-
tice of communication at the University of Athens.
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ale, some time after the Greek civil war, I would say it advocated
staying in Egypt with a positive adjustment on the side of the
Egyptian people fighting for its national emancipation. I have
expressed these ideas in the newspaper Auyij and the periodical
Avri. I have extended those views in "The Greek Community of
Egypt: The 'Exodus,' " published in the journal Aezetoz-cireto. 2 This
material has generated queries and commentary from passionate
scholars-researchers of the history of Egyptiot Hellenism, which I
would like to address. A common questions is if it is possible that,
referring to an (almost deterministic) "historicity" of the commu-
nity as an institution, we are not weighing precisely the poten-
tiality of other (different) ways of conduct? Another frequent
question is if the exodus could have been avoided under a differ-
ent kind of policy or attitude on the part of Athens, or a different
attitude by the community's "historical leadership," and finally be
a different attitude in the individual decisions of the settlers?

Personally, I never stopped believing that the community, as
an institution, had closed its historical cycle in the 1950s, perhaps
earlier, and that, sooner or later, it would be in the position where
it had to choose between adjustment (whatever that means) and
repatriation. The word "adjustment" or "readjustment" is easy to
say, but the problem was situated elsewhere. If, and to what
degree, had the community's so-called "historical leadership" real-
ized that times had changed and were going to continue to judge?
After the tripartite aggression on Egypt, it was only natural for
Nasser—or whoever was in his position—to issue laws for the con-
solidation of Egyptian economic sovereignty. Still, this very "his-
torical leadership", instead of reacting "in the essential capacity of
Egyptiot Hellenism, as a part of the Egyptian national element"—
as the Left's community paper "1-16(erxxog" asked—shifted the
whole responsibility to Athens and was done with it.

Regarding the first question addressed to me, there are count-
less overlapping determinants out of which—to remember the
classics of the Left—a resultant or historical action arisis. From
this point of view, I am ready to accept that, under different con-
duct, the "fate" of the Greek Egyptiot community might have
been different. This is just a conjecture. It has to be conjuncture
because the historicity of the community as an institution is a
finite concept and there is the historical course of other Greek com-
munities—Odessa, Trieste, Vienna, Marseille, Khartoum, Addis
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Ababa, and others—with a shared, unavoidable end.
Let us assume that different conduct were possible. Who

would be responsible for its promotion? Athens (that is, the Greek
government)? The "community's historical leadership" (that is,
the chairs of Greek Chambers of Commerce)? Or just independent
decisions by the settlers themselves?

The answer is not self-evident. In June 1957, eight months
after British and French aggression, a large community meeting
took place at the seat of the Greek Embassy, in Cairo. Among those
attending were the Greek ambassador, the Greek general consuls
of Alexandria and Cairo, the chairs of the largest Greek commu-
nities and Chambers of Commerce, the patriarchal warden, and the
chairs of large fraternities. The outcome of the meeting was
reported to the Greek Foreign Office by Dimitris Lambrou.
According to Lambrou, in order "for the children of our new gen-
eration to stay in Egypt, if they wish," there were three conditions.
First, to learn the Arabic language, which "should become one of
the ideals of our Egyptiot youth;" second, "emphasis on technical
education;" and, third, "the effort, on the part of our youth, to
acquire Egyptian citizenship, which must be pursued on a broad
scale, under the condition that, if this citizenship proves in the
future to be a disadvantage instead of an asset, the recovery of
Greek citizenship will be unobstructed." 3

While this suggests a policy of accommodation to Egyptian-
ization, the same report refers to a certain Mrs. Mundy, deputy of
the Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration, who
visited Egypt to "thoroughly examine, with the participation of
our consular authorities, issues of Greek and Italian migration
from Egypt!" This report also contains some peculiar "observa-
tions." It reminds its readers, for instance, that the ravage of the
Peloponnese by the Egyptian Ibrahim was carried into effect under
the guidance of the Porte, that is, within the context of a Greek-
Turkish and not Greek-Egyptian war, thus the Greek-Egyptian
relations were, and still are, friendly. You will say that this com-
ment does not bother anyone and I will agree that, indeed, it does-
n't. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see the Greek ambassador's
suggestion about the acquisition of Egyptian citizenship. Con-
cerning this issue—my eight-year service at the weekly (13covil and
the daily rEceotxog is my witness—the community was not par-
ticularly interested in acquiring the Egyptian citizenship. This can
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be proven. When Prime Minister Konstantinos Karamanlis vis-
ited Cairo, in the summer of 1957, I felt I had to ask, as editor-in-
chief of "FlOceoutog:" "Are you ready to request the Egyptian
citizenship for our fellow-citizens who want it?" The answer of
Karamanlis was, "As the prime minister of Greece, I do not intend
to ask for the Egyptian citizenship on behalf of the members of the
Greek communities, unless they themselves make a request." Dur-
ing the course of Karamanlis' time in Egypt, the Greek Commu-
nities, led by the oldest Greek Community of Alexandria, which
had never made such a request for citizenship, did not use the visit
of Karamanlis as an occasion to do so. Nor did they ask for it later.

The question I pose is how could a community that, twenty
years after the abrogation of capitulations, still had not mastered
the country's language (speaking vernacular Arabic, but not being
able to read an Arabic text, a newspaper, a book, a simple letter),
how could such a community having belatedly discovered techni-
cal education and having approached Egyptian citizenship with
sheer shilly-shally, how could such a community remain in Egypt
without trouble, without problems, without, eventually, the big
exodus? I believe it could not.

Other aspects of importance are the dread of the Greek gov-
ernment in Athens of a potential "new refugee problem." Consider
the following paragraph from a memorandum, dated March 3,
1957, delivered to President Nasser by Ambassador Lambrou:
"Since these last three laws were issued, Egyptianizing banks,
insurance companies and dealerships, the tendency of repatriation
or migration among Egyptiot Greeks has highly increased. If this
tendency is not kept under control, then mass exodus of Egyptiot
Greeks will be inevitable. While it is doubtful that this exodus
will be of benefit for Egypt, it will definitely be a shock for Greece,
since it is confronted with a serious demographic problem and
does not have the capacity for additional population." 4

lonesco counsels that a public officer should not be a banterer.
The Greek government of that era, however, seems to have been
just that. Its rationale was that since Greece did not have enough
space for the repatriated Greek citizens, it wanted to avoid a "pro-
found upheaval" but it also wanted to avoid any potential accusa-
tion of acquiescing to mass deportation! Nonetheless, Nasser's
laws notwithstanding, Greece's development was a considerable
factor of repatriation, in the sense that, during the 1960s, Greece
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had discovered and promoted the industry of tourism and had affil-
iated with the European Community. Thus, Greece could offer
jobs to may multilingual, talented Egyptiots.

There are other understandings of the exodus. I discussed a few
of them two years ago in Cairo, at the centenary of the Greek Com-
munity of Cairo. Whatever the negatives, we must speak of, we
must also assert that the history of Egyptiot Hellenism is a
remarkable chapter of contemporary Greek History, from which
we derive—even in hard times—strength and courage.

Notes

'X. Cyr. I. 4. 22.
2Apzetorgto, 4, May 2002.
3 "Meeting the Problems of Egyptiot Greeks, "protocol number 6857, June

4 1957.
4Lambrou telegraph, Protocol Number 6335, dated March 3 and March 6,

1957, to Foreign Office.
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The Book of Nostos
and the Big Decision

by PANAGIOTIS KARMATZOS

And now, the Unknown . . . The interlude ended, how everything
seems faraway f. . The unknown, then f. . .1 The big decision
has been taken. They are leaving, resentful or nostalgic. Even
those who were still here are leaving. I consigned to oblivion. How
can you resent the plebeian who woke up? You feel joy. How can
you hate the plebeian who did not learn that native and foreign
masters are the same? You feel sorrow.'

—Manolis Gialourakis

Indeed, we feel sorrow for the "plebeians" who did not earn
their full independence even when Britain was forced to declare an
end of the protectorate and grant Egypt is semi-independence in
February 1922. The conditionality of that British move drove the
nationalists and the people to keep up their fight, with demon-
strations, as well as acts of violence, ominous signs for all foreign
residents settled in Egypt, including Greeks.

Thus, during the 1920s the political strategy of the Greek
community shifted to a decidedly pro-Egyptian mode. Its mem-
bers strove to disclaim the label of colonialists slapped by the
Egyptians on all foreigners by empathizing with the natives' prob-
lems and trying to advance societies of Greek-Egyptian friendship.
The bilingual newspaper Al-Yunani Al Mutamassir (The Egyptiot
Greek) was launched and Greek schools introduced the teaching of
Arabic to their curriculum.

During this period of the reshaping of the Greek policy
towards Egyptians, the respected Stefanos Pargas (a.k.a. Stefanos
Zelitas), founder of the publishing company Grammata and pub-
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lisher of a periodical by the same name conducted research on the
literary production of Egyptiot Greeks, where Cavafy figures
prominently. Pargas wrote, "Let us hope [. . .) that the Arabist
Greeks of Egypt will teach the contemporary Arabian literature of
Egypt to the Greek world, at least in broad terms." 2

The bitterness Egyptians felt toward foreign and foreign resi-
dent employers in the private sector intensified in this period. As
serious standard-of-living and other social problem emerged, the
Egyptian government imposed restrictive measures and most
Greek firms followed the government recommendations that they
employ more Egyptians. Hence, Greeks and other foreign resident
workers were fired in the industrial sector and their jobs taken by
the numerous and cheap Egyptian work force, that had acquired
more skills by then. Employers in foreign offices offered adminis-
trative jobs to the new local university and high school graduates
who reflected the notable improvement in Egyptian education fol-
lowing the nation's conditional independence.

After long-lasting negotiations, Britain and Egypt reached a
settlement in 1936, by which the latter acquired its full inde-
pendence, while the former, in order to retain rights to the Suez
Canal, consented to the abrogation of capitulations, privileges
theretofore enjoyed by all foreigners as civilians or members of
unions and secular societies.

This agreement was ratified a year later in Montreux, Switzer-
land, with the participation of Egypt and representatives of the
various ethnic communities residing in Egypt. They formally
agreed to the abrogation of capitulations and the legitimacy of the
jurisdiction of Egyptian legislation over all foreigners. Mixed
courts would be supervised by consular offices for a period of
twelve years before their abolition. This later measure demon-
strates the extensive power foreign communities, the Greeks
among them, still retained in Egypt.

Although the Greeks had been long established in Egypt, only
a few Greek men of letters concerned themselves with the Egypt-
ian people in their works. Among these were Stratis Tsirkas,
Kostas Tsagaradas, Apostolos Leondis, and Giorgos Vrissimitza-
kis. The most important of these writers was Tsirkas, one of the
most celebrated writers of postwar Greek literature. He con-
tributed to the formation of intellectual relations between the
Egyptians and the Greek community significantly, publishing his
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poems under the title 06.A.Aaxot (Fellahin) in Alexandria in 1937.
The poems paid tribute to the poor and condemned workers of the
Egyptian land. These can be seen in his poem Teayouath 7711)Aiyozzo

(Song of Egypt).

What a disturbing book, they'll say, it smells of dust.
and sweat and muck and breath . .
What's heard are only howls and wails.
Where are the charms of Pharaohs, the obelisks,
the nightfalls, the date palms and the Pyramids?
Yes. I sing of Egypt. The one
not shown by Cook, the one
you stumble upon for so long without seeing.
And I sing of Egypt
'cause it nourishes and wraps me like a mother,
'cause it hurts like a mother
and hopes like a mother.

In the same spirit, about twenty years later, the writer of this
paper, then a young student of philosophy living in an unadorned
room on Kallidromiou Street, surrounded by his books, but ever
nostalgic of his motherland, was pouring his soul into the follow-
ing short poem titled 'Expeao-ti evvw,uocOvtic.

My God,
thank you,
I, so small and humble,
I, born in the outskirts of the quiet desert
and the shores of the ever-virgin sea,
I, who shared the sun and the bread of the land
I, who saw the shadow of the palm
and the lust of the East
I who drank water and quenched my thirst
with water of the benevolent, voracious Nile.

"The relations of Greeks and Egyptians, their attitudes, their
psychological state, their living conditions," 3 informed the work
of Giorgos Philippou Pieridis, another man of letters of the Greek
migration in Egypt who lived for several years in the mainland. In
1945, Pieridis published Or Bctinfiaxcidec a series of lively narratives
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in which hard truths are voiced about the condemned and tor-
mented ftllah. The following passage is typical of the narratives:

He looks the damp land around him. Half naked, with his
feet stuck in the mud./ His massive body looks like it's
made out of mud./ Indeed! This black soil, this sticky mud
is his element; and he lives in it, like worms live. And the
water that he drinks is muddy. And his shack, where he
will slip in at night, with his children and his animals—
all together—is also made out of mud and muck. And
when his time comes, when he rests in peace by God's will,
they will place him stark naked in this soil, watered drop
by drop by his sweat; and they will cover him with a tomb-
stone out of mud. 4

World War II offered Britain the opportunity of re-establish-
ing a strong military presence in Egypt, and the foreign residents
a short-lived sense of security. This security was jeopardized in the
following years, when a deep political, social and economic crisis
emerged in Egypt and high rates of unemployment influenced the
working status of foreigners. In order to survive, the latter had to
pursue Egyptian citizenship, which was getting harder and harder
to acquire.

Law 138 of 1947 set a limited percentage quota of foreign and
Egyptian clerks and workers per company, as well as the ratio of
their pays. It became extremely difficult for members of the Greek
community to remain in Egypt, but it was just as difficult to repa-
triate as Greece was undergoing the whirlpool of civil war. No offi-
cial assistance from the Greek state was forthcoming even after the
civil war concluded, and there was no official help from the Greek
state in the following years. Therefore, the last hope of Egypt's
Greek was to obtain a bilateral agreement of settlement between
Greece and Egypt, but such an agreement was never realized due
to the revolution led by Gamal Abdel Nasser on July 23, 1952.'

The slogan Masr lil Masreen (Egypt for the Egyptians) was
heard everywhere and the gap between Egyptians and foreigners
grew wider. This intensified when the Suez crisis, in 1956, resulted
in the deportation and the confiscation of all their property and
belongings of anyone with English or French citizenship. The
canal's nationalization on July 26, 1956 and the English-French-
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Israeli attack led the terror-stricken Greeks to plan their own flight
in case of a potential deportation.

Greek pilots of the Suez Canal, as well as progressive intellec-
tuals, spontaneously condemned the invasion and supported
Egypt. This stance was much appreciated, but did not result in any
special treatment. The Nasser regime was determined to head
Egypt into socialism, but if the revolution was to prevail, nation-
alism would prevail over ideology and sentimental attachments
would be disregarded.

Thus, although foreign and Egyptian entrepreneurs were
equally considered enemies of the regime, there was discrimina-
tion between foreign and Egyptian worker. This became apparent
with new labor laws that openly discriminated against resident
foreign workers. One provision of the new laws was that if for-
eigners lost their jobs for whatever reason, they were obliged to
leave the country even if they had born in Egypt.

Coming back to this land, after a five-year period of studies,
with a literature degree and a suitcase full of dreams, always yearn-
ing for my motherland, I found a different Alexandria than the one
I had left. Between 1961 and 1962, Egypt nationalized the mass
media, banks, insurance companies, major industries, and above
all, the export commence. The ensuing mass exodus of Greek res-
idents lasted until 1967 and some stayed even after that.

In 1962, the second volume of the trilogy Azo3gevirrec
(Drifting Cities) by Stratis Tsirkas was published in Athens in
1962 while Tsirkas was still in Egypt. Ariagne, the heroine of the
book's title, expresses thoughts through by her tragic prophecies
that will prove true when Nasser nationalized foreign businesses.
The country becames extremely "small" for the foreign element,
holding no future for the resident settlers or their children. Two
short coaxial passage illustrate the inmost thoughts of Ariagne:

Wherever there's suffering and sweat and tears, there's
humanity, isn't there? Why do you dig this ditch between
you and them, why do you keep apart? Where is this sort
of thinking going to lead you? I am so afraid. I would like
to be dead. I don't want to see it happen. The day will
come [. . Jand those brutes and that whip you've just been
talking about— they'll be left behind, too, miles and
miles behind you, and you won't even remember them.
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Cross my heart and hope to die if I ever said such a thing,
you will say. But you did say it; it's written in the air, on
the walls of these houses, in the pamphlets you printed.
These people here may be kindhearted and long-suffering,
but how do you expect them to forget? They'll remember
what you said, and they'll remind you, and then you'll be
so sorry. This is why I'm warning you now, while there's
still time don't, for God's sake, don't. 6

While the volume of Ariagne was sitting on my bookshelf,
its writer passed away and I sat weighing the big Yes or the big
No answer to whether or not to leave Egypt, sharing my torment
with my dear friend Manolis Gialourakis, a splendid writer and
journalist. Gialourakis would later repatriate, leaving a farewell
letter to be published when he would be underway by Tap8eOpoc,
the newspaper where he had worked. The letter, titled Mavrat
anoxateertopoô (Farewell Handkerchief), contains the following pas-
sage:

Now I am well aware. Egypt is confused inside me with
my childhood experiences, it is confused with the chapters
of Karnak and the forms of the portraits of Fayum, with
my puberty and the old mosques of Cairo, the plate at
Kavafis' house, the off-beat coffee-shop of Anfousi, the
amorous walks at Mariout, and that age-old church of
Agios Savvas. Egypt lives inside me, my Ptolemy ancestors
live inside me, the wise men of the Museum, the house of
the Cretan woman talking about my island. And, most of
all, the passage of contemporary Greeks, this flesh of my
flesh, Immigrant Hellenism that gave me back my life, the
truest expression of the Greece of hardships. I unfold the
handkerchief of farewell to the last days in my mind.
Wherever it is, Alexandria is lost in the horizon. It was no
insignificant honor to have "feasted on such a city." 7

Manolis left with his beloved wife Sophia, along with other
dear friends I painfully witnessed the number of my students dra-
matically diminishing. Looking with eyes full of worry and torture
at the classrooms of the once full of life Averofeio High School
emptying, led me, still reeling to think of my own possible flight.
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I express the thoughts and feelings of those times in my prose
poem F uga:8

When we sat at the table, I was silent, because along with
the first rain of autumn, the leaves fell and the friends were
gone. Their flight, their future and their small worries
touched my heart. In the pace of life of those last days, we
often heard cries of despair, Dionysian worship and virgin
hymenocide. Willing or not, you counted the ships of the
line and asked again and again while knowing the answer
for certain: You too? You could not believe their guts and
tried to estimate the damage of the broken mirror [. . .1
Then it spread, it expanded, and it became massive. And,
fatefully, my faith was shaken.

And it was shaken for good when, in 1972, with the ever-
memorable principal Symeon Symeonidis I closed the once vigor-
ous Salvageios Commercial School, because of lack of students.
Very hard times indeed! Now, the book of nostos is closed and the
big decision has been taken. Very few of our compatriots are still
there to guard Thermopylae, since we collectively scattered, some
to Greece and others to the end of the world.

But we are still Greeks, because Egypt gave us, along with the
benefits of its cosmopolitanism, the ability to hold on to our Hel-
lenic character, our language and our religion. We fled, agonizing
about our destiny and maybe bitter about what we left behind.
Still, who can blame a people fighting for their independence and
the right to rule over their own country?

Notes

1 .Mawanc-rtakoue6cx71c: II7EyciAri 	 Atoetylpc, Athens, 1966, p. 198.
2This reference is missing.
3From Timos Malanos' review of the book 0 t Bapfioecibec by Giorgos Philip-

pou, published in the Alexandrian newspaper TaxuSpOpo;, October 2, 1945, and
republished in the periodical 0 K6xAac (May-August 1986), 21-22, Larnaca
(Cyprus), p. 156.

41't6e-yoc; Otkinnou flteei81g: Or Bapfiaxcik-, Office of Culture, Department
of Education and Culture, Lefkosia, 1994. p. 83-84. Giorgos Philippou and
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Giorgos Philippou Pieridis are two names referring to the same person.
5,13aytetvii Tounii: "1955-1965/ H W)8og Tcov EXXiivcov cute) Tlp Airy/cm/ 0

1\16co .sQ, TO x6p.a Try; cpuyilc zat enksx* Kwva-conc[vou Kocealiavkii", To kua
newspaper (August 5, 2007), p. A17.

6Stratis Tsirkas, Drifting Cities, NY: Random House Childre's Books.
7Kay Cicellis), p. 273.
'Passage from the letter's republication in OFrpeAa 58 (September-Novem-

ber 2002), p. 63.
911avrzytthrrIcKccep.aTV3c: AlleavOptva ecarpixci xat OolvAoytxci, Kercusci 06kkoc,

Athens, 1972, p. 10.
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Literary Alexandria and Nostalgic
Alexandrian Literature

by HARRY TZALAS

Alexandria became a source of inspiration for poets and writ-
ers during the 19th and 20th centuries. The decade of 1956-1966,
the period of exodus of the foreign nationals, which spelled the end
of cosmopolitan Alexandria, sparked at the same time a particular
brand of nostalgic literature. This exodus not only affected the
Greeks and Italians, who were the most numerous of the ethnic
groups from the East or West that had settled in Alexandria dur-
ing the early 19th century, but all the ethnic groups involved. The
literature of all of these groups make up two completely different
genres and given that cosmopolitan Alexandria was multilingual,
we find examples of both genres in various languages.

In the years preceding the exodus, Alexandria's literature pro-
duced a number of important poets, such as Constantine Cavafis
and Giuseppe Ungaretti and writers, such as E. M. Forster, Fausta
Cialente, Lawrence Durrell and Stratis Tsirkas. In the years fol-
lowing the exodus, several Egyptian writers—Naguib Mahfouz,
Edward El Kharrat, Ibrahim Abdel Meguid, among them—wrote
poignantly about the city.

Nostalgic Alexandrian literature, with only a few exceptions,
involves amateur writers. They go though their personal experi-
ences and rarely escape the narrow boundaries of their own com-
munity. The Greeks write in Greek and report how wonderful and
carefree life was in the Alexandria of their youth. The titles of
books such as Farewell Alexandria or Bid Farewell to Alexandria, are
openly nostalgic farewells to their own youth.

The titles of the work of non-Greeks are comparable to those
of the Greeks. A few examples are Out of Egypt, Murmures d' Alexan-

HARRY (CHARIS) TAZALAS is a historian and a writer of fiction.
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drie, Losing Alexandria, Hier encore, a Alexandrie, Lost Alexandria,
and My Alexandria. These texts at a minimum are a testimony to
the fact that, in Alexandria, all the foreign communities had good
schools!

This literature firstly serves the will of the author who has a
story to tell. The writer wants to be read and to leave some mark
of his or her passage. The majority of these writings will remain
manuscript pages in a copybook, never to be published. Some
more ambitious writers will pay for the satisfaction of seeing their
work in print. Beyond the pleasure the authors feel for their prose
and the enjoyment procured from seeing it printed, these books
have little to offer as literature and their factual value for histori-
ans is question give that the author—willingly or not—tends to
beautify events and to manipulate the reality of family conditions
or of daily life. What follows are excerpts of two Alexandrian books
of short stories that I have written in which nostalgia is the pre-
dominant feeling.

Excerpted from Farewell to Alexandria, Eleven Short Stories'

But the sea is the same, the same as it was then. That is why I
love the sea; it never changes. The waves arriving from the north
still shimmer as they touch the ancient stones. They come and go
interminably, just as they did when I watched them as a child, and
tomorrow they will still do so. I reflect that the waves know why
they come and go, just as the sky knows why it lends its colors to
the sea. The gulls that gaily squeal their welcome to the rising
morning sun and the towering date palms in the square opposite
that tremble as they are brushed by the breeze, they know what
has gone before, they know what the future holds. It is only man
who ponders and questions. And I have so many questions as I pre-
pare to face the city. I do not have the patience to pause a while,
nor do I feel the need to rest—Alexandria is waiting for me, awash
in the May sunshine.

I feel suspense, craving, as if I were going to meet a loved-one
after many years. How changed will she seem? I have been told
that the center of the city is the same, almost unaltered.

I consider as I go out of the hotel into the city where I grew
up, where I went to school, where my father and mother were born,
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where my grandparents lived and died, that I have no relatives left,
no friends, no acquaintances. Who will I talk to about the past?
With whom will I browse through the yellowed pages of memory?
Who will tell me what has become of those who left, those who
have been lost with the passage of time?

But the buildings are all still here where I left them, somewhat
aged, somewhat changed, resignedly enduring the ordeal of aban-
donment, the negligence of man. Like elderly ladies who have
known glorious days, but have been worn down by merciless time.

Excerpts from Seven Days at the Cecile

In Alexandria, June is a special month. What is so special
about it? In June the "trees of fire" come into bloom. The French
call these trees flamboyants, that is, "aflame." The locals call them
bossianis. I think that word is Italian.

I have tried to find out what they are called in Greek, but
nobody seems to know. Apparently, as they are tropical trees,
found here far from their natural habitat, they have never been
included in the Greek vocabulary. How strange! I do not remem-
ber ever having seen flamboyants when I lived in Alexandria. How
could I have not noticed them?

It is well worth travelling all the way to Alexandria if only to
appreciate the blossoming "trees of fire," as I call them, particu-
larly at the beginning of the summer. At other times of year they
are simply plain, large trees, thick with small bright-green leaves.
You would never dream of the beauty they hide within. You sim-
ply walk past them without paying any particular attention. But
at the end of May and the beginning of June these unassuming
trees burst into flame. When I saw them, I could not believe my
eyes. It was as if they had been painted with a blazing brush that,
instead of scorching the leaves, had turned them as red as fire.

I returned to the hotel. Yes, I was staying at the Cecil again. I
sat at the same table to the right of the entrance, drinking a glass
of Stella beer. Sitting there, with your back to the window that
overlooks Saad Zaghloul Square, you can watch the passers-by in
the huge mirror that hangs, splendid and silent, on the other side
of the reception hall.

So, Alexandria still had something more to offer me, I mused,
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something new, as if from the very first day of this, my latest visit,
the city wished to cajole me with an exceptional gift.

As the years go by, so surprises become rarer. As the years go
by, so the little things in life become more significant, as if the
innocence of early childhood is restored. How could I never have
noticed the "trees of fire" when I was a child in this city?

Bringing back memories of the past hurt, I whispered, look-
ing at Cecile, who had been quietly watching as I meandered
through my daydream.

And she, as if wishing to add to this, let out a sigh and looked
away, towards the grey city. Almost to herself, she said:

"Since the first day I came back to Alexandria, I have been ask-
ing myself why I keep raking up the memories of the past. Why
don't I just stay comfortably in the present and whatever it still
has left to offer me? Why do I keep opening and closing doors
when I don't know where they lead? Doors which for years were
closed fast. Alas, the creaking of these doors is just as painful when
they open as when they close."

It seemed that Cecile was also trapped in a memory game. As
if continuing a conversation started long ago, she began to tell me
about what had happened to her the previous day.

"It was a superb day, full of deep emotions. The most painful
day I have known in years, but then, there were also such incredi-
ble moments of happiness; I experienced feelings which I thought
had been lost forever. It was a day when I was completely possessed
by a past that tightly embraced the present. Ultimately, it set me
free from the ghosts I had never dared to look in the face before."

My God, I thought, you should not look at Alexandria so
brazenly, with your eyes wide open. This city is not only the pres-
ent, but also the past. You sense it through half-closed eyes, you
do not look it straight in the face—you feel it with your heart.

"My good man," I said, "You're looking at the city in the
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wrong way. It's not her fault. Alexandria was never a place for those
passing through, for hurried visitors.

"The last cosmopolitan centre of the Mediterranean is a mature
town, 2,300 years old. She carries with her the scars of the succes-
sive eras that she has lived through. The Ptolemaic, the Roman,
the Early Christian city, the city of the Arab conquest, the
Ottoman—all are represented by monuments and ruins. And the
new Alexandria dreamt of by Mohammed Ali who, mounted upon
his horse, gazes out to the west from the great square that bears his
name, holds particular interest.

"There are remarkable buildings from the 19th and 20th cen-
turies to be found in the centre of Alexandria, as well as along the
Corniche and in its countless suburbs. All the attempts to imitate
town architecture co-exist to bring about a balance. The Neo-Clas-
sical buildings of the Greek ruling classes stand hand in glove with
the Neo-Venetian, the Neo-Baroque, the Neo-Gothic, the Neo-
Islamic of the Italian, Jewish, French, British, Armenian, Lebanese
and local traders. They symbolise the cosmopolitan Alexandria—
a wonder of coexistence, where simple people from different tribes,
faiths and nations lived harmoniously and flourished.

"These days, few of those foreigners remain, but most of their
buildings are still standing, their signs still remain outside their
shops and offices. The works of man remain as well as the memo-
ries.

"And just as Forster did almost a century ago, just as so many
other lovers of the city have done, we can still dream of the past:
we can imagine the remarkable Pharos standing guard over the
Eastern Harbour, the Soma of Alexander the Great, that celebrated
monument, the Ptolemies with their queens and magnificent
palaces, the unfortunate Cleopatra and Mark Anthony, Octavian,
Caesar, Amr the Conqueror, the caravans pausing at the Islamic
city walls to quench their thirst before passing through the Gate
of the Sun.

"It's even possible for the perceptive visitor to eavesdrop upon
the breath of the Poet whose steps may lead him down the narrow
alleyways of the old city where Durrell's heroines will suddenly
appear.

"And you, my friend, who have come from so far away, you too
can make your own Alexandria. The materials are here—all you
have to do is to match them up through half-closed eyes. The azure
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blue sea that grapples incessantly with the ancient stones is the
same, just as the breeze that mingles the special aroma of saltiness
with the scent of fuul and jasmine is the same. The people are the
same—simple, approachable, warm-hearted—and the local chil-
dren still flood the streets and the squares just as they always used
to.

"This is Alexandria, and she is beautiful, she is eternal."

Notes

'The Greek title of my first book was Alexandrea ad Aegyptum, 11 Alexan-
drian Short Stories. The title Farewell to Alexandria, Eleven Short Stories used for
the English translation which was made and published by the American Uni-
versity in Cairo Press.

2The title of my second book was Epta imeres stirs. The English version.
which is titled Seven Days at the Cecil, has just been published by Bibliotheca
Alexandrina.
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